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ABSTRACT

The general aim of this thesis is to produce a portrait of

Staffordshire society during the Wars of the Roses. The chapters

illustrate the many roles played by the local gentry and nobility-

county athnhiistrator, soldier, estate holder and/or officer,

litigant, retainer and kinsman- and bow these were interrelated.

The second chapter carries the burden of the narrative besides

being primarily about the major offices of county government and

the ways in which these might be exploited by appointees (and,

where appropriate, by their patrons). The other chapters, not

chronologically structured, concentrate on specialised offices

(e.g. chapter III on the Church and chapter IV on forests) and.

social relationships in such spheres as crime, service and

marriage. The thesis' overall structure and content have been

largely determined by the nature of the surviving evidence.

Between 1440 and 1500 the 'rule' of Staffordshire passed

through a number of hands, with each change-over Illustrating

a different 'model' of magnate influence in local affairs. In

the 1440s and 1450s the Staffords dominated through control of

the quarter of the county that was royal land and as the leading

land holding family with an affinity built up over generations.

Throughout the Yorkiat era preeminence iay with lords new to

Staffordshire, who, though powerful at court, struggled to win

local support and realise this at the muster. By Henry Vii's

reign the indigenous lay nobility, like its clerical counterpart,

had lost most of its political muscle. Power was increasingly

drawn into the bands of the leading gentry, especially those

appointed to and diligent in local offices. Perquisites went

to local men rather than out-of-county favoured courtiers,

though forest sinecurea were occasionally an exception. Similarly,

crime and marriage were local affairs, as befitted. a quiet and

impoverished county far from the madding crowd.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND NOBILITY



The study of a county during the fifteenth century at

the level of a doctoral thesis has to be selective.

There is so much surviving evidence that more than one

work would be needed to cover adequately every aspect of

the area's history. This particular thesis, researched as

it has been between 1 978 and 1981, is part of the wider

search among students of the later middle ages for an

understanding of local politics and the structure of society

at the level of the shire. My aims are to examine such

questions as who ran the institutions of local government

in Staffordshire" Was there any recognizable structure

within the county community' How did the nobility and

gentry interrelate' And, above all, who were the major

figures of the age? !Iy approach has been throughout a

biographical one, largely based upon an extensive card-

index system. Such a technique, revealing as it does the

rich variety of characters and careers, has obviously

affected to some extent the picture I obtained and here

pass on of Staffordshire during the period encompassing

the Wars of the Roses. It stresses the importance of the

individual rather than the forces of economic predestination.

It also limits the Scope of the study in as much as only

those who left behind a record of their doings (mainly

written) can properly be Included. 'The mere uncounted folk

of whose life and death is none report or lamentation', as

Kipling put it, regrettably are once more passed over. Yet,

since they were not the county governors with whom and with

whose actions my thesis is primarily concerned, this need

not unduly worry us.



The most common phrase in studies of the social structure of

later-medieval England is 'Bastard Feudalism'. It has been

both hailed as a vital tool in the maintenance of law and

order and denigrated as the fount of crime and the eenang

immunity afforded to many contemporary criminals. However,

defining bastard feudalism is both difficult and hazardous.

Many aspects of it were neither novel, universally applicable

nor exclusive to it. It can perhaps best be characterised as

an arrangement of relationships exhibiting many of the

features of the classic feudal model, but in which money had

replaced land as the cohesive medium within society. What

that meant in practice will become apparent as this study

progresses.

Generalisationa and an uncritical selection of

evidence have left the fifteenth century (still) with a

reputation for violence and magnate manipulation of the

legal and governmental processes. As recently as 1976 one

historian could write of the royal court, law courts and

parliament as being so riddled with magnates and their

affinities that the traditional workings of government

were strangled 'while livened retainers, mercenaries without

a war, became the sole levers of power.' 1 This has been the

received wisdom of the ages and, as such, deserves close

scrutiny.

Basic questions need answering about the nature of

the relationship between lord and retainer, For example,

was this relationship markedly different (the fee apart)

from the one between a lord and non-retained, friendly, local

gentlemen? How far were retainers placed in office by magnate

influence, given that they were usually drawn from the sort

of men appointed to those offices anyway because of local
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prominence in their own right? To all such questions should

be added the words 'in Staffordshire'; for it is dangerous to

generalise from county to county in the fifteenth century,

let alone from one small area to the entire realm.

Historians of the later middle ages are blessed (if

that is the right word) with an abundant quantity, if not

diversity, of source material. Surviving written evidence

is, naturally, just the renmant of such records as existed

at this time and reflects what was then regarded as worth

setting down permanently. It is mainly with impersonal land

deeds, accounts and legal records that students of this era

must deal. A moment's consideration, however, on bow mis-

leading and fragmentary a history of our present time would

be if all that later historians had to work with were the

modern counterparts of these, should induce caution as to

the use of and extrapolation from this earlier material.

Letters from the fifteenth century are rare and cherished

when found, but such a collection as the Paston Letters from

East Anglia, largely relating a tale of woe and the evils

of maintenance, is not necessarily representative of the

situation all over England. After all, not every gentry

family was trying to poach an inheritance.

The political history of a region was determined

less by vague impersonal forces than by the considered actions

and characters of specific individuals, the fortunes of

genetics and disease and, above all, the pattern of magnate

landholding, which provided	 the basic canvas upon which

all was painted. The ability (or lack of it) of a local

nobleman to attract and maintain gentry support was the

principal factor affecting the latter's courses of action

and freedom of choice over his allegiance. At its simplest,
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this meant that military conflict or factional rivalry (the

two are not necessarily synonymous) were less likely in an

area dominated by one lord or faction than in another area

containing alternative sources of patronage, which might

necessitate canvassing for gentry support. This is hardly

profound, but nevertheless gets often overlooked by those

perennially seeking complex solutions for every historical

problem. Within the period 1440-1500 only in the first two

decades could Staffordshire be said to have been 'under'

anyone, and that was Humphrey, duke of Buckinglmm, the

leading local landholder. In the 1460s, 1470s and 1480s,

though Richard Neville, earl of Warwick, Walter Blount,

Lord Mountjoy, George, duke of Clarence and William, Lord

Hastings all exercised considerable influence in the county

for a short time, their careers serve only to exemplify bow

political connections were stronger and more durable if

built up over generations rather than months or years, and

that political power within an area was the more secure

when based upon extensive landholdings therein rather than

patronage from without- or, better still, both.

The purpose of this initial chapter is to outline

who and where were the nobility of Staffordshire, as a basis

for later sections on the gentry and church. However, a few

introductory details on the county's geography are needed

to set things in motion.

Staffordshire is roughly diamond-shaped, some fifty

miles in length and thirty in breadth. It lies, landlocked,

in the north Midlands, surrounded by six other counties:

Cheshire, Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Warwickshire, Worcester-

shire arid Sbropshire. There is no distinctive 'Staffordshire'

landscape; what exists Is rather an extension of the features of
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a j cent co nties. The physical layout, as portrayed below,

reveals how the north of Staffordshire, which forms part

of the Peak District and to a 1 sser extent the area of

Cannock chase, just south of the river Trent, were the only

ajor patches of high ground. ost of the county consisted

of g ntly und lating countryside, though noor land predominated

in the north-east. The population of Staffordshire was
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distributed around. these areas of high ground. Below is

a diagram showing the distribution at the time of the

Domesday survey. Judging from references from deeds and.

criminal records, little had changed by the fifteenth century.

Relative Distribution of Adults
atthe Time of the Domesday Survey.*
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Though the population rose greatly, this distribution

pattern was maintained. The main centres were in the

south-east around Lichfield and Tamworth, along the

River Dove at Uttoxeter, Tutbury and Burton-on-Trent,

in the north-west around. rewcastle-under-Lyme and in

a fertile crescent stretching from Stafford via Brewood.

to Wolverhampton.
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The county was divided into five hundreds, though these

were of no real importance by the fifteenth century, except

in as much as they were the unit used for collection of

parliamentary subsidies. The Staffordshire hundreds were

Pyrehil]. in the north-west, Totmonslow in the north-east,

Cuttlesdon (or Cudleston) in the centre, Seisdon In the

south-west and Offlow in the south-east.
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Staffordshire spent an insignificant niillenium

between its beydays as a centre of Mercian power in Anglo-

Saxon times and of economic strength during the Industrial

Revolution of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries,

once its mineral deposits were fully exploited. Though the

county bad been bisected by the Dane].aw line and bad.

two Roman roads (Watling Street and Rykrield. Street) passing

through it, it bad never been more than a place to be

traversed on the way north. By the fifteenth century even this

role bad been somewhat diminished. Royal trips or expeditions

now passed through Leicester or Nottingham. Even Henry VI, who

spent considerable periods at Coventry, only came to

Staffordshire twice- once in early September 1456 and again

three years later while in hot pursuit of the Earl of Salisbury

after the battle of B].ore Heath.

With no internal navigable waterways to facilitate

trade and communication and with a soil that was never of more

than average fertility, Staffordshire was one of the poorer

English counties. Some indication of both its poverty and.

perhaps its population relative to other counties can be

gauged from such indicators as the division of responsibility

for raising the parliamentary grant of 1450 to pay for twenty

thousand men for national defence. 2 Staffordshire's share was

173 men, compared to 236 for Warwickshire and 141 for Derbyshire

among its neighbours, and 368 and 424 respectIvely for more

prosperous Essex and Gloucestershire. In the 1474 parliamentary

grant for troops to undertake a campaign in Prance, Stafford-

shire was assessed at £899, compared to £1139 for Warwickshire,

£741 for Derbyshire and £795 for Shropshire.3

The nobility of Staffordshire can be divided into

three categories: major, minor and 'fringe'. This final

category describes those noblemen of whatever status whose
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land-holdings in the county were minimal. Some, like the

Stanleys in Cheshire and Lancashire or the Talbot Earls of

Shrewsbury in Shropsliire and north Derbyshire, had considerable

influence in the north-west Midlands, but only rarely became

a feature of Staffordshire life. The Talbots held. only one

manor in Staffordshire, that of Alton with its draughty and

isolated castle in the Peak District. The Earls of Orinond and.

Wiltshire, the Butler family in the fifteenth century, held

three manors (dent, Mere and Handsworth) in the extreme

south of the county, while the Beauchamp and Neville Earls

of Warwick possessed , again in southern Staffordshire, four

manors (Pattingham, Drayton Basset, Perry Barr and Walsall).

Of the indigenous nobility there were three minor

and one major families. The former were the Tuchet Lords

Audley, the Sutton/Dudley Lords Dudley and the Ferrers/

Devereux Lords Perrers of Chartley.

Between 1440 and 1500 there were three generations

of Tuchets who became Lords Audley. Each. time son followed

father: James I (1398-1 459), John (c.1425-90) and James II

(1463-97). Their rise in fortune had been accompanied by a

progressive absenteeism from their north Midland place of

origin. James Tuchet the elder was summoned to parliament

from 1420 onwards. Although he was a justice of the peace

in Staffordshire, Shropshire and Derbyshire from the 1420s,

and although be was appointed to a commission in November

1436 to deal with attacks on the dean and chapter at Lichlield4,

his career (like his favourite estates) lay away from the

Midlands. He served militarily in Prance and judicially in

Herefordahire and south Wales. In that last area he was at

various times Chief Justice and Chamberlain. 5 Had he cultivated

closer relations with the local gentry and his tenantry in

Staffordshire, he would have had greater success in recruiting
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an army to fight the Yorkiats in the summer of 1459. As it was,

he fell at the battle of Blore Heath with few Staffordshire men

alongside him.

His son John was similarly absent from his Cheshire

and Staffordshire estates. Through marrying a Dorsetsh.ire widow,

Anne Echingham, John added property in that county to his

inheritance. He had succeeded in retaining his family's lands

in 1461 because, after being captured by the Yorkists at Calais

a year earlier, he had switched sides. This move, prompted by

an instinct for survival rather than perfidy, proved politically

successful. He became one of Edward IV's favourites, though, as

Professor Ross has indicated, his reputation for being grasping

was exaggerated. 6 His only rewards were an appointment in May

1461 as steward of the Crown's property lxi Dorset and a grant

six years later of a couple of Surrey manors forfeited by the

deceased Earl of Wiltshire. 7 In the 1470s a few more grants came

Audley's way8 , and be took part in the Prench campaign of 1475.

Significantly, such grants as be did obtain had

nothing to do with Staffordshire and Cheshire, which is further

indication of his lack of interest in the area. Had things been

otherwise, Audley would doubtless have been pressed for any

rewards coming his way to have been in the north Midlands-

after all, there were plenty of opportunities for patronage

in Staffordshire with the vast tracts of Crown land and

escheated Stafford family inberitaxice. Audley certainly took

no part in the administration of either the Stafford lands,

despite the interweaving of these with his own, or the county

in general, though like his father he was regularly appointed

to county commissions. Thus the Audley influence within

Staffordshire and Cheshire was less than it might have been.

It was through the local gentry, such as the Egertons of

Wrinehill, that the Tuchets' presence was represented and their
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property administered. Audley's appointment to the Staffordshire

bench was mere courtesy.

The family was split in the Readeption period. Lord

John sided with Edward IV, but his brother Humphrey fell at

Tewkesbury for the House of Lancaster. John later paid six

hundred marks to secure for himself those family lands his

brother had held and prevent their being confiscated and

dispersed as rewards among loyal Yorkists. 9 In 1483 he acquiesced

in Richard of Gloucester's seizure of the throne, for which be

was appointed Treasurer of England in the following year. Yet

he was not prepared to defend this new patron on the battlefield

and thus found pardon easy to obtain from Henry Tudor on 18

November 1485. He adapted quietly to the Tudor regime, passing

his last few years without notable incident.

James, Lord Audley II succeeded his father in autumn

1490. Little is known of him, but like his recent forebears he

appears to have taken little interest in his Midland estates.

He came to an untimely end when in 1497 'In consequence of some

disgust' 10, he joined the Cornish revolt- the only peer so to do.

He was captured at Blackheath arid executed. Audley's subsequent

attainder brought the Tuchet lands to the Crown. In 1503-4

these brought Henry VII £474 clear. His property in Stafford-

shire was concentrated In pyrehi].l hundred and in particular

around Newcastle-under-Lyme, Ladeley and Betley. The family's

main residence in this area was at Heighley castle, three miles

west of Newcastle, and its property Included many of the small

villages north and west of Heighley, extending into Cheshire.

At the opposite end of Staffordshire were the Suttons

of Dudley. The dominant figure in the family was John Sutton,

created Lord Dudley in 1440, Dudley (1400-87) had been head of

the family, if at first nominally, from infancy. His estates

centred on Dudley and Dudley castle, Other principal manors
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were Himley, King's Swinford,RowleyRegis, Ma].pas (Cheshire) and

Birmingham, where be was feudal overlord. His inheritance also

extended into Shropshire and there was l.nd worth £40

a year at Appletree and Aston-in-the-Wall (Northampton-

shire). He was without doubt the most gifted Stafford-

shire nobleman of the century and excelled as justice,

soldier, diplomat, administrator and politician. These

talents were recognised early. In 1422 he carried the

banner at Henry V's funeral and was Lieutenant of Ireland
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by the age of twenty-eight1 2 He served on the Staffordshire

bench from 1430 until his death fifty-seven years later,

missing only one coinnilesion- during the Readeption. He

spent almost as long as a justice of the peace in Shropshire

and Worcestershire.

His exact political position remains something

of an enigma. During the 1420s and 1430s be was certainly

connected with Humphrey, duke of Gloucester, in whose

retinue be served in Prance. In 1432 Sutton with two others

gave recognizances in a thousand marks on behalf of

Gloucester and the fledgling Richard, duke of York that

the latter might have livery of his lands.13

Like Audley, be spent a great deal of time

away from Staffordshire, though Lord Dudley (as he became

in 1440) did at least sit on the Staffordshire bench to

whlchboth h1been appointed. His prolonged absences were

due to duties at court; to his extensive services at

Calais, where he was sometime keeper 14 ; and to his numerous

diplomatic forays, especially in the 1440s. Towards the end

of that decade Dudley and York fell out. This was probably

due less to any fundamental shift in Dudley's domestic

political allegiances than to his association with the

diplomacy surrounding the end of English power in Prance.

Now in the prime of life, his role as a competent 'workhorse'

brought him great rewards, which, with his association with

courtiers such as Suffolk and the Beauforts led. to his being

not-unfairly identified as one of the leading leeches

bleeding the Crown financially white. He was thus a prime

target for the reaction against the court faction in the

early 1450s. Indeed in 1451 be was even kidnapped for a

short time by York and held at Ludlow castle. 15 He was also
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removed from the King's council. The rift between York and

Dudley was permanent. Dudley fought against York at the

battle of Saint Albans in May 1455 and against his associate

the Ear], of Salisbury at Blore Heath four years later.

Many of the grants made to Dudley, unlike those to

the Tuchets, concerned Staffordshire and Shropsh.ire, so

boosting his power in the area around his patrimony. In 1446

be was even granted the Hundred of Seisdon (in effect, south

Staffordshire), though this was actually only a grant of

certain payments made to the Crown for various petty rights

and courts.16 In 1442 he was awarded £480 for his 'bone et

aggreables services'17 , and quickly followed that up by

securing two lucrative wardships- those of Humphrey Blount

of Kinlet and William Frebody. Blount was presumably backed

by Dudley when he was appointed escheator of Staffordshire

in 1445 and sheriff a year later. In 1443 Dudley was granted

the lease of Shrawardirie in Shropshire, and in 1444 property

in Powys, confiscated from Sir Griffin Vaughan, came his way

too.18 Most of these grants were resumed in 1450, though

even sa be still retained annuities from the Crown worth

£216/i 3s/4d.19

There is insufficient space here to record all the

grants accruing to Dudley, though most served to increase

his family's position in Staffordshire. For instance, he

worked hard to collect offices in Kinver forest, some of

which be managed to pass on to his heirs (see Chapter III).

During the crisis of 1459-61 Dudley switched sides.

Though he had briefly been a Yorkist captive after Blore Heath,

this switch came as a surprise, since he had profited greatly

from the Lancastrian distribution of forfeited rebel lands.2°

It would seem therefore that he had much to lose by deserting

the royal colours and little to gain. It is difficult
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to believe that his defection stemmed from a desire to

see the realm governed by the Yorkists because of their

selflessness or political incorruptibility. He knew them

too well to fall for their propaganda. As Professor Lander

has put it:

'High moral standards were sticks with which
to beat opponents rather than measuring rods
for their own persona]. conduct. In 1461 the
reputation of the Yorkist inner group, both
the quick and the dead, surrounding an
inexperienced king of nineteen, could have 	 21
given little confidence in better government.'

The Suttons (who were gradually adopting 'Dudley' as their

surname) took over York's Welsh lordship of Montgomery in

early February 1460, with Dudley hfmgelf as steward and

his eons Edmund and Oliver as constable and receiver.22

In April or May of that year Dudley (wrongly called William

in the Patent Rolls) was appointed to a commission in

Staffordshire to assemble and lead troops against the

Yorkists whenever they should land in England; but by

November he was ready to sail to Calais in the retinue of

Richard, earl of Warwick.23

Dudley's defection probably followed in the wake

of the Lanoastrian defeat at Northampton on 10 July, wheu

Humphrey, duke of Buckingham and John, earl of Shrewsbury

were killed. Maybe Dudley's political acumen told him that

the tide bad turned in the Yorkists' favour; maybe he

realised that in the political vacuum the deaths of Buckingham

and Shrewabury brought to the north Midlands his family's

interests would be best served by an aggrandisement impossible

from within the ranks of the Lancastrian partisans. Self-

interest, perhaps tinged with disillusion with the

remaining leadership of the court faction and coupled to

enticing overtures from his former friend York, persuaded

him to throw in his lot with the disaffected faction of
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the nobility- not disaffection itself.

This decision to support York proved to be a

fortuitous one; be backed the right house. The stream

of patronage, which had flowed so freely from one king,

continued unabated under the next. All of Dudley's debts

to the deposed Henry VI were pardoned; in 1464 be received

one hundred marks as expenses; the following year an

annuity of £100 came to him; and in 1466 be obtained the

reversion of the manor of Bordesley (Worcestershire).24

The Yorkists' return for all this patronage was the same

genera]. administrative service as he had given Henry VI.

Although Dudley was a councillor for both Henry VI and

Edward IV, he held no major office under the latter and

had only been Treasurer of the Household from April 1453

to june 1455 under the former. Loyalty and reliability

were how be repaid this patronage.

Dudley lost a son at the battle of Edgecote in

1 469, and in 1471 he was prominent in the repulsion of the

forces of the Bastard of Fauconberg from London, being

Constable of the Tower at the time. He later became

chamberlain to the Queen, though kept his distance from

the Wydeville faction. By the time of the accession of

Richard III, although well into his eighties, Dudley was

still being fated by the monarch of the day. He had outlived

his eldest son Edmund (c..1430-83) and most of the hotheads

of three generations. So it is hardly surprising that he

would have nothing to do with Henry, duke of Buckingham' s

ill-considered revolt in 1483. In fact be helped to suppress

it and. was rewarded with Buckingham's Staffordshire manors

of Darlaston, Bentley, Tittensor, Hartwell and Packington,

as well as other property at Bridgenortb, Rugby and Newton-

in-the -Willows, Kinver and Stourton. These last two manors
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greatly strengthened his family's power in southern

Staffordshire. Richard III also granted him annuities of

£160.25 In July 1484 be was also allowed to lease two more

south Staffordshire manors, Pattingham and Walsall, which

bad in the previous few decades passed through the hands

of Warwick and Clarence, and of which Dudley and his late

son Edmund had been stewards for the Crown since 1478.26

How much Dudley envisaged some or all of this

patronage would come his way should he remain loyal to the

murderer of the children of his old patron Edward IV will

never be known. It seems that be kept his feelings to

himself, confident that his family's interests were best

served by taking advantage of periods of Stafford weakness.

Although less of a trimmer than the Stanleys, Dudley had

learned well how to judge when it was the right time to

declare an allegiance and when it was better quietly to

play safe. That was bow be survived, prospered and built

up his family's power in the much-contested area of south

Staffordshire. He lived long enough to be honoured by the

first of the Tudor kings with an annuity of £10027, and was

wealthy enough to buy two north Worcestershire manors,

Northfield and Weoley, for a thousand marks from that new

king28 , before death finally claimed him, the last of an

era on the last day of September 1487.

With the Tuchets in the north-west and. the

Suttons/Dudleys in the south of Staffordshire, it would

be gratifying to find the other family in the trio of

minor nobility based somewhere near the centre of the county;

and fate, with an eye to symmetry, has neatly obliged.
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The Barons Ferrers of Chartley held manors

grouped around Chartley to the east of Stafford and at

Great Barr in the south of Staffordshire. However, their

importance in this county was slight compared to that

in Warwickshire where with the Beaucbamp Earls of Warwick

and Ralph, Lord Sudeley they struggled against the power

of the Staffords.29 The short-lived marriage between the

widow of Edmund, Lord Perrers (1389-1435) and Philip Chetwynd, a

retainer of Humphrey, earl of Stafford, in the late 1430s eased

matters. However ter thefr death.s Edmund's son William (1412-

50) reforged his links with the Beauchampa, though not

without losing some of his affinity to the Staffords (as

will be shown in the next chapter). Like the Dudleys, the

Ferrers family shed no tears whenever Stafford's wings were

clipped, though. neither was in much of a position to engage

in such a practice in Staffordshire. John, Lord Dudley did

once serve as a feoffee for Lord William in January 144530,

though there were also several Stafford supporters included

on that deed. I can find no evidence that Ferrers and Dudley

were allies of any sort.

After William's sudden and early death in 1450

his widow, Elizabeth Bealknap, took his important Warwickshire

estates as her dower, while those in Staffordshire were left

to their daughter and heiress, Anne, whose Herefordshire

husband, Walter Devereux took no interest in the politics

of the north Midlands. When, in February 1455, Walter and

Anne gave an undertaking not to disturb any of her mother's

tenants (elizabeth seems to have been thinking about entering

a nunnery), significantly none of the witnesses to the deed

was from Staffordshire.:3l Anne's inheritance (dower excluded)

was held by her father's friend Ralph, Lord Sudeley until

she reached the age o fourteen in 1453.32
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Walter's career passed almost unconnected

with Staffordshire, so little needs to be written here

about him. His only use for the Ferrers estates in this

county was as an additional source of income. His family

had been among the closest supporters of Richard, duke

of York, and he eventually fell at Bosworth in 1485 fighting

for the last of York's son g , Richard III. In this venture

he seems to have been unsupported by his Staffordshire

tenantry, which is not surprising given the lack of

attention be bad previously paid to them. His son and heir

John (1463-1501) was with him at Bosworth, though unlike

Walter he was not attainted for choosing the losing side.

John was speedily forgiven and entered his inheritance

on 4 March 1486. John at least did take some interest

in his Staffordshire lands, as we have documents concerning

them, which we do not have for his father.33 In 1493 the

estates in Staffordshire plus Castle Bromwich and Bulbrook

(Northamptonshire) were settled upon him and his wife

jointly, though she died soon afterwards.34

The contrast between two counties in the fifteenth

century is well illustrated and the dangers in generalisation

highlighted by the differing levels of political participation

therein by the minor nobility of Staffordshire and Warwick-

shire. In the latter county noblemen were consumed by an

obsession with political intrigue and the manipulation of

the law to bolster partisan aspirations. Factions, although

never stable, were an ever-present feature of local politics,

with various combinations of noblemen emerging regularly to

confront one another. not so in Staffordshire. There one's

attention is drawn to the paucity of the contribution to

county life and politics of such minor noble families, with

two of them apparently unconcerned at losing by default any
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significant place. Only Dudley realised that, flirtations

with the court or national politics notwithstanding, it

profited a man nothing unless his actions served to buttress

and extend his local powerbase. That Humphrey, duke of

Buckirigham and earl of Stafford was so powerful and went

largely unchallenged between 1440 and 1460 owed much to

his territorial dominance and wealth, but it was also the

result of others opting out of courity politics. Buckirigham

can hardly be said to have 'conquered' his political

opponents in Staffordshire as there was effectively no-one

there to be fought. What little Richard Neville, earl of

Warwick could do in the 1450s was ultimately doomed to

failure because he lacked an insufficiently wide territorial

powerbase within Staffordshi.re; while such men as Dudley

and Perrers/Devereux who did possess the necessary estates

seriously to challenge the Staffords were disinclined to

join forces there with the Earl.

Dr. Rawoliffe has already produced a detailed

analysis of the Stafford family, their estates and

adm1ristrative system35 , so all that is required here to

set the scene is a thumbnail sketch of the careers of the

three Dukes of Buokingham.

Moat of the family's Staffordshire property had

been theirs since the Conquest. Earl Humphrey had added

to this in the 1430s by buying out neighbours' estates at

Darlaston and Church Eaton for five buridred marks? 6 However,

it was through the acquisition of parts of the Corbet and

Clare inheritances in the middle of the fourteenth century

that the Staffords attained national prominence. The first

of these consisted of the lordship of Caurs in Shropsh.ire,

while the second provided them with extensive estates iri
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marches and the Home Counties. As was to be the general

pattern of the county's aristocracy (see the final chapter),

the Staffords' rise was due to service and marriage rather

than grant or purchase of land.37 By the fifteenth century

the Stafforda were the most powerful family within the county

whose name they proudly bore- especially after the seizure

of the throne by Henry, earl of Lancaster in 1399 had

resulted in his and his heirs being less able to supervise

closely their extensive estates in the east of the county

(i.e. the Honour of Tutbury).

Humphrey Stafford (1402-60) was the sixth Earl of

Stafford, coining into the title at the age of one after the

death of his father at the battle of Shrebury. By 1438,

having secured all his inheritance (including his mother's

dower estates), he had. learned the rules of and. was busily

applying himself to that initial sport of kings- local

politics, a pastime in which be was, despite sporadic

successes, never to attain any notable proficiency. The

major battleground was northern Warwickshire, where he

and the Beauchamp Earls of Warwick vied for supremacy.

In this be was assisted by the acquisition of Maxatoke castle

(about ten miles east of Birmingham and eight south of

Tamworth), which was a more popular residence with him than

Stafford itself, and Atherstone on the Leicestershire border.38

Such details are important, for the political histories of

these counties at this time centred around. the same matters.

The Stafford domination of Staffordshire continued

almost uncontested until the 1450s, when Richard Neville's

offers of patronage and support to selected south Stafford-

shire gentlemen and the powerful Blourit family of Derbyshire
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created a bastion of anti-Stafford feeling. To these can

be added the powerful Harcourt family (originally from

Oxfordnhire) of Ranton and Ellenliall-by-Eccieshall, excluded

from power within Staffordshire as former members of the

Perrers affinity and further alienated by Buckinghain

supporting the Staffords of Grafton in the feud between

them and the Harcourts. Buckingham was fortunate that

Warwick was young and not always sufficiently competent to

take full advantage of the situation. Buckingham fell at

the battle of Northampton on 10 July 1460, his position

weaker than it had been in Staffordshire for a generation.

This left the county's stage to his rivals once the national

situation had been settled.

Duke Humphrey's eldest son, the Lord Humphrey,

having died in 1458, the succession passed to the Lord's

infant son, Henry.39 Thus, for the second time in the century

the Staffords were faced with a lengthy minority. The

widowed Duchess Anne's dower estates only included Packingtori

from Staffordshire 4° , but the family leased the rest of

their property in the county from the King 41 , by whom

the wardship and marriage of the young Duke were bought 42

Duke Henry was kept in the household of Edward IV's queen,

Elizabeth Wydeville, and much to his disgust (for be

considered the match to be disparaging) was married to her

younger sister Catherine.43

The Stafford family pzperty in Staffordshire and

in the lordship of Caurs brought in about £320 clear per

year. Within Staffordshire there were major estates in the

north around Newcaatle-under-Lyme (principally at Madeley,

Whitmore, Barlaston, Tittensor, Norton, Buralem and Penkhull),

at Stafford and to the south-west (such as Blymbill, Church
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Eaton, Dunston, Bradley) and other isolated estates like

Drayton Basset on the Warwickshire border. Although the

family was preeminent among the nobility of the county,

there were large areas in which they held little or no

land, in particular in the Peak District and along the

Derbyshire border.

From fairly soon after the first Duke's death

and especially once the Yorkist claim to the throne had

been successfully prosecuted, the remaining Staffords

set about readjusting themselves politically. Duke Humphrey

had two younger sons, Sir John and Sir Henry Stafford. These

brothers were pardoned on 25 June 1461 and two days later

at Edward Iv's coronation John was created a Knight of the

Bath. He was to serve Edward faithfully for the rest of his

life, fighting alongside the Nevi].les at Hexham in 1464 and

opposing them in the crisis of 1469-71, for which service

be was made Earl of Wiltshire in February 1470. Sir Henry

was not so prominent. He had served with his father on two

military commissions in 1459 and 1460 against the Yorkists4

but in the 1460s was content to settle down inconspicuously

with his bride Margaret, countess of Richmond, mother

of the future Henry VII.

The Duchess Anne felt it was prudent to buy

influential friends among the victors, William, Lord Hastings

was retained at the sizeable annuity of twenty marks in

November 1461.	 He was to prove a good friend and a

valuable ally. By 1472 be was her steward of Rutland (he

may well have been so appointed much earlier) and was one

of her executors eight years later. In 1467 she married

Sir Walter Blourat, Lord Mountjoy, one of her former husband's

antagonists; but there is no evidence that the match
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was forced upon her by the King. By 1467 Edward needed as

many friends as possible and was hardly going to antagonise

the Staffords, who by this time were staunch supporters of

his. It was, however, a fortuitous. match for Blount, who

headed one of the leading gentry families in the north

Midlands. Blount too was a firm supporter of the King, and

the match increased the influence of both families and. of

the Crown in the area.

By the time of the Readeption crisis the Stafford!

Blount alliance was set against the return of Henry VI and

Margaret of Anjou, especially as it appeared that Warwick's

kingmaking activities, if successful, would spell trouble

for them and a return to prominence both nationally and in

the north Midlands of the Staffords' arch-rival. Purthermore,

Edward IV's grant to Mountjoy and Duchess Anne of the south

Wales estates of the Stafford family which had been ira the

keeping of Warwick since 1460 gave them an additional

incentive to oppose the return of the Earl and his new

Lancastriaxa allies.Sir Henry and Sir John Stafford served

on Edward IV's commissions of array in Staffordshire on 29

October 1469 and 18 April 1471, while Sir John and Mouratjoy

were licensed to pardon rebels in April 1470.

There were Laracastrian attempts to win over the

Staffords and Mountjoy. Anne and Mountjoy were pardoned on

26 December 1470 and confirmed in the Stafford family

estates 46 , while the adolescent Duke Henry was granted

some confiscated North Country lands of the Tudors.47 All

this proved of no avail; the Readeption lords did not win

Stafford support. Mountjoy lost his eldest son fighting for

Edward IV at Barnet. The death of Warwick at the same battle

removed a serious rival to the Staffords in the north Midlands.

The loyalty of the Staffords undoubtedly would have influenced
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before be bad come of age; indeed as early as 7 October

1471 the young man had been given licence to take over

the property which was due to come to him after the death

of his uncle Sir Henry Stafford a month earlier.48

Duke Henry, though blessed (particularly after

the death of his grandmother in 1480) with a financial

and territorial basis sufficient to maintain his position

as one of the leading noblemen of the realm, never acquired

the popularity or judgement necessary for the transformation

of this into practical and lasting political advantage. His

career between 1473 and 1483 unfortunately cannot be

documented in the detail necessary for a satisfactory

understanding of his character or motivation. Yet it is

clear that Henry never enjoyed the influence either nationally

or in Staffordshire that his grandfather had built up for the

family. Edward IV for some reason chose to exclude Henry from

all offices, save the oonmiissicz of the peace in Staffordshire and

the stewardship of England during the attainder of Clarence.49

Henry' s power in the north Midlands was particularly restricted

by his failure to secure the key stewardship of the Honour of

Tutbury. This went to William, Lord Hastings, enabling him to

become the more influential patron in the area. The rivalry

between Buckingham and Hastings was, however, kept in

check by the need for a friendip of convenience between

the various anti-Wydeville elements in the nobility. As

was noted by Sir Thomas More in his History of King Richard

the Third, 'these two, not bearing each to other so much

love as both bore hatred unto the Queen's party', provided
50

Richard, duke of Gloucester's keystone of support. Though

interleaved between much material of dubious accuracy, this
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judgement of More's seems sound. It is certainly in keeping

with what is known of north Midland politics at this time

and may shed some light upon both the Duke's reaction to

the execution of Hastings and on the motives behind the

rebellion of October 1483.

Although historians of various eras have offered

explanations for Buckingham's revolt, what emerges most

clearly (and this is something with which these writers

themselves would doubtlessly have concurred) is that this

is a subject for speculation rather than confident assertion.

The Duke's alienation from Richard III baffled contemporaries

as much as it has later scholars. Three possible areas of

disaffection have been proposed:

Ci) The murder of the Princes in the Tower
(ii) The fear of falling like Hastings
(Id) The Earidom of Hereford

I find the first of these as a primary factor unconvincing.

Richard' s murdering his nephews can hardly have endeared him

to the Duke. Even by the standards of later-medieval

realpolitik, the murder of children was scandalous and

repugnant; the trick was to keep them incarcerated until

adolescence and then murder them. Yet Buckingham certainly

accepted the declaration of the Princes' illegitimacy. His

reasons for this were similar to those of Richard. With

the young king 80 dominated by his Wydeville relatives, it

was only a matter of time, they were thinking, before be turned

to them and them alone for advice and to distribute patronage.

This would spell danger for all who opposed them.

While Hastings with his greater experience of

court politics and manoeuvres sought some sort of accommodation

and rapprochement between the differing magnate factions for

at least the duration of Edward V's minority, Gloucester
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the young King's person at Stony Stratford, feared to

surrender it. For the Dukes, safety seemed to lie in

uncompromising extremism and a coup d'etat. Ironically,

it was Hastings' apparent diplomatic flexibility which

sealed the fate of the princes. Gloucester and Buckingham

feared that Hastings might switch sides and, throwing

caution to the winds, had him summirily executed.

It was now all or nothing and the children had

to be removed. The French chronicler Philippe de Commyrzes

links Buckingham with the dastardly deed, but this seems

unlikely. The murders were the work of a calculating,

decisive mind; the sort that none of the other chronicles

leads us to suppose the Duke possessed. He was, however,

a wealthy and powerful patron. After the execution of

Hastings, as one observer put it, 'all the Lord Chamberleyne

mene be come my lordys of Bokynghame menne.'5 Whatever

scruples Buckingham might have had over the deaths of

Hastings and the princes seem to have been suppressed by

the need to safeguard his and Gloucester's positions and

by the prospect of the power and wealth to come. It is not

to the Croylarid chronicler's theory of disgust at the

murder of the Princes in the Tower, but to events after

Gloucester's seizure of the throne that it seems we must

look for an explanation of Buckingham's ill-fated rebellion

of October 1483.

The murders may have had the effect of opening

Duke Henry's eyes to the full determination and. ruthlessness

of Richard III, especially if, as More reported, the Duke

was only informed of these matters after they had been

concluded. The sudden fall of Hastings, Edward IV's right-hand
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to reflect, that his own similar position with respect

to Richard might also riot be as secure as he thought;

after all,, had he riot married Into the Wydevilles"

Thomas More presents a succinct appraisal of the Duke's

fears . Buckingham was frightened by royal servants with

references to his Wydeville connection and inferences

about Richard spying on him. More portrays the King as

scornfully rejecting Buckinghani's petition for the lands

of the earldom of Hereford, which rejection angered as

much as frightened him. Yet Professor Lander has shown

that Richard did produce a sign manual for this property,

though no letters patent were ever issued. 52 Did Richard

change his mind, causing the Duke to realise bow far from

indispensible he was? Another idea put forward by More,

that Buckingham was jealous of Richard's new-found maesty

and so decided to try for the throne himself, strikes me

as less convincing. Even Buckingbam must have realised

that be could muster even less support thar had or could

Richard. There was also the matter of Henry Tudor whose

claim to the throne, though not stronger than Buckingham's

own, was attracting most of whatever support was to be had

for a move against Richard.

Buckingham's revolt proved a disaster. By the

time Buckirigham moved in October 1483 Richard had, long

known of the plot and of the incitement to rise given to

the Duke by Bishop Morton of Ely, who had been entrusted

to Buckirigham's custody after the fall of Hastings. While

Richard consolidated his position in London, Buckingham

stayed away on his distant estates in the Welsh marches,

gradually building up the determination and forces with
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which to march against Richard. He probably summoned

men from Staffordshire, as be did. from his lands elsewhere;

but the response was minimal. John Harcourt of Ellenhall

is the only Staffordshire gentleman known to have followed

the Duke, and it seems probable that Harcourt, a former

household man of Edward IV whose family had prospered under

him and bad been closely associated with Hastings, took

the path to revolt with loyalty to or respect for Buckingham

as minor considerations.53 One could not, as did the Duke,

merely sit back and wait for troops to flock to one's

banner; recruiting an army and motivating it was a craft

too long to learn for Henry's short life. He was not

popular, and the comment of his half-brother's secretary in

a letter of 18 October to Sir Robert Plumpton should not be

dismissed as mere invective:

'The Duke of Buck: has so many men, as yt is
sayd her, that he is able to goe where he wyll;
but I trust he shalbe right withstanded and all
his mallice: and els were great pytty.'54

( Buckingham's part, the rising was ill-timed and ill-prepared.

It found no support among his powerful kinsmen the Stanleys

and Blounts. He would have done well to have taken note of

the noticeable lack of response he received from members

of his affinity.

No sooner bad be moved from Brecon to Weobley on

the first stage of his progress than his retainers the

Vaughans of Talgarth (who had distained to accompany him),

realising that they were unlikely to meet him again this

side of Paradise, promptly sacked his Brecon castle.55

Buckingham found the going difficult and extraordinarily

heavy rain dampened what little enthusiasm his troops had.

The force was actually little more than a rabble and it
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deserted him at the first sign of opposition. Duke Henry

was forced into hiding, but even then found loyalty worth

little. He was betrayed by a servant and beheaded at Salisbury

on 2 November without so much as a formal trial. His sole

Staffordshire accomplice escaped to Prance, where he died

in the following year.

Henry lived without the ability of his grandfather

Humphrey, and died because of this deficiency. The hard. and

timeconsuming work necessary for political success was not for

him. He failed to recognize that there was no divine right of

dukes and found himself simply outclassed at everything to

which be turned his band.

The Staffords' heir was Henry's five-year old son

Edward (1478-1521), which meant that the family had yet

another minority to endure; the third in the century. Duke

Edward and his younger brother Henry were forced into hiding

to avoid the wrath of a vengeful king. They evaded capture,

Edward at one time having to have his hair cut and to don

girls' clothes to escape recognition.

The Stafford family estates were distributed to

loyal supporters of Richard in 1484 folloWing Duke Henry's

attainder. In Staffordshire, Madeley was granted on 7 March

to Sir Thomas Wortley of Sheffield along with the stewardship

of all the Duke's estates in the county. 6 Of those other

estates Darlaston, Bentley, Tittensor Hartwell, Packington

and the reversion of Norton-in-the Moors were leased to

John, Lord Dudley. 57 In 1485 the attainder of Duke Henry was

reversed and these grants were cancelled.

Most of Duke Edward's career belongs to the period

after 1500 and so is outside the scope of this thesis to

relate. He was given livery of his inheritance in 1494 58,

but the power of the Stafford family rested on his great aunt
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Lady Margaret Beaufort, and her former steward, Sir Reynold

Bray, who had been involved in the successful invasion by

Henry Tudor and was rewarded with the Chancellorship of the

Duchy of Lancaster. Lady Margaret had married Thomas Stanley,

ear]. of Derby.

The nobility of Staffordshire were on the whole

absentee landlords and patrons. Only the Bishops of Coventry

and. Lichfield (see chapter four), to a lesser extent John,

Lord Dudley and for a time George, duke of Clarence were

regular visitors. Claren was steward of the royal estates

in Staffordshire from 1464 to 1473 and spent a lot of time

and money at Tutbury on the border with Derbyshire 59 where

the administrative centre of the Duchy of Lancaster's Honour

of Tutbury lay. However, the Tuchets no longer frequented

Heighley nor the Devereuxs Chartley. The Staffords visited

but were not particularly enamoured of Stafford arid the

Talbots felt the same about Alton.

What lay behind this absenteeism? For families like

Audleys and Staffords with estates further south, it may have

been that they preferred the countryside, climate arid social

life away from Staffordshire, which was, if not quite a distant

outpost, hardly the hub of the universe. Military service in

the Hundred Years' War took the nobility to Prance, while their

advancement in general depended largely upon service for the

Crown either on the battlefield or around the chambers of

power in London. All of this drew the nobility (and many of

the gentry too) away from Staffordshire. Por the likes of

the Staffords, Talbots and Beauchamp/Neville Earls of Warwick

it was also important to be in London and Westminster to

advise the King and keep an eye on both affairs of state

and the activities of one's rivals. The nobleman of the
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fifteenth century was at court for his own good.

The 'new nobility' of Edward IV's reign, men such.

as William Herbert, John Dinham, William Hastings and from

Staffordshire and Derbyshire Walter Blount, ennobled for

administrative, legal and/or martial prowess, owed their rise

to service which could not be performed on their distant

estates. Significantly, the Blounts, who became Lords Mountjoy

in 1465 appear increasingly infrequently in north Midland

deeds, the longer they stay 'at the top'. Work in London and

Westminster brought new friends, interests and priorities,

and Staffordshire and Derbyshire were too far away for any

but the extraordinarily talented (men such as John Hampton of

Stourton and Humphrey Stanley of Elford) successfully to

pursue careers in both court and country. Dudley was by far

the most adept nobleman in this respect, using power and

patronage picked up around the King to strengthen his family's

position around his home estates. In this way what might be

a short-term tenure of influence for one member of the Dudleys

could be used most profitably in the long-term interests of

the family.

For a family like the Blounts, it was a long way

from the situation of Walter Blount, a beleaguered squire

being attacked at Derby in 1454 to Walter's grandson William,

Lord Mountjoy, 'so gracious and charming a youth', tutor to

Henry VIII. Mountjoy in 1499 was the first man to invite

Erasmus to England, and the Dutchman dedicated his Adages

to him.60 To a family ],ike the Staffords, fate was not to be

so kind, and the fall of Duke Edward in 1521 destroyed them

as a power in the land and eventually in Staffordshire as well.

Staffordshire during and just after the Wars of the Roses rang

the changes in the personnel of government, the structure of

noble-gentry relations and the vagaries of fortune. These form

much of the rest of the thesia a tale of silo tririst gloria rn.mdi
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CHAPTER II

LOCAL GOVER1AENT, WAR AND PATRONAGE



This chapter is a chronological study of the offices of local

government during the second half of the fifteenth century. The

dates 1440-1500 have been chosen partly because (despite what

some might argue) one has to start and end somewhere, and partly

because these dates allow one to exmie the situation before and

after the Wars of the Roses in this county, gauging relative

changes in the histories of the principal families. Into this

survey have been inserted sections on the military participation

of the inhabitants of Staffordshire and the structure of the

gentry and magnate community.

Within the ranks of the appointees to the shrievalty,

escheatorship and commissions are to be found the major gentry

families and a fair sprinkling of lesser families, who were

represented by an able member, often the retainer of a powerful

local lord, In broad terms, the shrievalty was occupied by

men of a higher social class than was the escheatorship, while

for the commissions eligibility depended on one having

(1) Ability
(i) Political acceptability
(±11) A 'reasonable' amount of property within the county

A person generally needed at least two of these factors- which

two was unimportant. The attitude prevalent in later centuries

that a particular family was entitled to occupy one of these local

government posts as of right had not as yet developed in

Staffordshire- or if it had, it was not generally enough held to

exercise any inf]nence upon appointments. Family pedigree counted

for little and fools were not suffered gladly, as the Staffords

of Grafton were to discover. On the other hand, a string of able

men in a family could soon raise that family!s status and wealth,

as can be seen by following the histories of the Egertons, Curzons

of Kedleston, Agards and Levesons. It is with the characters of

the office-holders, their patrons and the phases of magnate power
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that I am mainly concerned. Thus, using biographical evidence,

I want to examine who the leading county office-holders were

and what their relationship with the local noblemen was, both

in theory and practice.

Much of the political history of Staffordshire in

the 1440s and 1450s was an extension of that of Warwickshire,

where Humphrey, earl of Stafford (and from 1444 duke of

Buckingham) contested supremacy with the Beauchainp and Neville

earls of Warwick. 1 Within Staffordshire itself only one of

the minor noble families, the Lords Perrers of Chartley,

was a real force in local politics. As for the others, the

Tuchets of Aud].ey were preoccupied with their estates in

Herefordshire and the south-west; Sir John Sutton, Lord Dudley,

while active as a soldier and diplomat 2 and well rewarded by

the Crown3 , was curiously reluctant to commit himself in local

affairs, though he did maintain a close link with Richard,

duke of York until the 145Os. Otherwise, only Warwick and the

&itler earla of Wiltshire held more than a manor in. the county.5

The Perrers family held a tightly-knit estate

of manors grouped to the east of Stafford, Great Barr in the

south of the county and considerable lands in Warwickshire.

During the second quarter of the fifteenth century they were

rarely on the best of terms with the Staffords, since Lord

Edmund (1389-1435) was the major ally in northern Warwickshire

of the Beauchaxnp Earls of Warwick. 6 The marriage of his widow

to her neighbour Sir Philip Chetwynd in 1437 temporarily eased

things however, for Chetwynd (a wealthy Staffordshire and

Shropshire knight) was an integral part of the Stafford affinity.

By the early 1440s both Chetwynd and his wife were dead and

Buckingham's interest in north Warwiokshire bad frightened, and

traditional links with the Beauchamps bad beckoned, Edmund's son

and heir William (1412-50) once more into the ranks of those set
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against the expansion of Stafford power in the area. William

seems to have had only a limited success in holding together

his family's affinity and getting their support for the break

with Buckiugham so far as Staffordshire was concerned. The

lasting effect of the temporary understanding between the

Perrers and Stafford families lxi the late 1430s was that the

latter drew to them a number of the former's associated

gentlemen- in particular William Cumberford, William Mountfort

and in time the Vernons.

By the time of his sudden and. early death Lord

William could see that his family's affinity was deeply and

possibly irrecoverably divided. He had thrown in his lot with

Richard Neville as that mali pursued the thankless task of

trying to rebuild the old Beauchanip affixiity. In a letter from

Neville to Perrers, written only days before the latter's

death, the Earl expressed his thanks for

'the zele and hertely cousyxiinge to me showed
at al tymes lxi many and diverse behalves. Ad
in especial now late for ye sendyng of your
men to me my last going to the parliament.'Y

William died leaving a widow who took as her dower most of his

Warwickshire property and who survived until 1471, and a twelve

year-old daughter, the Lady Anne. Anne was married to Walter

Devereux, the heir to a considerable inheritance in Herefordshire

and the Welsh marches and from one of the staunchest gentry

families supporting Richard, duke of York. That the Devereuxs,

who were themselves not loath to employ violence to further their

political aims, ignored Staffordshire as a sphere of activity was

certainly to Buckingham's intense relief. The use to which York

or Warwick could have put the Perrers position after 1450 was

ignored. It is against this background of the break-up of the

Perrers affinity and the attempts by Warwick axid Buokixighain

to further their own affinities that the political history of
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Staffordshire in the 1430s and 1440s is set. Both magnates

had areas of special interest, Buckirigham in the Peak District

where his own land-holdings were weak8 , and Warwick in the

south of the county, taking advantage of discontented elements

in the local gentry.

The obvious connections between power and political

or legal office holding have led historians to study grants of,

and appointments to, positions of profit and authority as the

standard method of analysing changing patterns of power within

a locality. However, many careers are poorly documented and

often the amount of surviving biographical material is such as

to make many conclusions little more than conjecture. Nevertheless,

some impression of the important gentry figures in the county

can be gleaned.

It was through the gentry that royal and magnate

power was principally exercised and evident. Only by protecting

and furthering the interests of such as were of goodwill towards

him could a lord achieve the same for himself. Similarly, it

was by obtaining good lordship that a gentleman was best able

to preserve and enhance his position and possessions. Strings

clearly linked and co-ordinated the movements of gentry arid

nobility, lord and retainer, patron and. appointee, but which

was the puppet and which the puppeteer is less easily determined.

A letter from Margaret of Anjou in 1448 to a set of

north Warwickshire burgesses illustrates the working of patronage:

'We be enformed that the recordership of the
cite of Coventre is like within shorte tyme
to be voide, unto your disposicion and yefte;
We, desiring th'encres, firtherance and
preferrLng of oure welbe].oved T. Bate, aswel
for his suffit ant of cunnyrig and habilite
thereto as in especial for the humble instance
and praler of certein oure servants right negh
attending aboute oure personne, pray yow right
hertly that....ye wil have the seid T. unto
the seid occupaciori of recorder,'9

On this occasion the powerful Humphrey, duke of Buckinghaia was
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behind the whispering in the Queen 's ear. Thomas Bate was a

talented lawyer who had married into the Cockayne family and

joined the Stafford affinity of the area. He sat on the

Warwickahire bench from 1441 until his death eighteen years

later, twice represented that county in parliament (1442 and

1449), and was esebeator there iii 1448-9 and iii Staffordshire

in 1451-2. He was retained as a lawyer by Buckingham in 1447,

around which time be was appointed ranger and bowbearer in

the royal forest of Cannock. Other profitable offices, such

as the keepership of berbage and paxinage, were also in the

bands of Stafford supporters at this time.° Significantly,

Buckingham's fee was only awarded after Bate had established

himself as a leading figure in north Warwickshire. As will

be seen repeatedly, the Duke preferred to reward and recruit

men of proven rather than potential ability.

Although the Staffords were by far the most powerful

magnate family in Staffordshire at this time, the number of

their retainers in the county was fairly small. Some of the

fees paid to their councillors are unknown, but I estimate

that during the 1440s and 1450s Buckingham was paying out

between £150 and £175 a year to Staffordshire men. There was

a distinct scale of payments relating to social status and

the kind of service rendered. Lawyers received £2, minor

gentlemen five marks, the middling gentry £5 or ten marks,

and the major gentry £10. Fees above £10 were exceptional

and indicated a position of prominence within the affinity.

This was all strictly a business arrangement based upon an

appraisal of the individual's value to the Duke- which in

turn owed more to ability than pure rank. Nobody was retained

simply because be held a large amount of property within the

area. Ralph Egerton of Wrinehill and his son Hugh were both

retained at ten marks a year because they were equally talented
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family was halved on the death of the wily ex-speaker of the

House of Commons, Sir Richard, from £20 to the £10 paid to

his colourless son William.

However, there is no simple equation which shows

th a].]. those retained by a particular lord were his men and

his alone. Although fees were not as liberally distributed

as is sometimes thought, many men accepted them from several

patrons. Lawyers, such as Bate and William Burley, were

particularly prone so to behave. Bate, with his skilful

political manoeuvering, maintained links with both Warwick

and Buckingham, but he was an exception. Similarly, a lack

of evidence of a gentleman being retained does not imply

that close ties did not exist between hint and a particular

lord. Not all connections were made through the indenture

normally associated with 'bastard feudalism'. Many gentlemen

served their lords as tenants, estate officials, feoffees

or witnesses to his deeds.

I want now to turn to appointments to the four

major county offices: sheriff, escbeator, member of parliament

and commissioner. I also want to examine how far and in what

respect the holders of the offices can be linked to magnates,

particularly Buckingham.

Although appointees often had magnate connections

and several were even retainers and although over a dozen of

both the sheriffs and escheators of Staffordshire in the

1440s and 1450s can be linked in some way to Buckingham,

such a fact should be used with caution. Those with close

ties were few. If it were rare for anyone with strong

Beauchamp or Neville connections to be appointed (such as

Richard Archer in 1441-2 or the younger TJioma Astley ten

years later), this does not necessarily mean that the
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shrievalty was generally in the gift of the Staffords.

Only two of the sheriffs, William Mitton and Sir Jokui Gresley

the elder, were their retainers and both were also leading

gentlemen of the county, who might reasonably be expected

to have occupied that office at some time.

Five of the escheators had been retained by

Buckingham by the time they took up their duties and two

more afterwards, Some of these lesser men, for esclieators

were generally drawn from a lower social class than the

sheriffs, were certainly placemen. These include John Barbour,

escheator for 1446-7, who had been retained five years earlier

and regularly sat in parliament for Buckingham' s pocket

borough of Stafford. There was also Humphrey Cotes, escheator

for 1422-4 and 1440-1, whose second appointment had been in

flagrant disregard of a ruling by the royal Council during

Henry Vi's minority that 'no Man beyng Steward with eny lorde,

be neither Shirriefs, ne Eschetours, iii the Shires that he is

officer ixzne'. 1 Cotes possessed considerable financial

expertise, built up in over a generation spent in Stafford

service. He ended his career as not only Buckingham's steward

but also his receiver for Staffordshire. It was Cotes and

William Mitton, sheriff in 1442-3 and 1457-8, who were called

upon to lead a protective detachment of levies down to London

at the Duke's comnirnd to 'await' upon him at London during

the troubled early summer of 1450.12 Cotes' successor in the

receivership of the ducal lands in Staffordshire was Roger

Draycote of Paynsley. Draycote too was quickly appointed

esoheator, in December 1452. William Humphreston, escheator

for 1456-7, forged his ties with the Staffords back in the

1430s, when he enlisted their support to secure his deceased

wife's inheritance in Blymhill. Stafford was nude Humphreston's
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remaindermax1 and, as the latter was going to die without

issue, by using his position as feudal overlord and arbitrator

to settle the dispute iii Humphreston's favour, Stafford

acquired both a grateful ally and. in time an addition to

his already-extensive laud-holdings in the county.13

One of the articles of impeachment brought against

the Duke of Suffolk in 1450 was that he had

'caused to be made dyvers persones to be
Shirreves...som for the lucre of good (sic),
and som to be appliable to his entent and.
commaundement to fulfylle his desires and
writynges for such as hym liked. to th'entent
to enhaunce bymself.'14

Such a charge, biased as it may have been in this case, could.

hardly have been justifiably levelled. against Buckingham or

Warwick in Staffordshire. For the shrievalty was never as

controlled by either man as were the commissions by Buckingham.

That so many incumbents apparently had no close ties with either

magnate at a time when there was a struggle for influence in

the county and especially among the members of the Ferrers

affinity suggests one of two things. It is either that there

was a measure of sharing out of the onerous task of being

sheriff among those of fit rank, which owed more to

availability and willingness to serve than to faction, or

that the burden of office made 'willing' incumbents difficult

to find, even among those closely allied to the rival lords.

With many opportunities for being fined and. few for profit,

a sheriff considered himself fortunate if be were only

marginally out of pocket at the end of his term of office.

Long gone were the days of appointees lining those pockets

with ill-gotten gains.

One sheriff, however, did leave office satisfied.

He was Humphrey Swynnerton of Swynnerton, sheriff in 1449-50,

He and his escbeator, Richard Beaufo (a 1Ieville import from
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offices to snap up the wealthiest heiresses of their

generation- Anne and Alice Swynnerton of Hilton. In doing so,

they divided both the family estates and also its hereditary

offices of steward and bailiff of Cannock forest. This may

have been an instance of an agreed division between the

competing Stafford and Beauchamp/Neville affinities. Both

the girls' father, Thomas, and. Humphrey Swyrinerton were

Stafford men; Humphrey had only received seisiri of his

inheritance from his feudal overlord, Buckirigham, in 1447

on coming of age 15 , and surely needed the Duke's active

support to become sheriff at the age of only twenty-three'

Beaufo, on the other hand, was an associate of the young

Richard Neville into whose hands the Beauchamp inheritance

had recently passed. Such luck, however, was rare.

Some gentlemen refused outright to serve. It took

all the guile arid connections of John Hampton of Stourton

to wriggle his way out of his appointment as sheriff in 1448.

His name was the one 'pricked' by the King, but

either he then successfully pleaded that his other duties

both at court or in Staffordshire would riot allow him time

for his shrieval duties, or he used some other excuse to

escape this unwanted office. His achievement resulted in

the existing sheriff, Thomas Ferrers of Tamworth, being

forced to remain in office for a second, consecutive term.

Hampton's objection to being appointed must have been

vehement and may not have been to Buckirighain's liking; for

Ferrers was a leading member of the old Ferrers of Chartley

affinity which, though in some disarray was being effectively

courted and regrouped by Warwick.16

A third possible reason for the appointment of

'non-aligned' sheriffs at various times may have been that
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out of one of the major lords in the county, especially

Buckingham, would find it difficult, if not impossible,

to act effectively and certainly could not bank upon noble

support in pursuance of his duties. However, it is unnecessary

to seek political motives behind the appointment of every

sheriff and eacheator. Blatant partisanship appears, not

surprisingly, to have been most pronounced in time of

national rather than local political stress. In any case,

these appointments cannot be satisfactorily explained in

purely political terms.

Although some degree of inter-marriage between

the leading county families is to be expected, the frequency

with which kinsmen held office in Staffordshire is such as

to make coincidence unlikely. Sir Thomas Blouxit, sheriff in

1444-5, was followed in office by his first cousin and friend

Sir John Griffith. The sheriff and escheator for 1450-1 and

knights of the shire as well, John Stanley and John Gresley

the younger, were brothers-in-law, while the next sheriff,

Thomas Astley, was Gres].ey's uncle. In 1452-3 the sheriff

and escheator, Robert Aston and Roger Draycote, were again

brothers-in-law. Aston's daughter married the eldest son

of the next sheriff, while his own eldest son wed the sister

of John Delves, sheriff in 1455-6. Three years later another

of Delves' brothers-in-law, Hugh Egerton, was sheriff too.

This already complicated pattern could be made even more so

by including members of parliament and office holders from

adjacent counties, but I think that the point has been made.

Other examples will appear during the course of this chapter,

increasing the evidence for sheriffs often having a say in

the choice of their escheators, just as they did the lesser

officials who worked under them at Stafford.
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and never experienced the appointment of platemen from the

royal household in the way that counties nearer to central

goverrunent did (royal patronage in Staffordshire being

expressed In terms of grants of money from the county farm

or of offices in the Duchy of Lancaster), its own appointments

did not go totally unaffected by the vicissitudes of national

politics. Dr. Jeffs in his thesis on the sheriffs at this time

sees the influence of Richard, duke of York in 1453 as riot

yet all-pervasive, and prefers to characterise the following

two years as ones when sheriffs appointed were

'For the most part, when not the Duke's
present intimates or associates- or his
intimates or associates of the future....
men of comparatively small account and
estate, unused to county office and to
being knights of the shire. Perhaps the
governing clique's intention in this
had been to appoint men who could be
dominated easily. '17

The shrieval appointments in Staffordshire for 1453, 1454

and 1455 certainly support Dr. Jeffs' first point. They were,

in order, Richard Bagot, a Stafford retainer and powerful

figure in county politics; John Cotton, a political non-entity

with minor Duchy of Lancaster connections; and John Delves, a

man of growing importance with property at Uttoxeter and. along

the Staffordshire-Cheshire border, who had learned much from

his close friends the Egertons of Wrinehill and bad been

recruited by the Earl of Warwick. It was also in 1454 that

Warwick and York managed to get themselves appointed to the

Staffordshire commission of the peace, though they were

singularly unsuccessful at bringing any of their supprters

with them on to the berich. The degree to which the county

remained committed to the court party and dominated by

Buckingham can be gauged by the inability or unwillingness
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to the parliament of 1455. Dr. Jeffs' second point, about

York possibly securing the appointment of sheriffs who could

be easily dominated loses some of its force for Staffordshire

because a study of the political allegiance of the county

gentry in the 1450s and opening years of Yorkist rule shows

just how small a powerbase the Duke and. Warwick were able to

build up during this time. In Staffordshire at least they

simply did not have the resources to dominate the machinery

of county government with so few willing to come out openly

on their behalf. Even the 'non-entity' John Cotton was more

a Duchy man than York's and had as his associates men like

Ralph Pole of Radbourne and the Vernons who had been taken

up by Buckinghain rather than the Beauchamp/Neville earls

after the break-up of the Ferrers affinity. 18 It was only

after Buckingham's death that Warwitk's gentry allies, men

such as the Wrottesleys and Harcourts and the turncoat Sir

John Stanley could come to the fore in county affairs. While

the Duke lived his control, though challenged, still held..

During the late 1450s this continued Stafford dominance was

evident in the selection of the sheriff, and such firm

supporters of the family as John Cotes, William Mitton, Hugh

Egerton and the afore-mentioned John Stanley were appointed.

Although the list of Staffordshire sheriffs at

this time includes many of the major gentry families of the

county, there is a definite bias towards those from the south

and east of the county, explicable only in terms of the

power of the Duchy of Lancaster's Honour of Tutbury. Crown

land within the Horour occupied much of eastern Staffordshire

and western Derbyshire, with isolated pockets around. Newcastle-

under-Lyme, Stafford and Wolveriiampton. The Duchy offered a
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wealth of patronage in terms of leases and. offices in its

extensive properties. Apart from a short period in the

1440a, Buckingham was steward of the Honour from 1439 until

his death, arid also held the concomitant posts of constable

of Tutbury castle and master-forester of Needwood. Using

this base, he was able to direct patronage towards his

supporters. For example, the Whitgreves became stewards of

Newcastle-under-Lyme, while Thomas Arblaster was appointed

surveyor of Needwood chase.

Duchy influence is also clearly visible in cour4ty

appointments of the mid-1440s while Buckingham was not

control of the Honour. The sheriffs from 1443-45 (Nicholas

Montgomery, Sir Thomas Blount and Sir ohn Griffith) were

all important gentry figures around the Honour. That their

respective escheators (Nicholas Leveson, Nicholas Warings

and Humphrey Blount) were also Duchy men may indicate,

especially when added to the evidence concerning kinship

among office holders, that sheriffs had a considerable say

in the choice of those alongside	 whom they had to work.

It may also reveal an attempt to bring in out-of-county men

or at least those with divided loyalties to challenge

Buckirigham's supremacy in the shire. For, significantly,

these appointments coincided with the period when his rival

Henry Beauchamp, duke of Warwick had replaced him as steward

of the Honour. Had Beauchamp not died suddenly, this importance

of the Duchy in county appointments would certainly have

increased. As it was, after 1446 Buckingham regained the

leading Duchy offices and the significance of the Honour

lessened as far as county posts were concerned. Perhaps the

Duke was just unsure of the allegiance of the leading Duchy

gentlemen.



By November 1459 rebellion had been declared

and the Staffordshire sheriff, John Stanley, like the others

appointed then, was called upon to maintain local support

for Henry VI and suppress the Yorkists. Part of what

Stanley was expected to do was so to manipulate the parliamentary

elections that (as an albeit pro-Yorkist chronicler put it)

'they that were chosenne knyghtes of the sliyres, and other

that had interesse in the parlement, were not dyfferent but

chosen a denorninacione of thaym that were enemyes' to the

Yorkist leadership. 19 In fact, the usual features of

parliamentary manipulation were not needed in Staffordshire.

Buckingham exercised a regular control over parliamentary

representation in five of the six Staffordshire seats: the

two knights of the shire, both members from Stafford borough

and one of those from that of Newcastle-under-Lyme. 'Control'

does not mean that be could force his choice upon the county.

Such a policy, had it been pursued, would have produced

massive gentry resentment. It was just that no-one unacceptable

to the Duke might reasonably hope to get returned.

Besides the Newcastle seat controlled by Buckinghain,

there was another there in the gift of the Crown. In theory

this meant the steward of the Duckiy of Lancaster, in practice

the choice was often that of the Duchy's principal local

officer, the steward of the Honour of Tutbury- Buckingham

again' It is little wonder, then, that the Duchy nom.iriee

was regularly a Staffordshire man connected with Buckingham,

such as William Cumberford (recruited from the Ferrers affinity)

or Thomas Everdon in 1449. Sometimes the seat was filled by

an individual connected to one of the Duke's associates,

like John Hampton's friend Thomas Mayne of Colclaester for

the parliament of 1 449-50. In the disturbed political



atmosphere surrounding the 1450 electiori rio name was put

forward by either the steward of the Duchy or Buckingham,

so the opportunity was taken to return two local burgesses,

Thomas Colcough and Richard Mos].ey. On other occasions, as

in 1453 arid 1455, the Duchy nominee was a true placeman,

John Spencer, a mercharit from Kingston-upon-Hull, which

town was urider the influence of the Duke of Somerset, then

steward of the Duchy. The Duchy presence in Neweastle was

also evident in 1447 when the treasurer of the queen's

chamber, Edward Ellesmere, was appointed constable there.2°

This was a sinecure appointment for a favoured courtier.

E].lesmere had nothing to do with north Staffordshire and

his duties were undertaken by a deputy.

It should not necessarily be assumed that a

borough resented the loss of the dubious privilege of

parliamentary representation. Civic rights could better

be protected and extended with magnate support arid, as in

the following century, this could be achieved by the surrender

of the choice of the return of borough members to magnate

patronage. In Stafford itself any tension there might have

been between Buckingham's desire to install placemen and

burgess sensibilities was circumvented by his use of local

associates, such as the Whitgreves of Burton-by-Stafford,

the Barbours of Porebridge and in the 1430s William Hexstall.21

Neither were Stafford burgesses ignored. Such was the Duke's

position that most had some connection with him. Men like

William Garnet, Nicholas Ashby, William Preston and Robert

Atkinson were townsfolk whom Buckirigham could trust to

look after his interests as well as those of their borough.22

More than in most boroughs at the time, the dividing line

in Stafford between out-and-out placemen and leading burgesses

was thin and iridistinotly drawn.



The precise part played by magnates in parliamentary

elections in the fifteenth century for knights of the shire

varied from county to county arid has yet to be adequately

determined. Magnate influence was certainly less significant

than iii borough elections. That a candidate in Staffordshire

had Buckirigham's support counted for much, but it was hardly

decisive. Bearing in mind the Duke's need for support, the

number of gentlemen he could afford to oppose directly

should they decide to stand was severely limited. Those

elected usually had an independent standing within the shire

or, as with the likes of John Hampton and Robert Whitgreve,

had developed influential roles for themselves at Westininister.

These were men to be worked with and through, rather than

unquestioning adherents to factional or magnate directives.

They recognized their responsibility to represent and protect

the mt rests of those local groups by whom they had been

elected, particu].ary in the matter of taxation.

A man like Hampton who (links with the Staffords

aside) already knew his way to and through the chambers of

power was a likelier candidate than some backwoods novice.

So it is hardly surprising to discover that Hampton was

elected in 1437, 1439, 1442, 1445, twice in 1449, 1 453 arid

probably again in 1459. His companions varied, though all were

men of influence, experience and ability. Several were

colleagues from the Staffordshire bench: Thomas Arbiaster (1439),

Robert Whitgreve (1445 and 1449-50) arid William Cuniberford

( 1 449). The others were leaders of the county gentry: John

Mynors (1437), Ralph Egerton (1442) and. the younger Johri

Gresley (1453).

Before dealing with the county commissions of these

decades, I want briefly to sketch some general patterns

concerning such bodies over the longer period dealt with in
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this thesis. For example, the way in which there was a marked

increase in the number of men appointed to the commissions of

the peace between 1440 and 1 500, particularly among the gentry.

REIGN/PERIOD

1440-61

146 1-70
1470-71
1471-83
Edward V

1483-85
1485-1 500
1440-1500

AVERAGE NUMBER
OP COMMISSIONERS

14
18

13

21
nil
18

i1
17

NUMBER OP
COMMISSIONS

12
8
1

7

nil

5
8

41

One obvious theory for the increase in the number of these

commissions and commissioners is that this reflected tension in

society at a wider level. However, while this may be true for the

1450s and 1460s, it is hard to equate with later decades. What

seems likely is that extra men were appointed in times of stress

(often to bolster the position of a particular faction) and that

these were not removed when things quietened down .,. possibly for

fear of offendiiig them. Such men, when they did retire or die off

or were removed in a political volte-face, tended to be replaced;

it seeming that a space on the commission was thus vacated. In

such a way was the numerical strength of the commissions enhtmced.

How far this process was supplemented by the need for additional

commissioners because of a increasing number and widening variety

of cases coining before them is uncertain, though doubtlessly that

plgyed some part in the general trend.

The overall figure of forty-one commissions of the

peace in Staffordshire between 1440 and 1500 compares with forty-

three for Derbyshire, forty-nine for Sbropshire, sixty for

Warwickshire and thirty-eight for Worcestershire. This wide

variation einphasises the dangers in generalising from one county

to another. Even these figures hide variations within certain



shires. Worcestershire had only eight commissions appointed

between 1440 and 1460, while Shropshire had twenty during that

period. Conversely, in the initial three and a half years of

Henry Vii's reign Worcestershire had an amazing seven conunissions

compared to only two for Warwlckshire. As far as Staffordshire

is concerned, the frequency with which commissions of the peace

were called was fairly regular- averaging out at about one every

eighteen months. Only in that troubled year 1483 were there more

than two commissions appointed (three) and even then one of those

was neccessitated by the accession of a new king.

Gradually, as the size of the coimnissions increased,

the proportion of noblemen thn decreased. Even under Henry VII

this can hardly be seen as a deliberate policy. Minorities and

attainders often intervened to further strengthen. the hand of the

gentry commissioners; for there was only a limited number of

suitable noblemen. As it was many of those appointed had little

or no connection with the county- even those who did hold property

there. Together with this decline in the proportion of noblemen

on the commissions was a more important decline in their influence1

The bulk of the work of the commissions had long been left in the

hands of gentry app•intees, but during the second half of the

fifteenth century the nature of the relationship between lord

and gentleman commissioner altered. This can best be illustrated

by comparing briefly county commissions in the 1430s and the 149Os

In the former besides the heads of the three 'noble' families of

the shire (the Staffords, Tuchets and Suttons), were to be found

their gentry military associates and. such eminent jurists as the

area could boast of- men such as Sir John Bagot and. Sir Roger

Aston in the first category and William Lee and Richard Lane in

the second. The commissions were small and. select and, although

they Included members of the gentry like Hugh Erdeswick whose

spirits ran wild and free, there remained a perceptible if zspika
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noble dominance. Though some might kick against the leash, gentry

appointees were lord's men. By the end of the century the power

of the Stanleys, Egertons and the like had left them, if not

scornful of the pretensions and machinations of the nobility,

certainly unwilling to be mere ciphers or even the trusted

lieutenants of their social superiors. They served because they

rather than the magnates controlled the shire, and they were

appointed as worthies in their own right. This rise of the gentry

(there is no other term for it)was fostered by different combin-

ations of reasons in different counties. In Staffordshire one

major reason was the absence for long periods of an effective,

indigenous nobility. As will be shown later, all the magnates who

attempted to build a powerbase within the county, with the

exception of the Staffords, had to work through and consequently

allow a greater than usual degree of autonomy and influence to

those of the gentry whom they had recruited. This too increased

the independence of that class in the area.

Returning to the decades with which I was dealing until

making these general observations on the county commissions of

the period, between 1440 and the accession of Edward IV twenty-

seven major commissions were issued for Staffordshire. Of these

seventeen concerned internal security (including twelve commiss-oim

of the peace), while the remainder dealt with measures designed

to alleviate the Crown's pressing financial difficulties-

principally the need to fund the war in Prance. Such commissions

neatly summrise the central government's view of the localities

as areas of crime and sources of income, Although influential

members of the lay and clerical nobility were appointed to these

commissions, only rarely are such lords as Buckng1iani and

Perrers noted as joining the commissioners on duty (this might



occur if they had a special interest in securing a

particular verdict) and. no example can be found o± any

bishop of Coventry and Lichfield presidixig. 23 The work

was left to the gentry appointees. An example of this

can be seen in the commission of 3 June 1440 to inquire

into who was eligible to pay the alien subsidy. The

commissioners as appointed for Staffordshire included

Suffolk, Stafford, Talbot (later, the Earl of Shrewabury),

Audley and Dudley; together with six county gentlemen

and the sheriff. When the inquiries were eventually held,

in Stafford on 22 April 1443 and Wolverhampton on 16

July 1443, only two of the gentlemen turned up, to be

joined by a later sheriff and another gentleman not

originally appointed.24

Excluding the Shropshire and Worcestershire

contingents of the three-counties commission of June

1458 and occasions when an 'office' rather than a

specific individual was appointed to a commission,

twenty-eight gentry commissioners sat on twenty-seven

commissions in this period. The total number of appearances

by these gentlemen was one hundred and sixty-two. Six

of these were both councillors and retainers of Buckingham

(Thomas Arblaster, William Cumberford, Hugh Erdeswick,

John Harper, William Lee and Robert Whitgreve); a further

six were also retained by him (Hugh Egerton, John Gresley

the younger, Robert Grey, John Hampton, Sir Richard and

William Vernon); two others had a record of long service

to his family (Sir Roger Aston and Roger Draycote); and

one more (William Vernon) was also retained by Buckingham's

son Humphrey, Lord Stafford, These men account for almost



three-quarters of all gentry appearances, despite the

fact that half of these men could only muster eleven

appearances between them.

There was a stranglehold on the commissions

by a quintet of Stafford family placemen: Thomas Arblaster,

John Hampton, John Harper, William Cumberford and Robert

Whitgreve. By the mid-1450s the exclusion of those

outside the Stafford affinity had become especially

obvious. The Duke's control was most noticeable with the

commissions of the peace. Not only was one of the two

regular royal justices on the bench, William Yelverton,

in his pay and on his council, but the local gentry

membership was also so dominated by the Stafford connection

that membership was virtually by personal invitation of

the Duke only.

Arblaster, Hampton and Harper were on all the

commissions of the peace from 1439 to 1461. Lee was on

the first of these (having served also throughout the

previous two decades), then was succeeded by Cuinberford;

both were lawyers for the Staffords. The only other changes

among the gentry on the bench between 1439 and. 1453 were

caused by the deaths of Sir Roger Aston in 1449 and

Robert Whitgreve three years later. On both occasions

one Stafford servant was replaced by another- Whitgreve

by Roger Draycote and Aston by Sir Sampson Meverell.

Aston headed a powerful gentry family hailing

from the Cannock chase region of central Staffordshire.

After spending much of his life as an admtnistrator for

the Staffords, be turned to local government in the

1420s, becoming sheriff 1426-7 and 1431-2 and a regular

member of all manner of county commission. Nevertheless,
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he maintained close contact with his patrons and. in 1429

be and John Stafford, bishop of Bath and Wells were

selected to look after the barony of Penkelly and other

Welsh properties, which were then disputed (as part of

the Bohun inheritance) between the Crown and the Staffords.

Aston was goon to regret this appointment, as revenue

from that disturbed area proved difficult to collect. In

1436 the sheriff of Staffordshire was ordered. to seize

Aston's manors of Haywood and Lee (which was done) until

the revenue could be recouped. 25 Not surprisingly, Aston

and the Bishop relieved themselves of their posts as

quickly as possible, and on 14 February 1437 Aston took out

a release from all public office which, although stressing

his old age and infirmity, could hardly have been unconnected

with. the Penkelly episode. Since he was only in his early

fifties at this time, the release would have been the

result of a 'diplomatic' old age and infirmity- common

practice at the time when one wished to avoid unwanted

public appointments. In fact, Aston continued to be

appointed regularly to Staffordshire commissions after

1437, though his name is only very rarely to be found

endorsed on the returns made by justices of the peace

to the court of King's Bench- Indicating that he was not

very active in that capacity.

The bulk of the work on the commissions

of the peace was shared out between the Stafford family

placemen. Aston's replacement, Sir Sampson Meverell, was a

talented, if short-tempered old soldier. He lacked a direct



link with Buckingham, but was associated with other (clerical)

Staffords- Edmund, bishop of Exeter and John, archbishop of

Canterbury- and with the powerful Vernon family in Derbyshire,

upon whom the Duke relied heavily.

It is now to the clique which dominated county

commissions during this period that attention must be turned.

Although their talents and interests complemented each other,

they were not a closely-knit group and did not even serve only

one master. Their careers bear examfning in some detail as

firstly, men of their ilk would have been familiar figures in

local government throughout the realm, and secondly, they

exemplify the kind of men with whom Buckingham liked to work.

They were men of experience and proven ability, some of whom bad

risen through the Stafford family's household or estate ranks.

They also tended to be of little significance socially in

themselves, thus, in theory, increasing their reliance on the

Duke's good lordship. They came from the ranks of the lesser

gentry, being employed and retained for their administrative

or legal skills rather than as part of the ducal military affinity1

The greater a person's influence with the powerful,

the more his advice, services or goodwill was sought by others.

en such as John Harper of Rushall-by-Walsall with access to

and influence with Buckingham found fees and favours directed

towards them. Harper was a leading member of the Stafford

clique in county commissions and one of the Duke's inner

circle of retained councillors. He had previously served

Buckingham's mother and was to do likewise for his patron's

grandson and heir, Duke Henry. His fees totalled £19 a year.

This was not a spectacularly large sum, but made a sizeable



contribution to his annual income. The largest single fee

was of ten marks from Buckingham. This was not awarded

until comparatively late in Harper's career, in 1441. In

addition be received £5 'for his counsel' from Robert

Corbet. 26 Five marks came from William Mitton, an important

gentleman from eastern Staffordshire and. Shropshire (M.P.

for Staffordshire in 1447 and sheriff 1442-3 and 1457-8),

who nevertheless thought it expedient to curry favour with a

social inferior so close to the Staffords. Harper also received

a lesser fee from the first Earl of Shrewsbury, whom he

served as auditor of Sheffield. 27 lxi addition, be was steward

of Dudley for John, Lord Dudley axid of Weston-on-Trent

(Derbyshire) for the wealthy Abbot of Chester. These steward-

ships at least were sinecures, for he had. little time to

spare for them given his offices on the Stafford family's

Midland estates and the county bench, on which he was prominent,

judging from the plea rolls and endorsements on crtmiial

indictments. Harper, like most of the Duke's senior administrators,

was not a man of great note in his own right, though it

would be churlish to attribute all this patronage to his

position and none to his personal qualities upon which

that position had been built. He had emerged from the ranks

of the lesser gentry through competence arid trustworthiness

in the service of a magnate and now reaped the recognized

rewards. Although thrice esc}ieator of Staffordshire (1428-30,

1432-3 and 1439-40), this lack of a substantial arid independent

standing within county society goes far to explain why be

was never appointed sheriff.



Of the dominant quintet Harper was the only one who

had been a regular appointee to county commissions before the

time this survey opens. Arbiaster, Hampton and Wlutgreve

were first appointed to the Staffordshire bench on 21

February 143with Cumberford appearing in 1442. This is not

to say that until then they were of little consequence,

quite the contrary was true, but it is significant that

this takeover coincided with a period of Beauchamp and

Perrers weakness. Ferrers power had been neutralised for

a time by the marriage of the dowager Lady Ferrers to Sir

Philip Chetwynd and Richard Beauchamp, earl of Warwick was

in France where he died a few months later.

For the likes of the wily Robert Whitgreve, a man old

enough to be Buckinghani's father, it is difficult to accept

that success was due to Stafford patronage or influence. He

sat in most of the parliaments from 1411 to 1450, was a

royal serjeant from 1423 and teller of the exchequer for

twenty-two years from 1428. In 1422 he had been entrusted with

the job of conveying a huge sum of Duchy money to Henry V

in France, and in 1433 with Buckinghamn (then just the

Earl of Stafford), Harper and William Munden he was set in

charge of the chronic financial disaster that was Burton

Abbey. 28 In short, his talents had been recognized and used

long before Stafford was a power in the land. However, tins

is not to decry the work he did for Buckinghamn or the mutual

benefit derived therefrom. For example, Whitgreve was well

placed within the exchequer to watch over Buckingham's

financial affairs and supervise his pet1tion to parliament.29



Whitgreve's Westminster contacts were especially useful

when the Duke's legal affairs needed attention. In 1438

he and	 Nicholas Pointz wrote that 'sithen we wrytten

last to your L. your matter of Holderriess hath berie full

busylye labourus (sic) before my lord the Chauricelor arid

other Lordes of the counsalll.'3° This matter concerned

part of the Bohun inheritance, the division of which had

been the subject of much vacillation and. procrastination

on the part of the Crown. Much of the labouring was left

to the Sta±fords' experts in Westminster of whom Vlhitgreve

was a leading figure. Apart from the normal fees of office,

?Thitgreve is known to have received annuities of ten marks

from Buckingham's estates in south rales, and of forty

shillings from Sir Philip Chetwynd (for whom he and John

Hampton also served as feoffees), and also royal grants of

£20 in 1440 probably as joint-steward of Newcastle-under-

Lyme, and of £10 a year for services rendered at the

exchequer.3'

John Hampton of Stourton made without doubt the

most successful and lucrative move to London of any

Staffordshire gentleman in this age. He is a prime example

of the kind of courtier vlLlifiedby contemporaries for

bleeding the Crown financially white under the weak-willed

Henry VI. There is insufficient space here to record all

the grants made to him of money, favours and appointments,

but by the time of the 1450 Act of Resumption Hampton was

in receipt of over £250 a year from royal grants, exclusive

of the profits of office and three wardships. His offices

included those of constable of Chester 1436-7 and of

Coichester 1447-72, rider of Were (Shropsbire) and steward

of Morfe, Shirlet, Bromsgrove, King's Norton and Bewdley
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just over the county border in Worcest?rshire. In addition

he was a household officer and esquire of the body 1437-61.

His Crown and Stafford contacts, together with the plethora

of offices on the south Staffordshire-north Worcestershire

border (he was also ranger of Kinver forest) made him

easily the most important gentleman of that area. On such

men Mr. David Morgan has commented:

'They wore the king's liveries of cloth of collar;
they pocketed his fees and wages and rewards and
gifts; they divided their time between his court
and their own counties in a seasonal interchange
which was not their least important feature. As
individuals they would accumulate a further
increment of involvement4n central and local
patronage and eervices.'

Hampton must have been a man of extraordinary ability,

for despite all his comnitment at court and in other

offices (for many of which he would have had deputies),

he still played an active part in Staffordshire local

government. He represented the county in parliament seven

times, was a regular appointee to all mariner of commissions

in the county, and with Harper and Cumberford was one of the most

diligent figures on the bench. He maintained close links

with the Staffords by whom he was retained. The rise in

his annuity between 1441 and 1445 from ten marks to £10

is indication of his value to that family. He has been

described as more of a Lancastrian partisan than a

Staffordshire official, though this misrepresents

him. There is little evidence to connect him with other

noblemen. His loyalty to Buckingham and Henry VI was less

partisanship than pragmatism. By serving them to the best

of his ability and for most of his time, he was protecting

his own position and acquisitions. However, his connections

with the Lancastriari court made it difficult for him to
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adapt to Yorkist rule and unlike Harper he was removed

from county commissions.

Men like Hampton formed a vital link between

court and country, despite many of his posts being sinecures.

He certainly never travelled to distant Plymouth to take up

his responsibilities as water-bailiff there, though he was

quick enough to sue the burgesses there when his wages were

in arrears in 145O. Hopeful recipients of patronage had

to turn to those well-placed around the throne rather than

to the King himself if their petitions were to be successful.

Hampton was a personal servant of Henry VIM, and thus had that

most vital of all political commodities at the time- access

to the royal ear and, while at home, to Buckingham's as

well. This not only proved lucrative to himself, but also

enabled him to channel patronage to others. He was able to

put in a sufficiently good word for his brother Bevis that

that man secured a arant of the constableship of Shrewsbury

in 1436 while four years later they shared a royal annuity

of £8 from Wrockwardine (Shropshire). 35 The connection of

Thomas Everdon of Bushbury with the Hamptons was doubtlessly

the key factor in Everdon's being chosen as the Duchy

nominee for Newcastle-under-Lyme in the first parliament

of 1449 and as Buckingham's reinforcement for the Stafford-

shire bench in January 1456. Generally, however, the link

between the royal household and Staffordshire was remarkably

weak given the position of Buckingham and the large amounts

of Crown land within the county. Only a few local men found.

positions with the king and, compared to Warwickshire at

the time 6, little in the way of patronage went to courtiers

lacking connections with the county.

The careers of the other two members of the

quintet, Thomas Arblaster and William Cumberford, must be
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dealt with briefly. If Whitgreve was the financial expert, Eampton

the link with the court and Harper the estate and judicial

dogsbody, Cuinberford was the legal expert and Arbiaster the

all-rounder. Like Hampton's friend Thomas Everdon a few years

later, Cumberford was a Duchy lawyer taken up by the Stafforde

to whose attention he may well have come during a brief period of

rapprochement between them and the Ferrers of Chartley, with whom

he had connections. Like the others he cultivated ties with other

lords, and was an executor for the first Earl of Shrewsbury (whom

Harper also served), siding with the second Earl (afri.end of Buckingham)

in his strugizle with the Lisle branch of the Talbot family over

the division of his father's inheritance. Cumberford was retained

as a lawyer by Stafford in 1442 and soon was put to work helping to

sort out his dispute with Sir Thomas Stanley over the mano of

Bosley (Cheshire).37 His links with the Duchy grew when in 1446

he was made an attorney for it in the court of common pleas. Soon

afterwards either Duchy or Stafford patronage obtained for him

the office of second protonotary of the court of Common Pleas.

Arblaster, on the other hand, was the one whose activities

were most restricted to Staffordshire. He was brought up on the

property of the bishop of Coventry and Licbfield,. and his father

worked for both the bishop and Earl Humphrey. The young Thomas

learned his skills as a clerk in one or both of their households.

He inherited his father's post as the bishop's parker of Beau-

desert. The Staffords, once his ability bad be?n recognized,

used him in Staffordshire, Warwickshire and south Wales. He was

their receiver for Warwickshire 1438-51 and spent a brief time

at Calaia in the mid-1430s. 38 Though less prominent than some

of his cofleagues, his value to the Staffords as an administrator

can be gauged from his receipt of one of their largest annuities,

twenty marks, arid by his many elections to parliament.

With many servants and associates installed in high



local offices, little of note was allowed to go on without

Buckingbam'a knowledge. When Uenry, duke of Warwick died in

1446 the inquisition post niort proceedings were held in

Lichfield under the watchful eyes of Arblaster and. Humphrey

Cotea and an imposing retinue of twenty-four. This overt

demonstration of expertise and force, so beloved and expected

of a magnate, was carefully stage-managed to impress, attract

and control. After the inquisition had been concluded to the

Duke's satisfaction, he expressed his appreciation to the

presiding official, the under-sheriff Nicholas Leveson (himself

eacheator 1443-4 and 1453-4), by a payment of twenty-three

shillings 'pro diligento labore suo.'39

An established way of assisting one's friends and followers

was by the use of power, whether temporary or permanent, to secure

favourable outcomes for them in their enterprises and legal battles.

Buckingb.ani's support for William Lountfort's attempt to disinherit

his eldest son Baldwin in favour of a son from a second. marriage

(a decision determined by the Duke's need for WilIiam 1s support

in north Warwickahire against the growing Neville threat to his

supremacy there), led to his rigging of both a commission of

inquiry into the matter and common law processes. For example

in June 1452 a 3ury returned that Baldwin's son Simon and one

Rhys Griffith of Wichnor had seized land and rents in Bescot

and Aldridge from William Mountfort.4° The jury, however, just

happened to be packed with Buckingham's own tenants and a coule

of the county coroners. The Duke's assistance was also sought by

William Mitton in 1442 after some minor relatives, John Gainell and

Alison Mitton, had tried to deprive William of part of his

inheritance by forging a testament. In grandious language designed

to emphasis his role as a purveyor of Divine justice, Bucking}iam

proclaimed how, once taken to his castle at Stafford for exinination,

the couple had. confessed their crime. 41 How much persuasion



was needed and of what sort this was is not recorded. It

seems clear that having made a decisive and successful

intervention, the Duke intended to milk the affair for

its full propaganda value.

The importance of family connections was as

evident in the legal machinations as it was over appointments.

For instance, in 1452 Richard Bagot of Blithbury illegally

seized cattle belonging to a gentry neighbour, Humphrey

Walker of Casterne, and managed to avoid a writ of 'replevin'

(ordering the sheriff to secure the return of the beasts)

because the sheriff in question was his old friend Robert

Aston. 42 The writ went unheeded for at least another year

aft r that because Bagot hfmgelf succeeded Aston as sheriff.

The right connections could accelerate as well as

impede or pervert the course of justice. For example, John

Harper became involved in a lawsuit in 1444 when some of his

tenants at Houndhill and Hanbury had been punished by Duchy

of Lancaster officers 'by fine, ransome and imprisonments of

theire bodies, like as they had. trespassed' when all they had

done had been to shoo away some deer that had strayed from

Needwood chase. 43 Harper's Duchy of Lancaster and Stafford

associations ensured a speedy investigation of the matter,

and in December of that year a 'friendly' commission consisting

of Sir Thomas Blount, Sir John Griffith arid Robert Whitgreve

settled the matter in Harper's favour iri under six weeks.

Here Harper should be seen as protecting the interests of

and providing a humble form of good lordship for those who

looked to him- which good lordship in turn stemmed directly

from his own patron and. good lord, Humphrey, duke of Buckingham.

Buckirigham occasionally extended this assistance to the lower

classes directly, as in early 1446 when he supplied the

deserving poor of Newborough-by-Hanbury with a testimonial
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asking those whom they encountered while begging in England

and the Welsh marches to provide succour for them. 44 Whether

the wealthy Duke went further and gave them alms himself,

as opposed to just this- his blessing- is unknown.

Good lordship could also involve direct inter-

ference in the disputes of retainers. In addition to the

Mountfort and Humphreston affairs mentioned earlier, the

Duke was concerndd with two local arbitrations. The first,

in 1455, cleared up temporarily a festering quarrel between

the Vernon and Gresley families; while the second, four

years later, provided only a temporary solution to the

more protracted set of squabbles between the Basset and

everell families in the Peak District. 45 Both of these

cases are dealt with in the chapter on law, disorder and

justice. By 1459 Buckingham's desire to patch up disputes

within his affinity took on a hitherto-lacking degree of

urgency, as standards began to be raised and civil war

loomed on the horizon.

The members of the five-man clique may have been

worth their weight in writs, but if political success

ultimately needed to be found or consolidated on the

battlefield, it was to others that Buckingham needed to

turn, There was an inherent weakness in relying upon placemen;

such individuals, stripped of their lord's support, had

little in the way of influence. If such a term can be used,

they were not the 'natural leaders' of county society- an

important point since, as Dr. Richmond has indicated:

'In the political conflicts (rather than the
local skirmishes) it was a lord's ability to
get his 'affinity' to follow him that counted,
whether they were his tenants and men whom he
bad retained or simply his friends and well-
wishers,...It is clear that be could not 6
command but had to solicit such support.'
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In the account rolls of the Stafford family entries

concerning letters from Buckingham usually do no more than

refer tantalising].y to the recipients as divers knights,

esquires and yeomen. However, the account for the year

ending Michaelmas 1451 contains two lists in which fifteen

such individuals were named. 47 They read like a roll-call

of the major county families: Astley, As-ton, Bagot, Basset,

Burgh, Cawardyn, Cotes, Curzon, Lane, Longford, Mitton,

Lynors, Swynnerton, Warings and Wrottesley. In this case

these were the worthies who composed the 'greet felouship'

accompanying the Duke as he attended Henry VI at Kenilworth

and Coventry in that September48- for winch service he was

later paid £400 in expenses. 49 In the 1450s the letters

sent out to the gentry by Buckingham were usually instructions

to be ready to muster for military rather than ceremonial

purposes. 5° On one occasion in 1455 the Duke even used the

recently-retired sheriff, Richard Bagot, to deliver the

mail and presumably to use personal persuasion to back up

the written message.51

However, Buckingham proved unable to realise

at the muster those military assets be had on paper,

discovering to his cost how much his affinity had taken to

heart Milton's maxim 'they also serve who only stand and

wait', preferring the second half to the first. No

Staffordshire gentleman is known to have followed the Duke

or Lord Dudley on to the field of battle at Saint Albans

in May 1455, though,to be frank, so few of the participants

in such affairs are known that we may not have a fair picture

of what transpired. Much of our evidence comes from lists

of the slain and thi county's men may have been more than

usually adept at staying alive.
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Buckingham may also have alienated some of lus

supporters by turning a blind eye to the more violent

antics of certain gentry families such as the Cockayxies

and. Vernons, about whom more will be revealed in a later

chapter. Among those who gradually became disillusioned

was John Gresley the younger, whose dilemma was one familiar

to many gentlemen at the time. Gresley came from a leading

Staffordshire family with a tradition of loyalty and service

to the Staffords. His father bad been on Buckingham's

council and sheriff 1439-40. Gresley himself was M.P. for

the county in 1450 and 1453, escheator in 1450-1 and a

Stafford family retainer from 1451-2. His politics were

not anti-Stafford, though his terms of office (he was also

sheriff of Derbyshire in 1453-4) seem to indicate that he

was not looked upon with disfavour by opponents of the

court party or those outside the Stafford affinity in the

area. If he bad enemies it was the Vernon family of Haddon

and Harlaston, whom Buckingham had lured from the

old Perrers affinity. There may have been an element of

jealousy in this, as the 'newcomers' were greatly favoured

by the Duke. Many of the younger sons of Sir Richard Vernon

were hotheaded and their involvement in many of the disturbances

in the Peak District was notorious. In particular, the

Vernons led the opposition to the other leading gentry

family of the Staffordshire-Derbyshire border area, the

Blounts, with whom the Gresleys also had close ties.52

Sir Thomas Blount bad been Buckingham' s deputy-

steward of the Honour of Tutbury, though the Duke's need.

to maintain the Vernons' support and that of John Cockayne

in north Warwicksb.ire led him to turn a blind eye to their

nefarious activities, which culminated in a full-scale

attack upon the Blounts' principal residences in Derby and



Elvaston. These miscreants could not be brought to justice

while they enjoyed Buokingham's protection 53 , and Walter

Blourit, who succeeded his father in 1456, was therefore

almost driven into the arms of Warwick and York by this

ill-discipline within the Stafford affinity.

Blount became the first leading gentleman of

that area to ally himself with these lords, adding to a support

they had acquired already from the Harcourts in eastern

Staffordshire and the Wrottesleys arid Astleys from the

south of the county. Gresley's problem was how to bestride

the ever-widening gulf between his lord Buckirigham and his

kinsnn and friend Blourit. An analysis of surviving land

deeds shows that he tried to keep in touch with both sides.54

While his relatives among the Wrottesleys, Astleys, Delves'

arid of course Blourits threw in their lot with Warwick,

Gresley became increasingly circumspect. This all sufficiently

worried the Duke for him to have Gresley removed from the

Derbyshire bench in November 1458- around the time of the

failed assassination attempt on Warwick by Margaret of Anjou's

household men. Yet Gresley's loyalty to Henry VI was proven

a year later when be was one of the few Staffordshire men

to fight in the royal army at the battle of Blore Heath, arid

soon after that he was appointed to the commission of array

in Derbyshire. However, disillusion linked to the assurance

of ready acceptance into the favour of the politically

disaffected lords, led him to defect to them in 1460, when

he became knight of the shire for Derbyshire. Gresley's

qualities had gone unencouraged arid ill-used. Uriuike many,

be was prepared to fight for a cause in which be believed

or follow a motivating leader, but soon discovered both

cause and leader wanting. His dilemma was that of many



gentlemen at the time- loyalty versus dissatisfaction.

What appears clear, and this point will recur

through the rest of the chapter, is that the majority of

Staffordshire's gentry adopted a policy of masterly inactivity.

Neither Buckingham nor Warwick, who had gradually been

uniting the disparate elements of the old Beauchamp arid

Perrers affinities, taking over the initiative from

Buckixigham, found it easy to raise forces in the county.

The gentry suppressed latent Lancastriari sympathies arid

ignored all entreaties or contractual obligations to follow

their patrons into action. They were unwilling to fight

in their own county and certainly had no intention of doing

so elsewhere. This point must, of course, be slightly

modified with respect to such committed Yorkists as the

Blounts and Wrottesleys, who had risked all in rebellion.

Staffordshire's only battle in the Wars of the

Roses was fought at Blore Heath on the afternoon of Sunday

23 September 1459, though most of the combatants were

from out-of-county. Nevertheless, the affair deserves some

examination in this thesis. It was the opening rourid of the

1459-61 phase of bostilites arid dynastic struggles. That

it was so sketchily reported at the time may well indicate

that even for contemporary annalists accurate details were

hard to come by. Certainly later scholars have thus been

left ample scope for speculation and rarely agree about

the course of events. There have been three modern studies:

a largely inaccurate paper given to an archaeological society in

1850 by W,Beamont; a mainly irrelevant monologue by P.R.

Twemlow; and a scholarly reappraisal by an old soldier,

A.H. Burne.55



To attempt to precis the complex history of English

politics through the 1450s is to court disaster, but a resuin

of sorts is essential for Blore Heath to be properly understood.

Both the court party led by the French-born queer Margaret of

Anjou and the rival York-Neville faction harboured. personal

grudges and a loathing rivalry which made political compromise

or some system of powersharing almost impossible. Each side knew

the other to be strong enough to prevent it from acquiring any

lasting, peaceful domination of government, but neither could

fee]. secure without this. From 1456 to 1458 the court party had

been recovering the ground and offices lost after the fiasco of

the battle of Saint Albans in May 1455 and during the two terms

when Richard, duke of York acted as Protector (March 1454 to

February 1455 and November 1455 to February 1456). Mutual trust

did not exist as each sought to exclude the other from power,

canvassing Scottish and continental rulers for support. By mid-

1458 the court party's recovery had left it capable, nay on the

point of crushing all opposition. Despite the ostentatious

bon homie of the Love-day of 25 March 1458, few doubted that

conflict was but a short time away. In the November of that year

Richard, earl of Warwick (who, as captain of Calais, was one of

the few Yorkist- meaning supporters of York- leaders still

holding a major office) only narrowly escaped assassination by

gentlemen and servants of the royal household. Later the Queen

tried more ethical though equally unsuccessful means of removing

him from the captaincy. As political tension grew in the spring

and early summer of 1459, the main protagonists retired to their

own areas of strength to marshall support- York in the Welsh

marches; Warwick at Calais; Warwick's father Richard, earl of

Salisbury in northern Yorkshire at Middlehazn castle; Henry VI
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flitting between Westminster and Coventry; and Margaret of .Anjou

traversing Lancashire and Cheshire distributing 'a lyuery of

Swannys to aLe the gentilmenne of the contre.'56

Salisbury's march from Middleham was the first half of

the Yorkist plan to unite; Warwick was then to cross from Calais

and the three of them aimed to discuss the present situation

and their future strategy at York's castle at Ludlow. The

battle of Blore Heath occured while Salisbury was en route for

Ludlow. How much the Earl brought the cafIt upon himself is a

matter of opinion. What was safety in numbers to one man could

be construed as a council of war by another. Certainly Saliaburyt

retinue could hardly be passed off as a protective detachment.

Back in 1452 at Blackheath and in1455 at Saint Albans York and

his allies had insisted that their mobilisations were not

treasonable gatherings, but were the only way they could obtain

a fair hearing from their liege lord. In 1459, with. Renry VI

already collecting an army, the Yorkists wanted both a clarific-

ation of his intentions towards them and an explanation of his

actions and these of the Queen and her allies. 57 Thus Salisbury's

journey south should not be regarded as the first evidence of

mobilisation. Margaret of Anjou's peregrination , which had

taken her to Chester and then to the Bishop of Coventry &

Lichiield 's palace at Eccleshall, was scarcely an innocent

progress through a distant portion of the realm. She too was

amassing support for an imminent campaign. In this she was

accompanied by two minor Staffordshire noblemen, John,Lord

Dudley and. James, Lord Audley, both of whom were experienced

soldiers. Significantly, Buckingham and Shrewsbury, whose

influence in the north Midlands far surpassed that of Dudley

and. Audley, were conspicuously absent from this recruitment

tour. They spent some time with the King and some around the

estates of the Honour of Tutbury, presumably discussing the
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worsening situation. Like the majority of the nobility at this

time, although they were certain to side with the King in any

military showdown, they distanced themselves from the extremism

of the faction centred around the Queen and her favourite, the

Earl of Wt1tshire. It was partly this absence and partly because

the recruitment took place mainly around rather than inside

Staffordshire that that county sent so few troops to the battle.

Aud].ey, although no longer regularly resident in this

area, nevertheless counted upon his numerous tenants and gentry

associates to turn out and fight for him. The royalist army did

eventually contain some Staffordshire levies brought by the

sheriff and also several groups led by Dudley, which included

a couple of members of the wealthy Wolverhainpton burgess family

the Levesons. In general though, this was a battle fought between

Yorkahiremen and Cheshiremen; certainly the lists of the slain

contain no notable Staffordshire names.

Henry VI spent most of the early summer at Coventry where

be held a session of the Great Council, from which the Yorkist

leadership was absent. In August he was back at Westminster and

its environs, moving off to Winchester at the end of the month.

Besides the need to muster support, this move was precipitated

by the increasing hostility of the Londoners to the court party

and by the need to be strategically placed should Warwick make

any move from Calais. Around 9 September news of Salisbury's

departure from Middleham reached the King who, after ascertaining

that Warwick was still safely on the other side of the Chimnel,

ordered his own army to trek north. Henry's route probably

passed through Oxford, Banbury and Coventry as he collected

around his banner troops for the impending confrontation. He

certainly reached as far north as Nottingham. There he sent to

Thomas, Lord Stanley for support. However, this request ruined

any chance there might have been for a surprise royalist attack;
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for Stanley, while uttering hospitable and. encouraging noises

to his monarch, secretly dispatched his brother William to warn

the Earl of the approaching danger.58

Stanley's deceit was such that when he wrote to the

Queen, presumably after she too had summoned his support, he

even offered to take on Salisbury's army on his own, without

waiting for supporting royalist forces to arrive.

AP OF STAFFORDSRIRE SHOWING LOCATIONS EI'TIONED IN THIS SECTION



His actions were far more than an attempt to avoid

having to commit himself to one or other of the sides; he had

decided whom to support some time earlier, having left instruct-

ions that none of his tenants should join the royal arinies. He

was, however, anxious not to give away his intentions at this

stage and also had something in common with those who in previous

years had sought a solution to the factional disputes by

negotiation. In a letter to Salisbury after the battle Stanley

was at pains to stress that had he reached Henry ,, he would

have used all his power to secure for the Earl an audience with

the King. This Yorkist aim to by-pass their enemies and put

their case directly to Henry VI had headed their demands in 1455

when it had needed a battle to secure this. However, given

Stanley's general record, it is difficult lo believe that this,

albeit genuine desire to gain for Salisbury access to the King,

would have resulted in any but the most tentative action

Audley must have been fairly confident of successfully

preventing Salisbury from uniting with York at Ludlow. The

exact size of the armies is unknown, but it seems safe to say

that the Yorkists were outnumbered by about three-to-one.6° The

Ear], also had to pass through 'hostile' territory before reaching

his destination. Audley who had been given command of the Queen's

forces spent much of September and possibly some time earlier

gathering his forces, using his castle at Heighley (about three

miles west of Newcastle-under-Lyme) as his centre of operations

and making frequent trips to report his progress to Margaret of

Anjou. He knew the movements of Salisbury's army and was thus able

to shadow its progress, waiting his moment, before swinging round

in front of them to block the way south at Market Drayton. The

Earl knew that a large royalist army was being assembled on the

Cheshire-Staffordshire border and that an even larger one under



the King himself was somewhere in the north Midlands. His march,

therefore had to be hurried, but with constant vigilance in case

of a sudden attack. The Earl would also have evaluated the

countryside through which he was passing, in case a defensible

site should be required at short notice. Blore village, three

miles from Market Drayton and just off the main road from

Newcastle, was hardly an ideal site for a battle from the point of

view of either an attacker or a defender, simply the best that

could be found at the time.

Which side arrived at Blore Heath first? Burne

implies that it was Audley and that Salisbury's men, emerging

from the woods surrounding the road, had to draw up their battle

line hurriedly on seeing the royalist forces- or at least the

pennant tips of their cavalry- half a mile in the distance.61

This is unconvincing, as by any military appraisal Audley's

men, though more numerous, were in the worse tactical position.

Unless we assume a generosity on their commander's part which is

unwarranted by the evidence, it is hard to credit that Audley

would hand his enemy the significantly better ground on which to

tight. Burne's information came from the description of the

battle given by the Burgundian chronicler Jean de Waurin, but

that account (as shall be shown) should be treated cautiously.

It seems more likely that while en route from Newcastle Salisbury

was informed by his scouts of Audley's position outside Market

Drayton and that the Earl consequently encamped within the

relative safety of Rowney Wood on the night before the battle.

Meanwhile he was planning his battle tactics and formation for

the following day. Audley's advance on the morning of 23 September

took him along the road from Market Drayton and, should Waurin's

report about the tips of the Lancastrian pennants being visible

to the Yorkista as the latter emerged from the woods be more than

fictional embroidery, it is surely a reference to the Lancastrians
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approaching rather than lying in wait.

The only detailed account of the battle itself is

given by Jean de waurin.62 However, every aspect of this which

can be independently checked has proved to be grossly inaccurate,

not that this has deterred later historians from accepting it

unhesitatingly. The errors in such basics as the battle's date

implied as 25 or 26 September 1457), or its location (said to be

on the Derbyshire-Yorkshire border), or its participants (the

royalist commders were supposedly the Lords Wells and Beaumont

and the Duke of Exeter6 vhile Warwick was also included among

the Yorkist forces), hardly inspire confidence in his ability to

record accurately the tactical minutiae. To be charitable,

Waurin may well provide his readers with a set of accurate basic

facts, but it is difficult to mine these jewels from the

concomitant dross of exaggeration, error and invention. Some of

this was artistic licence on Waurin's part, based upon his

knowledge of contemporary military procedure, but most stemmed

from his garbled amalgam of the old soldiers' tales which were

his principal source.

According to Waurin, the armies drew up on either

side of Wemberton brook. The Yorkists constructed a bastion

with their wagons and horses, protected by a line of stakes.

This was to provide them with a solid corner to their right

wing. Salisbury then feigned a retreat to entice his opponents

across the brook. Audl supposedly fell into this trap and

ordered his men to attack while archers gave what covering

fire they could from the flanks. Two successive cavalry attacks

across the brook were made, during the second of which Audley

himself was killed. The total royalist losses were put at seven

hundred against a mere thirty for the Yorkists. After Audley's

death Dudley took command and ordered the survivors to dismount



and engage in hand-to-hand combat. Five hundred of his men then

deserted to Salisbury, turning the battle decisively in the

Earl's favour. Then Dudleywas woundedand captured and. the

day was lost.

However, even the briefest visit to the battlefield

would have shown Waurin that events could not have followed

that sequence. Wemberton brook,described as not very broad but

somwhat deep, was not the obstacle the Burgundian thought. It

is in fact not only very narrow but also only a mere four inches

deep. The nature of the terrain is such that the passge of time

should deepen rather than fill in the brook, so it may have

been even less of a hindrance in 1459 than it appears today.

The real difficulty was the steep-sided gully in which the

brook lay, which would have provided a serious challenge,

especially if bordered by hedging, to a riderless horse, let

alone heavy cavalry. In short, no broad cavalry attack could

have taken place across the brook.

The main road from Newcastle to Market Drayton,

emerging from Rowney Wood, crossed the heath and forded the

brook about a thousand yards from Blore village. This ford

seems to have been the only one considered by .istorians in

their accounts of the battle, but a mere six hundred yards

downstream (i.e.away from Blore) there was another one, across

which the road from Market Drayton toMuckleston ran. Advancing

from Market Drayton ana with a clear view over the heath, this

second ford could not have gone unnoticed by the Lancastrian

commpnders. With the ground noticeably improving and the

difficulty of traversing brook and bank diminishing the closer

to this Muckleston ford one went, it seems likely that Audley

chose to make use of it and. Salisbury could hardly risk ignoring

it when deciding on his strategy and. deploying his forces. Also

if there be any truth in the story that Margaret of Anjou



watched the battle from the church tower at Muckleston, this

would lend further support to my theory of the use of this ford,

across which she would have had to have passed to get there.

.kudley's second-incomrnnnd., Dudley, was the obvious

choice for leader of any left-wing attack across the Muckleston

ford. The eye-witnesses who told their tales to Waurin ambiguously

mentioned two cavalry attacks. While our Burgundian chronicler

described these as coming one after the other, it seems more

likely, given the terrain, that there were two separate arid

simultaneous attacks; with Dudley storming the Muckleston ford.

and Audley commanding the centre, as was usual for the leader to

do, at the Newcastle one.

These attacks may have begun on horseback, but soon

the masses of writhing flesh and impeding corpses would have

made mounted progress impossible. The decision to dismount, far

from indicating a change in commind, as even Burne thought6,

was merely a practical neccessity. In my opinion what probably

happened was that while the cavalry attempted to storm the fords,

it was their infantry who had to fight their way over the brook

and up the sides of the gully with covering firefroin the archers.

Dudley found his task the easier. The static barricade of wagons

on the Yoricist right offered greater scope for manoeuvres than

did the formidable centre for the hapless Audley, who was out
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down in the area of the thickest fighting. On learning of this,

Dudley would have swung round towards the centre to prop this up.

However, the loss of the Lancastrian commcrnder had disheartened

many and, despite furious hand-to-hand fighting, desertions and

defections began. Dudley then became trapped, wounded and.

captured as his army melted away around him.

After the battle Salisbury did not remain in the

area for long. He knew that a far larger royalist army under the

King and containing the likes of Buckingham, Shrewsbury and

Wiltshire was heading towards him. Having forged an opportunity

to reach safety and reinforcements at Ludlow, be was determined

to take it. The Earl's victorious army spent the night after the

battle outside of Market Drayton and there received a letter of

congratulations from the perfidious Stanley, who declared

himself to be 'trusting to God that he shuld be with the same

Erie in other place, to stond hym in as good stede, as he shuld

have doon yef he had been with theym there.' 65 Salisbury would

have done well to have treated this with scepticism rather than

rejoicing. Before daybreak on the 24 September Salisbury's forces

slipped away, stealing a march on any pursuers. Gregory's

chronicle adds a delightful, though probably apocryphal tale

that the Earl left behind an Augustinian friar who 'schot gonnys

a].le that nyght in a parke that was at the backe syde of the

fyld& to distract and mislead any approaching royal force into

believing the rebels to be static and, like as not, inebriated.66

Comparing chronicle references to the battle, varying

markedly in length, bias, accuracy and detail as they do, reveals

that whatever events may have preceded Blore Heath, it was this

conflict (rather than Saint Albans four years earlier) that

contemporaries regarded as the final and irreversable entry into

civil war. A week has always been a long time in politics and

memories in the fifteenth century could. be as short-lived as at



any other time. Pro-Lancastrian writers stressed the fact of

rebellion against an annointed king, ignoring both the precedent

set in 1399 and the events leading to the opening of hostilities.

There was a subtle, but noticeable determination to absolve

from blame whichever side the chronicler was partial to. It was

as if all agreed that whoever could be blamed for Blore Heath

could also be held responsible for all the bloody consequences

of revolt. Not for contemporaries were the mitigating factors

and division of responsibility so beloved of later generations of

historians. Medieval chroniclers dealt in those all-embracing,

eternal verities which formed an integral part of the spoils

of war.

An anti-Yorkist pamphlet, the so-called Somnium Vigilantis,

saw Sal1sburys march as being provocative rather than defensive

and as part of a wider scheme of rebellion initiated while 'the

kynge accordyng to his pleasure lay pesable wyse in his castell

of Kenelworth withoute suspecion of eny yvel.'67 Polydore Vergil,

after distinguishing himself by being the only historian then or

since to refer to Margaret of Anjou as tthis wise woman',

emphasised that 'therle of Salesbury would not omitt the

poasibilitie of fight offered', and in an oblique reference to

Yorkist lack of concern for hilniRn life, stressed that the battle

was only won after 'great slaughter of both his enemyes and of

his own men also.'68

Council for the defence, while maintaining the

traditional practice of attacking evil advisors rather than the

King himself, aimed at placing these events in context; believing

that, by so doing, the justness of the York-Neville stand would

become apparent. They were also trying to counter the bald and

partial editing of events which was such a feature of their

opponents' propaganda, Yorkist and even some of the Tudor



writings ar€ued	 that the hostilities bad been none of

Salisbury's wanting; they were forced on him by the actions of

those poisoning the King's mind. Chief among these was the

hated Queen who with her advisors had decided that there was

'no boote to make any farther concord or league with hir

aduersaries.' 6 She had lain at Ecclesh.all and. 'anon by hir

stiryng the king assembled a grete power.' 7° Fabyan wrote that

she and her council had set out to do away with Salisbury after

his son Warwick had slipped out of their hands in the bungled

assassination attempt of November 1458, and accordingly they

had sent Audley with an army 'forto haue destressed him.'71

However the Earl had been forewarned and when cornered at Blore

Heath 'perceyuing by the liverie of the souldiours that he was

circumvented and likely to be trapped wyth the Queenes power,

determined rather there to abide the aduenture with fame and

honour, then farther to flie, with base and reproche.' 72 Whether

this was written to stand deliberately in contrast with the

recent loss of the French domains is debatable. Certainly the

Yorkist chroniclers made much of it being a victory won against

overwhelming odds; though the often ludicrous exaggeration of

the size and casualties of the armies serves only to detract

from rather than enhance the measure o Salisbury's achievement.

Many chronicles, especially the London ones, accepted

a current Lancastrian rumour that Salisbury was in fast beading

for the capital with his army in a move similar to that of

Richard, duke of York in 1452. If this were so, it was a direct

challenge to Henry VI. In fact the rumour had been started to

stir up support for the King and to discredit his enemies- or

to be more accurate, those of the court faction. By this it was

a180 hoped to discredit any Yorkist conciliatory gestures or

protestations of loyalty. The rumour was obviously widely
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believed for even the pro-Yorkist Brut carries it. When after

Blore Heath it became apparent that Salisbury was not going

to be making an early appearance in London and that his route

had lain towards Shropshire this was explained away by the

government as the result of the King's presence on the campaign

trail. Henry had. supposedly forced a change of plan upon

Salisbury who had had 'to diverte from his first enterprise

and purpose, and. to take another wey to assemble with the seid

Due of York and Erie of Warrewyk, that their commyrig togider

myght make a myghtyer feide.'73

Who really won at Biore Heath ? The day certainly

belonged to Salisbury who was thus able to force a way through

to his allies at Ludlow, but this was for him and for England

a pyrrhic victory. The real triumph lay with the extremists of

the court faction who now had the opportunity they had long

sought for revenge. The decision to fight had been taken before

Salisbury had left Middleham, a fact not unsuspected by him

and contributing to his timing of the march south. All that

was left to decide was the time and the site of the crucial

opening battle; that was to be an afternoon in late autumn

1459 and on the bleak heathland of western Staffordshire.

Salisbury's jubilation was to be short-lived. Henry VI

just before the battle had moved to Kenilworth (a few miles

south-west of Coventry) and was moving westwards to link up forces

with his Queen and Audley. On the day of the battle of Blore

Heath the King had reached Coleshill, the principal residence

of Margaret of Anjou's favourite Edmund Mountfort, from where

be passed into south Staffordshire. He was at Walsall on 25

September and Wo].verhampton on 26 September. Then, joining with

the remnants of Audley's army, Henry turned south to Worcester

and Leominster in early October, before reaching York's castle at
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Staffordshire men were agan rarely in action. After Blore Heath

Hen±y VI confronted the bynow united Yorkist leadership outside

Ludlow on 12 October. Buck1ngham and Shrewsbury were among the royal

retinue at that point, and opposing them were such familiar names

as Walter Blount, Humphrer Blount of Kinlet and Fulk Stafford of

Harvinton-by-Kidderminster (just over the border in Worcestershire).

All were close associates of Richard, earl of Warwick Stafford,

though of Herefordshire stock, was the Earl's appointee as sheriff

of Worcestershire 1455-7. jfterte Yorkiet army had dispersed,

refusing to fight the King at that time, these supporters fled

with their leaders to Warwick's stronghold at Calais to await

another chance for pressing their claims.

By mid-1460 that opportunity had presented itself and

on 10 July a royal army which had spent the previous couple of

months at Coventry and then Northampton met at the latter venue

the forces of Warwick, Norfolk and the young Edward, earl of

March. Walter Blount was predictably near his master and

the Yorkists were further strengthened by the presence of the

son of the slain Lancastrian commander at Blore Heath, John, Lord

Audley- though I doubt whether he had the opportunity to recruit

any of his north Midland tenants to fight alongside 	 him. The

battle has traditionally been seen as a disaster for Henry VI and

a watershed in the fortunes of his house. Certainly the Lancastrians

could ill-afford the lose of both Buckingham and. Shrewsbury, who

fell defending the royal ten. However, it is with the history of

Staffordshire rather thai national politics that this thesis is

concerned, so how much of a calamity these deaths were for the

King need not detain us here. The effect on Staffordshire on the

other hand does need discussion.
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would. have greatly increased his efforts to induce the gentry

of Staffordshire to follow him and made the penalties for not

doing so really tell. As it was, with the tide of the war

turning towards Warwick and York and the knowledge that the

Staffords faced a lengti:iy minority, there was little to

commend military adventure and much. to say for circumspection.

The burgesses of Tamworth took the precaution in 1460 of

ordering that no-one should carry a lance, hauberk or dart

within the town boundary. 74 People just did not want to get

involved. The only Staffordshire man known to have fought

at the battle of Wakefield on the last day of 1460, at which

the Lancastrians regained the military initiative and killed

York and Salisbury was Sir Thomas Ferrers of Tamwortb- and

he was on the losing side.

No-one from Staffordshire supported Henry VI in

February 1461 at the second battle of Saint Albans save the

adolescent third Earl of Shrewabury. Only John, Lord Audley

was at Mortimer's Cross a week later and he was by then a

committed Yorkist, though by Palm Sunday (29 March), after

Edward, ear]. of March hal proclaimed himself king, a remnant

of committed Lancastrians with Staffordshire connections did

join the fray at Towton. Shrewsbury was there again, as were

the Earl of Wiltshire and Buckingham's younger son, Henry.

Among the gentry were numbered Edmund Mountfort and Humphrey

Whitgreve. Walter Blount, turned out for the rebels, along with

the Staffords of Harvington-by-Kidderxninster (in north

Worce tershire) and 'Lord' John Stanley of Elford (as one

Venetian mistakenly described him ). During the course of

that bloody day John Stafford of Harvixigton and James, earl

of Wiltshire were killed. Wiltshire's Staffordshire lands were
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later granted to the surviving Stafford of Harvington brother.6

With this battle the factional struggles that

had dogged England were temporarily ended. By 1461 fewer

people than ever were prepared to fight for the court faction,

and in Staffordshire Humphrey Whitgreve (Robert's eldest son)

was very much the exception when, after fleeing from the

battlefield of Towton, he chose to follow Margaret of Anjou

into exile in Scotland. 77 Even he, however, soon made his

peace with Edward IV and returned to his estates. On a lighter

note, there is unfortunately no evidence that Isabel Ramsor,

who was fined six shillings and eigbtpence in May 1462 by

the authorities at Tamworth for harbouring 'suspicious men'

at night, was uniting the espionage propensity of her Biblical

counterpart Rahab with their profession's more regular nocturnal

activites. 78 Certainly there was no mention of Staffordshire

men being involved in the brief north-west Midlands uprising

around Lancashire and Cheshire early ir 1464, which reputedly

involved upto ten thousand men.79

Gentry immobility had been due less to cowardice or

even apathy than to a confident assumption of immunity from

reprisal. Bastard feudalism was above all a voluntary business

relationship with patronage and service as unenforcible

contractual obligations. Medieval leaders had perennially

suffered from the perfidy of those upon whom they had to rely,

and Buckingham had been no exception. Men could only be 'forced'

to fight by a lord either collecting them personally (as Henry

Tudor can be said to have done as be passed through the county

en route for Bosworth) or by so linking their fates to his own

that self-interest demanded a positive respons Buckingham did

neither, and this failure contributed to lila death at the battle

of Northampton. Nevertheless, the power be exercised during his

life was an ever-present feature of county life. The family's
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influence built up over generations, fostered by sizeable estates

within the area and aided by the later marriage of Buckingham's

widow to his former enemy Sir Walter Blount in 1467, survived

two lengthy minorities in the second half of the century.

However, it was never again to reach the heights of the 1440s

and 1450s when Staffordshire really was Stafford's shire.

The 1460s

The replacement of personnel within government, so characteristic

of political change, was neither as sudden nor as all-embracing

in Staffordshire as it was in other, more important or

sensitive parts of the realm. This can be seen particularly

clearly in the commissions of the peace. The one issued in

March 1461, following Edward IT's accession, illustrates this

transitional rather than revolutionary nature of the hand-over

of power.

Among the nobility of the county some had made their

peace with the new regime. Dudley and John, Lord Audley

readjusted their allegiance following their capture at Blore

Heath and Ca].ais respectively. Walter Devereux was raised to

the peerage in recognition of his support of York and adopted

the hereditary title of his wife's family, becoming Lord

Perrers of Chartley. However, he continued to take as little

interest in the affairs of Staffordshire as be had under

Henry VI. On the clerical side, Bishop Halse of Coventry and

Lichfield needed to keep his nose clean. He owed his

appointment to the support of Margaret of .Anjou, one of whose

chaplains he had been, and whose escape from Blore Heath he

had manufactured. Nevertheless, both he and Dudley were

appointed to this initial commission.

Of the Henr1mn gentry justices of the peace, those

who possessed strong Duohy of Lancaster connections (Harper,
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IV, once they had presumably indicated their willingness to

serve him with the diligence arid loyalty that they had shown

his predecessor. After 1461 Harper quickly adapted to his

new masters. He was unconcerned to some extent with who his

employers were, as his career was built not upon political

favouritism but on a talented reliability. While the

'Parliament of Devils' was attainting York and Warwick in

December 1459, Harper was busy securing for himself the post

of auditor of the latter's estates; the stewardship and

receivership of which went to the Queen's favourite Sir

Edmund Mountfort of Coleshill. 8° This notwithstanding, he

did not make the enemies that such courtiers as his friend

John Hampton had. It is likely that Hampton was one of the

Staffordshire knights of the shire elected to that parliament.

Since the success of the Yorkist brave new

world was largely dependent on the efficient aamfnistration

and control of the localities, they were on the lookout for

able gentlemen who were prepared to accept office. Initially

at least, these were not easy to find. Harper was particularly

welcomed in Staffordshire because few were prepared to risk

coming out for the faction which had just deposed an annointed

king and slain Buckingham arid Shrewsbury, especially given

that the Yorkists were by no means secure in power. Harper

was soon put to work. On 1 January 1462 be became auditor

of the Shropahire estates of the infant Duke of Norfolk, having

previously (three days before Christmas) joined William Harcourt

in heading a commission to arrest Humphrey Swynnerton for

spreading anti-government rumours. His appointment as Norfolk's
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auditor accompanied a confirmation of his being kept on as the

Stafford family's auditor in south Wales and. Cbes1ure.Whi he died

at Michaelmas 1464 be was a trusted official of Edward IV's. In

fact in the Act of Resumption that year annuities to him and his

son were exempted.

Cumberford continued as protonotary in Common Pleas.

There was little reason why be should have lost this post. He

had taken no interest in politics, concentrating upon building

a career through quiet efficiency rather than a search for

lucrative patrons. Not that he lacked influential contacts.

He had close ties with his neighbours the Stanleys of Elford,

for whom he had arbitrated with his friend Thomas Littleton

back in 145581, and with the Vernons. He was a feoffee and an

execair for Sir William Vernon.82 A talented. lawyer was always

in demand. After the death of Humphrey, duke of Buckingham in

1460 the widowed Duchess Anne, no doubt anxious for the future,

immediately raised his annuity from £2 to £10. In the uncertain

days to come she must have felt that his counsel and services

would prove invaluable and wanted to ensure that she secured them.

Cumberford was briefly her steward in Staffordshire and in an

account for 1462-3 he and the receiver for that county, John

Burton, received fifty-eight shillings and twopence in travelling

expenses after riding around 'diverse lordahippes and manors of

my ladies in the countees of Stafford, Salop and Chester...to

purvey and ordeyn for the good governaunce of the same for my

ladies moste a vayle.' 83 Thu like Harper, Cuinberford maintained

his contacts and employment with the Stafford family. His

career in the 1460s continued quietly, but satisfactorily. By

May 1465 be was able to join with a few professional associates
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in paying a thousand marks in cash for the keeping of the

property of a certain Richard. Charlton of Middlesex during

his minority.84

In the Yorkiat commissions of the peace the emphasis

lay, as in the previous two decades, on ability (especially

in legal matters) and political acceptability among the

gentry appointees, while as usual all the important adult

local noblemen were also found places. Warwick, Audley, Dudley,

and the Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield featured in all the

commissions of the 1460s. The third Earl of Shrewsbury and

George, duke of Clarence joined the others on the bench when

they reached their late teens, in 1467 and 1468 respectively,

Henry, Lord Grey of Codnor was the only other noble appointee,

entering the scene in 1468.

Apart from John Hampton's kinsman Thomas Everdon,

no gentleman was removed from the Staffordshire bench until

the Readeption, though Sir Walter Wrottesley did miss one

commission (1464-5). Cumberford, Delves, Blount, Astley,

Wrottealey, Warings and the Wolseleys formed as solid a

factional phalanx in the 1460s as had the quintet of Stafford

family placemen in the previous two decades. The number of

gentry commissioners increased during the 1460s. Legal

expertise in the persons of John Wood of Keele and Thomas

Littleton arrived in 1465 and 1468. Sir John Stanley of Elford

joined in 1463, Sir John Gresley in 1464 arid. Clarenoe'8 right-

band man, Henry Vernon, made a fleeting appearance in 1469-70.

These last three came from leading Lancastrian families, though

Vernon was too young to have participated in the struggles of

the 1450a. The defection of the kinsmen Gresley and Stanley Ln

1460 was conditioned by disillusion with the cause and chances

of success of the cotart faction anda desire to retain their
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positions of prominence within the county. However, if they had

also hoped for material gain by defection, they were to be

disappointed. Pickings were meagre in Staffordshire, and what

there was went to 'Yorkists' of longer standing. That so little

property was confiscated and distributed as rewards after 1461-

an important factor in explaining the lack of acrimony at the

advent of Edwara IV- was directly due to the paucity of the

county's contribution to either the Lancastrian or Yorkist

war efforts. The only estates parcelled out to the victors

were James, earl of Wiltshire's manors at Clent, Handsworth.

and Mere. Even the Staffords' inheritance continued to be

administered by the family at an annual farm to the Crown

until 1464 when this was waived in return for the wardship

and marriage of the young Duke Henry.85

The demise of Buckingha.m left the way open for an

aggrandisement of Neville power in the north Midlands. Dr.

Carpenter has shown that in Warwickshire the leading office-

holders in the 1460s were connected with the Earl of Warwick,

who , though they were increasingly being drawn from the top

ranks of the county gentry, nevertheless were changed too

rapidly for a self-perpetuating clique to emerge. 86 There

was a faint echo of this situation in Staffordshire; however,

here cliques had definitely developed. On the whole, the

office-holders in Staffordshire in the 1460s and 1470s were

of a higher social status than those of the 1440s and 1450s.

The idea that the leading gentry families came to expect

that they be given a share in the rule of the county, while

possessing a certain validity, needs the qualification that

this expectation was not born of mere pride or any conscious

policy. Rather, it was a regularisation of the extent to

which magnate deaths and absenteeism had facilitated and

indeed necessitated a tighter, more independent gentry grip

upon the reins of local government.



Both the sheriffs and the justices of the peace in

the 1460s were remarkably inter-married. Of the dozen new

gentlemen appointed to the Staffordshire bench in the 1460s,

eight can be placed on a simple genealogy- a feat impossible

for other decades in the fifteenth century. The genealogy,

shown below, has the names of the commissioners marked with

asterisks.

Thomas Wolseley*	 Sir Thomas Gresley

	

Margaret=Sir Thomas Joàn=Thomas	 ret=John
Blount	 Astley
	

Delves

Ralph*=Ages Walter,	 Sir Thomas*
	

Sir Johln*
Lord Mountjoy*

Hugh Wrottesley=Thinasine
	

Sir Jom=Aine Sir Jo1112
Gresley*	 Stariley*

Sir Walter*	 Hénry

Marriage, like the retaining of bastard feudalism, expressed

and,in expressing, revealed and consolidated both the desire

for and existence of a discernible and dependable structure

within society. In Staffordshire the wedding ring proved a

more successful method of ensuring a permanent cleaving-together

of both the persons and fates of interested parties (thereby

obtaining unity of action and purpose) than did the much-vaunted,

though regularly put-asunder indentured contract of retention.

The extended family, with its ready-made lines of

communication and bonds of self-interest and/or sympathy,

offered a superstructure upon which an enterprsixig lord might

construct an affinty and through which his influence would be

expressed. Richard Neville had spent much of the late 1440s

and 1450s attempting to do just this in Warwickshire and south

Staffordshire. In the latter county his lynch-pin was the
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of Wolverhampton),whom he rcrujted in the early 14500.

Although Hugh Wrottesley was the head of the family

at this time, it was his sons Walter and Henry who headed this

Warwick connection. The brothers were about the same age as

the Earl, with whom they soon became close friends. They were

largely dependent on Warwick's patronage during their father's

lifetime and, as it was to prove, even after Hugh's death in

1464. He had enfeoffed the family's principal manors of

Wrottesley and Butterton jointly upon himself and his wife

Thomasine (nee Gresley). 87 She out-lived both her husband and

Sons, denying the latter most of their inheritance. Thus, their

siding with Warwick during the crises of 1459-61 and 1470-1,

while due mainly to personal loyalty, was also tinged with. a

shade of desperate necessity. Walter Wrottesley was soon

appointed to Warwick's council and later became his steward and

paymaster. In 1457 he took over from Pulk Stafford as under-

sheriff of Worcestershire. This was effectively the shrievalty.

It was just that Warwick was the permanent sheriff and used the

post of under-sheriff as a piece of patronage. Wrottesley served

in that position for two years, and his younger brother Henry

filled it 1461-2. In the mean time Walter had been appointed

to the more taxing (and potentially difficult to control)

shrievalty of Staffordshire during the period of Yorkist

ascendancy between the battles of Northampton and Wakefield. He

was thus sheriff when Edward of March seized the throne in

March 1461.

As followers of Warwick and the House of York, the

Wrottesley brothers shared in the spoils of victory. Henry

was granted £10 worth of property Thrfeited by Thomas Litley,
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a pro-Lancastrian Londoner. 88 Sir Walter received, after

the untimely death of Pulk Stafford, James, earl of Wiltshire's

former manors of Clent, Handaworth and Mere, together with

other Butler lands in Dorset. 89 To these were added Perton-

by-Wolverhampton and Aven (Glamorgan) in February 1466,

possibly gifts from Warwick. 90 By the late 1460s Sir Walter

was the Earl's steward and when Warwick successfully claimed

to be an hereditary chamberlain of the Exchequer in 1468,

Wrottesley was appointed Ii,is deputy. 91 However, whether the

Wrottesleys were important figures in local politics or the

day-to-day administration of Staffordshire is doubtful. Like

their good lord Warwick whose companions they were, the

Wrottesleys were absent from the north Midlands too often and

for too long to exercise personally much influence.

Warwick's other leading supporters in the area,

the Blounts, on the other hand, were more locally based. They

were the other Yorkist family in Staffordshire to benefit

from royal patronage after 1461. Sir Walter Blount was taken

onto Edward IV'S council and, like several Yorkist gentlemen,

was ultimately ennobled, becoming Lord Mouiitjoy in 1465.92

His brother Thomas was favoured with grants of land and

offices in Lincolnshire 93 and replaced Sir Walter as Warwick's

treasurer of Calais in 1464. The Blounts' local power was

boosted through offices in the Duchy of Lancaster's Midland

estates. Old Sir Thomas Blount (died 1456), It will be

remembered, had been Buckingham's deputy-steward in the

Honour of Tutbury. Sir Walter succeeded Warwick as steward

of that Honour in 1464, having been appointed to the stewardship

of the neighbouring Honour of High Peak three years earlier.

Blount's influence reached its zenith with his marriage to

the dowager Duchess of Buckingham, which bad taken place by

29 March 1466.
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All of the escbeators arid all but one of the sheriffs

of Staffordshire in the 1460s were new to these offices.

There had thus been a definite change in the personnel from

the 1440s and 1450s, Most of the gentry preferred to await

a more settled political climate before being prepared to

take up a county office under the Yorkists. Initially the

onus lay with the few committed supporters of Edward IV to

fill the various county posts.

The Yorkist powerbase in Staffordshire was a limited

one, dependent on two family clans: one centred on the

Wrottesley-Blount axis and the other around the Harcourts.

The weakness of this position goes far in explaining the

lack of any glut of lawsuits or outbursts of crimiiial activity

against prominent Lancastrians. Only John Hampton, whose

connections with the court and in particular Margaret of

Anjou were stronger than those of any other local gentleman,

suffered- and even be was largely ignored. He accused John

Acton of Bewdley (Worcestershire), who had been favoured with

the rangership of Kinver which Hampton had previously held,

of assaulting him at Stourton. 94 Acton, who may have married

the widow of Robert Grey of Whittington by then and was to

become sheriff in 1467-8, had strong Yorkist antecedents and

also designs on Hampton's position of preeminence in south-

west Staffordshire.

How restricted the Yorkist powerbase was is illustrated

by an analysis of the county office-holders in this decade.

All but two of the gentry members of the March 1461 comniissiori

of array and commission to seize the episcopal castle at

Eccleshal], and royal castle at Stafford either became sheriff

in this decade or were the brotbe\s of such sheriffs. On that
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commission of array was a mixture of such familiar :names as

Sir Walter Blount, Sir John Gresley and the Stanleys of E].ford,

and previously influential, but politically inexperienced men

like Humphrey Peshale of Hopton, William Basset of Blore and

Philip Okeover of Okeover. The last two of these were related

and represented families from the Staffordshire Peak District

who, like the Blounts, had been alienated from the Staffords by

the excesses of the wilder elements of Buckingham's affinity

and by Duke Humphrey's apparent unwillingness to prevent those

antics. Their disaffection is not known to have stirred them

into any active participation in the battles of 1459-6 1 , but

it was certainly widely enough known about for them to be

turned to immediately the Yorkists had seized power.

Humphrey Pesha].e owed lila place on the commissions

of the 1460s to his being related to the Egertons of Wrinehill

and to his friendship with his neighbours the Harcourts, into

whom he was to marry in the 1480s after the death of his first

wife Anne Egerton. Peshale followed John Harcourt as sheriff

in 1463. Harcourt had served two consecutive terms (1461-3), for

which he was later pardoned in parliament with other sheriffs

who had similarly erred, on the grounds that there was 'then

beyng in this Lande grete trouble and peas [wa not then verely

stablisbed.' 95 The Harcourts and their associates will be dealt

with in detail later. Both this group and the Wrottesley-Blount

one contained elements of the now-defunct Perrers of Chartley

affinity and were the means by which Richard, earl of Warwick

now intended to express his authority and influence within

Staffordshire.
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Isolating such family groupings is a standard method

of surveying social frameworks; however, given the limited range

of evidence available to the historian of the later middle ages,

caution must be exercised against unwarranted extrapolation.

Even committed placemen prized contacts with several patrons,

often receiving offices from these. It is thus impossible to

justify a view of county society at this time which depicts

exclusive blocs of gentry families who shunned the company of

all but one 'good lord' and his fellowship.

Even when evaluating land deeds and the composition

of the lists of those mentioned therein, a distinction must be

made between those included as neighbours or personal friends

and those appearing as political allies. These two categories

are, of course, not necessarily exclusive; but neither are

they synonymous. For instance, Nicholas Warings of the Lea-

by-Wolverhampton who was one of the first Yorkist knights of

the shire in Staffordshire in 1461 and served as a justice

of the peace throughout the entire decade, had marital links

with leading Lancastrians of the area and appeared as late as

22 December 1459 as a feoffee for Humphrey Swynnerton of

Swynnerton with Buckingham, John Harper and Thomas Everdon.

Swynrierton, who had been sheriff 1449-50 was the only important

Staffordshire gentleman to suffer imprisonment in the early

1460s for his support of Henry VI. Prom co-feoffee with

Buckingham as a loyal Lancastrian to Yorkist stalwart was

not the volte-face it might initially appear to have been.

warings' presence on the 1459 deed had nothing to do with

political sympathy. He was included as an old friend and

feoffee of the Swynnertons of Hilton, half of whose property

had passed to Humphrey eleven years earlier. It was these

lands that were the subject of the deed in question.97



The most politically successful of these clan groupings in

Staffordshire in the decade was that centring on the

Harcourt family, and in particular John Harcourt of Rant on.

Of the four Sons of Sir Thomas Harcourt (d.1420), John

had the closest connection with Staffordshire. He and the

eldest son Sir Robert held the family estates in this

county. These were in west-central Staffordshire, Sir

Robert's principal manor being at Ellenhall, a mile and. a

half south of the episcopal palace at Ecclesh.all, arid

John's at neighbouring Ranton. John's children married into

the cream of the local gentry- the Egertons, Erdeswicks,

Lanes, Swynnertons and Wrottesleys. Prom the 1460s the

family was also prominent in leading and lucrative posts

in the service of the Stafford family. John was receiver

of Caus in 1466 axid of Staffordshire 1465-76 for the dowager

Duchess Arnie, while another brother, William of Maxstoke,

was steward of the escheated Warwickshire lands of the

future Duke Henry 1460_66.98 For this patronage they were

greatly indebted to Richard, earl of Warwick, whose loyal

supporters they had become.

John Harcourt, as already mentioned, was sheriff

of Staffordshire 1461-3, when he was followed by Humphrey

Peshale, one of whose father's two executors John had been

in 1458. Peshale, whose patrimony at Hopton arid Knightley

al) oined Harcourt land, was also married to a sister of

Hugh Egerton of Wrinehill, whose daughter was the wife of

John Harcourt's son arid heir, Thomas. In short, when these

relationships are put with others to be seen from the

genealogies at the end of the thesis, it is clear that a

tightly-knit group of neighbouring gentry families had

developed and was dominating the major county offices. A
few more examples: Harcourt's predecessor as sheriff, Walter
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Wrottesley, another Warwick stalwart, was his son-in-law,

while two uncles of Hugh Erdeawick III (d.1500), another

of John' a sons-in-law, Robert Coyney and Thomas Erdeswick,

were the county escheators 1460-63; Thomas Basset, sheriff

1465-6 was also closely related. John Hareourt himself

followed Basset as sheriff, for a third and final term.

Curiously, this powerful. grouping had no real effect on

the county conun.tsslons and it is difficult to assess its

contribution to parliamentary elections. Given that it held

the shrievalty in 1461, 1463 and. 1467, it might be expected

that the returns would show evidence of electoral manipulation.

Certainly in 1463 and 1467 the knight of the shire who

accompanied John Stanley of Elford to Westminster was

connected to the clan- Walter Wrottesley and John Delves.

However, both of these had separate ties with Warwick and

were front-runners for election anyway, so it is difficult

to say whether the sheriffs engaged in manipulation. This

county lacks a collection of letters to reveal how contested

these eleotions were, though one observer complained that many

of the 1463 ones had 'proceeded right inordinately'. 9 Certainly

premeditation seems evident in 1461 when the sheriff Walter

Wrottesley presided over the election of his brother-in-law Sir

John Gresley, and neighbour Nicholas Warixigs.

It would be fascinating to know who, following the

eclipse of the Staffords after 1460, was elected from their

pocket borough of Stafford in 1461 and 1463. Burgesses may

have come to the fore; Warwick's influence, extending from

his Midland estates or through the Honour of Tutbury (of which

he had become steward after Buckinghaiu'a death) may have

proven over-riding; or it may even have been that the Crown

exercised patronage. We will probably never know, as the
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returns no longer survive. By 1467, however, the Staffords,

now strengthened by the marriage of the Dowager Duchess Anne

to Sir Walter Blount, Lord. Mountjoy, had recovered their

lost influence. John Harper's eon Richard and the royal

serjeant John Preston were elected. The latter was probably

the brother of Philip Preston, the Stafford fanaly's household

man, who was escheator that year.10°

The election returns for Newcast].e-uxider-Lyme for

1461 and 1463 are also lost. While the Blount-Stafford axis

was comfortably in control of Stafford, the representatives

of Newcastle in 1467 reflect the continuing importance of

the Duchy of Lancaster in the parliamentary affairs of that

borough. Those elected were James Norris of Burton-on-Trent

and the lawyer Robert Hill. Before his death Buckingbam had

controlled one seat and the Duchy of Lancaster the other.

In 1467 Clarence's name may be substituted for Buckingham's;

Norris was his retainer. This leaves Hill, whose estates

lay at Marchington and Houndhill in the Honour of Tutbury

as the Duohy nominee. Exactly who among the Duchy officers

chose Hill is unclear. Although be appeared on the Reacleption

commission of the peace, it was probably Mountjoy as steward

of the Honour who sponsored Hill and was later, in 1472, to

send him again to parliament, this time from his pocket-

borough of Stafford. Hill had previously been the county

eacheator, in 1463-4.

As for the escbeators of the 1460s in general, there

was a trend towards increased magnate influence in appointments-

certainly more than in the previous two decades. Several

incumbents, such as Hill, Nicholas Agard (1466-7) and Richard

Reed of Newcastle-under-Lyme (1468-9) were Duchy men who owed
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their preferment to the good offices of Mountjoy, the steward

of the Honour of Tutbur and possibly, in Reed's case, to

Clarence who had by then just entered the local political scene,

as will shortly be seen. In 1 469-70 the esoheator was

step-brother of Sir John Stanley of Elford (Clarence's retainer),

though here, as with Sir John's becoming sheriff a year earlier,

ducal influence over this appointment may have been of

secondary importance to the Stanleys' intrinsic local preeniinence

Magnate influence is more easily detected in the Duchy appoint-

ments and those of Philip Preston (1467-8), as just mentioned,

and of William Owdeby (1465-6). Owdeby is a shadowy figure,

probably from the village whose name be bore- Owdeby, Oldby or

Oadby four miles south-east of Leicester. 101 As such, he

formed part of the Grey of Groby affinity, which was allied to

Warwick. He later became the Readeption escheatar Cf Warwjckshire.

The role of kinship, which in the 1440s and 1450s

had resulted on several occasions in kinsmen holding the

shrievalty and eacheatorship at the same time or in rapid

succession, continued as Robert Coyney, escheator in 1460-1

was followed by his brother-in-law Thomas Erdeewick (1461-3).

Then it was given a novel twist, and the escheators of the

1460s, when not obscure non-entities such asOwdeby, Reed or

John Lee (1464-5), were usually junior members of prominent

county families. There were, for example, Thomas Erd.eswick,

Nicholas Agard and George Stanley; while Thomas Basset, sheriff

in 1465-6, also comes into this category. The Basset family,

called by Leland and 'the common people' 'Kinge of the

Morelande' of the Staffordshire Peaks , were among the last

leading local Yorkist partisans to hold county office after

the accession of Edward IV. Thomas seems to have been a late

substitute for his father (or was it his brother?) William,

who died suddenly at that time.
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In the mid-1460e Warwick's position both locally

and nationally was jolted. The Duchy of Lancaster's north

Midland estates, including the Honour of Tutbury, were

granted by Edward IV to his younger brother, George, duke

of Clarence. Sir Walter Blount became Clarence's steward of the

Honour. Blount was an obvious and good choice. Apart from

his local prominence, he had become a leading royal advisor

and was for a brief period (1464-6) Treasurer unti washed away by

Earl Rivers in the flood of patronage that flowed towards the

Wydevilles after the King had taken to bride one of their

number. This rise of the Wydevilles and to a lesser extent

the Herberts was at the expense of the Yorkist 'old guard'

who had put Edward on the throne, and in particular of Warwick.

While differences over policy towards Prance and

royal marriages, and the gradual cornering of advice and

patronage by the Wydevilles undermined Warwick's position

at court, the Ear]. remained in control of Calais and countered

his rivals by cultivating the support of Clarence. As far as

Staffordshire was concerned, the Wydevilles were to be of no

importance, while Clarence's territorial holdings gave him

and his allies a prominence which the Earl on his own had

lacked and which lack had seriously hindered the extension of

Neville in the county.

Dr. Hicks' valuable work on Clarence has shown that

his affinity in the north Midlands embraced many of the

leading gentry families in the Honour of Tutbury, with John

Delves and Sir John Stanley of Elford obtaining leading

positions within the ducal household. 103 That Clarence's

retainers should have been Duchy men is hardLy surprising,

since they were his leading tenants. What is significant is

that so many of them, like Delves, Stanley, the Gresleys
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and Mountjoy were close associates of Warwick. Warwick and

Mountjoy were obvious men to turn to for information and.

advice about the area. Clarence was inexperienced and, from

Warwick's viewpoint, a possible future son-in-law. What could

be more natural, then, than for the Earl to suggest men of

influence and experience from among his own supporters to

Clarence as the ducal affinity and household. At a stroke

Warwick was both directing patronage towards his own men and

strengthening his influence on the teenaged duke. Mountjoy

too bad connections with the Gresleys and also with the

Wo].seleys and Curzons of Kedleston, whom Clarence took on

for their legal prowess. Ralph Wolseley bad been receiver of

the Honour briefly (1460-1) and was kept on as constable of

Newcastle-uflder-Lyme. The final major link in Clarence's

affinity in the Honour of Tutbury was the young Henry Vernon,

and Vernon too, had developed links with Warwick, despite

being from a leading Lancastriaxz family in the 1450s.1

The Vernon influence in Staffordshire had dimiiished

since 1451 for several reasons. William Vernon,who succeeded

to the family inheritance in that year, was weak and
undistinguished, while the Vernons' principal manor in the

county, Harlaston, anyway had been left to a younger son,

John. The Vernons bad also backed the losing magnate faction

in 1459-61 and. were thus in the political wilderness. As if

to compound all of this, the family's troubles were exacerbated

by an inherent hot-beadedness which was responsible (as a later

chapter will describe) for much of the trouble and unrest in

the Peak District in the mid-fifteenth century. In 1461 both

John and Roger Vernon were ordered to be arrested on different

criminal cbarges. 	 Roger in particular was a troublemaker,
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neighbours, the Gresleys of Drakelow in the 14502.106

On 1 December 1467 Roger Vernon, possibly trying it

on once too often, was killed in a skirmish with some retainers

of Henry, Lord Grey of Codnor. This was to highlight magnate

differences in the Peak District. Antagonism may have developed

after Grey had been appointed to a royal inquiry in December

1463 into raids by the Vernons on property at Haselbeach

(Derbyshire)	 but not even a specially-convened commission

of oyer and terminer could discover exactly what lay behind

the incident. 1 The presiding justices, Clarence, Hastings

and Rivers, were hardly impartial. Clarence was the Vernons'

good lord and Hastings had retained Grey back in 1464.1 ]

the end the King had to demand recognizances of £1000 from

Grey, Henry Vernon and Vernon's brother-in-law the youthful

Ear], of Shrewsbury. 11° Sureties for these three came from

Simon Mou.ntfort (for Vernon), Lords Mouxztjoy and Dudley (for

Shrewabury) and Hastings and Thomas Wingfield 11 ' (for Grey).

It has been held that this dispute found a reflection

in ill-feeling at court 2 and. there Is truth in this, but

it would be well not to see It as a factional feud between

'the King's men' and Clarence or Warwick. Mountjoy and

Dudley were ever King's men and had also the experience needed

to smooth ruffled feathers. As step-father to Shrewsbury's

wife and as Clarence's steward of the Honours of Tutbury and

High Peak, Mounijoy In particular was In a position to ease

the tension and also had a vested interest in so doing.

Shrewabury had sided with VerRon out of kinship as had Mountfort,

being Henry's first cousin. Kinship and good lordship gave

momentum to the dispute, but they also helped to contain It.
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The dispute is important in that it coincided with the

rumblings of serious discontent in national politics and

reveals the ending of the lull in factional rivalry that

bad characterised Staffordshire and Derbyshire politics

since the death of Humphrey, duke of Buokixigham.

The growing 'strangeness' between Edward IV and

Warwick in the second half of the 1460s was due to many

factors, not the least of which was the inonopolisation of

royal patronage by an elite similar to that which operated

under Henry VI. Edward's need to prevent widespread disaffection,

led to patronage being directed to certain key noblemen, of

whom Mountjoy was one. He had been surprisingly poorly

rewarded for his support of the House of York. He did not

receive any notable grant between 1461 and 1467 and cannot

have taken too kindly to being deprived of the Treasurership by

a Wydeville, especially as the post was worth at least £1330

a year. 113 After Mountjoy's marriage to Anne, duchess of

Buckingham, the King may well have reassessed the value of

Mountjoy's past service and, given that lord's long-standing

friendship with Warwick and his position as a leading officer

of Clarence's estates, realised what dangers would befall if

Mountjoy, Warwick and Clarence should spin a web of disaffection

in the north Midlands.

Accordingly, Edward set about favouring Mountjoy.

On 9 and 14 August 1467 he received the Devonshire estates

of the attainted Courteney Earls of Devon	 arid on 17 February

1468 a long-standing debt to him from the Crown of £3437 was

ordered to be settled by the waiving of customs' duties on

Mountjoy's imports and exports. 115 Edward's ploy was successful,

In September 1468 Mountjoy indented to serve in the Brittany

campaign, an expedition vehemently opposed by Warwick 116, arid

soon it was clear to all that the Blount/Stafford axis would
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not be siding with The Earl and his affinity. How soon after

Clarence dismissed Mountjoy from his Duchy offices is unknown,

but when he did the replacement was Henry Vernon for the High

Peak and probably Tutbury too.

In March 1470 the final split occurred between

Edward IV and Warwick, following the production of incontrovert-

ible evidence that the Earl was plotting to place Clarence on

the throne. Until then the conspirators had been able to

effect reconciliations on the basis that only through unity

could Yorkist rule and peace survive. As Miss Scofield has

pointed out, in the late 146O 'what Warwick wanted was not

the restoration of Henry VI, much less of Margaret of Anjou,

but a chastened Edward who would acknowledge that he had

been led astray...and who would turn back with. a contrite

heart to beg for the friendship and advice of the man who

had lifted him to the throne.' 118 As late as 7 March 1470

the King had been hood-winked into believing that Warwick

and Clarence were assembling troops for him in the Lincoln-

shire rebellion, rather than against him. On that day he

issued commissions of array to those two lords for

Warwickshire and Worcestershire. The deception explains

why in the first of these counties Warwick and Clarence,

with such supporters of theirs as Sir Thomas Perrers,

Sir John Greville and the Hugfords, appear alongside 	 men

like Simon Mountfort and his father-in-law Sir Richard

Verney of known loyalty to Edward IV.

The deception of the King did not last long.

The Lincolnshire rebels were defeated on 12 March arid

before long, the parts of Warwick and Clarence arid their

hoped-for end were revealed. By 16 March when Warwick sent

his Staffordshire intimate Henry Wrottesley to the King

with 'pleasaurite writinges'- a pack of lies concerning
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his intentions and direction of march- the game, had

be end Clarence but known it, was up. 9 At the time

the two rebel magnates were moving north from Coventry,

where Warwick had set up his headquarters, to Chesterfield.

Instead of going along the road to Leicester, where they

had. agreed to join forces with the King, they chose a route

through Burton-on-Trent and Derby. In other words, they

marched through the heartland of Clarence 's Honour of Tutbury.

Yet the considerable support that they expected did not

materialise, presumably due to a combination of reluctance to

get involved and dissuasion from Mountjoy, who had joined

the King's forces1 Thomas, Lord Stanley had promised

support, but drew back once news had reached him of how their

culpability had been discovered and that the King was unlikely

to forgive and forget again. The errant lords fled.

On 26 March a commission of array for

Staffordshire was issued, presumably to raise troops

for the King to lead against Warwick and Clarence. The

commissioners were Mountjoy, Hastings and a phalanx of

Yorkiat loyalists: William Basset, Sir John Gresley,

Philip Okeover, Humphrey Peshale of Hopton, Sir John

and George Stanley and the sheriff, Sir Randle Brereton.121

At this time Mountjoy and his step-son, John,

earl of Wiltshire, were also granted authority to pardon

any rebels submitting before 7 May1 Wiltshire was a

younger son of Humphrey, duke of Buckingham and had only

received his title three months earlier. If this and the

royal grant to him of £20 a year in January 1470 were

part of an attempt on the King's part to secure his

family's loyalty, there need have been no cause for worry;

the Blount-Stafford family was firmly behind Edward.
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of Hammes to strengthen the anti-Neville elements in

Calais, who had denied entrance therein to Warwick and

Clarence after their flight from England.123

On 25 April these two lords were proclaimed

rebels, along with a list of their leading gentry

supporters. Pew of those named were from either Staffordshire

or the Honour of Tutbury. There were only the Wrottesley

brothers, Sir Walter and Henry; Roger Draycote, the

former Stafford family administrator who had kept a low

profile throughout the period of Yorkist rule; and James

Norris of Burton-on-Trent, who had been Clarence's nominee

for the 'Duchy parliamentary seat' at Newoastle-under-Lyine

in 1467 and was probably collected as the lords passed

through his home town en route for Chesterfield. The name

of John Delves was added to these two days later.

Warwick and Clarence found sanctuary with

the former's close friend, King Louis XI of Prance, and

plotting began anew. Warwick, having seen the chances

of one of his daughters becoming queen thwarted With

England's decisive rejection of Clarence as a replacement

for Edward iv sought for the other a likelier prospect in

Henry Vi's only child, the Prince Edward. Meanwhile,

those of the migr lords' sympathisers who had remained

behind adapted themselves to the loss of their leaders.

Archbishop George Neville of York was arrested, but other

close associates of Warwick and Clarence remained at large.

Shrewabury took out pardons on 26 April and 22 May, while

Clarence's right-hand man in the Honour of Tutbury, Henry

Vernon, received his on 20 April and Thomas Burdet twelve

days before that. That no-one else from the local gentry
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even those who bad had. close links with Warwick and/or

Clarence, felt the need to seek a pardon at this time of

political uncertainty is, like the small number of

Staffordshire men who were proclaimed rebels with. them,

indication of how little support there was in the

area ±br revolt against Edward IV- especially since he

was supported by the Blount-Stafford axis. For a while

it seemed that the King would prevail utterly and Neville

men were purged from offices they held. The main example

of this for Staffordshire is that of Ralph Wolseley, who

had been fourth Baron of the Exchequer from 29 September

146724 His appointment was due to his connections with

Warwick (whom he had served as victualler of Calais) and

more especially Mou.ntjoy, whose brother-in-law he was.

However, in the late 1460s Wolseley had adhered increasingly

to Warwick and now paid the penalty; he was removed from

his post on 14 June 147O. It would be March 1478 before

he was returned to the Exchequer.

However, on 22 July Louis XI effected an

uneasy reconciliation between Warwick and Margaret of

Anjou and three days later their offspring were betrothed.126

On 13 September, taking advantage of Edward Iv's preoccupation

with what was probably a diversionary uprising in the

north, Warwick and Clarence landed in Devon, marched into

London on 6 October and there met the pathetic Henry VI,

e1eased three days garlier. This time it was Edward IV's

turn to flee. Shrwsbury and Stanleywere among the first

to welcome the readeption of Henry VI, as was Bishop

Halse of Coventry and Lichfield, to whom was granted the

keeping of the privy seal. As for the county officers,

all existing sheriffs were reappointed, though as their
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terms of office were due to expire in another three weeks,

this can hardly be seen as much. of an indication as to

political acceptability; that would emerge from the

new commissions and appointments of sheriff and escheator.

The Staffordshire appointments are best seen

in the context of the north Midlands in general. New

sheriffs appeared in all but one of the five' counties

which bordered upon Staffordshire. The exception was

Worcestershire, where curiously Edward IV's appointee,

Sir Humphrey Stafford of Grafton, who had replaced Warwick

hilnse].f on 30 March, was allowed to remain in office-

sealing the fate of Sir Robert Harcourt, as will be detailed

in a later chapter. In Cheshire, Sir Robert Foulshurst of

Crewe replaced Sir William Stanley, who, unlike his

brother Lord Thomas, had refused to support Warwick's

rebe].lion.127 Poulshurst had been an esquire of the body

to Henry Vi's son in the late 1450s and was now able to

serve again his former master. He may have also bad links

with Warwick through John Delves who was one of his feoffees

in February 14691, and as his father was sheriff of

Warwickshire 1433-4, presumably the family had estates

there. In Derbyshire, the sheriff was John Stanhope, an

experienced administrator and Nottinghamshire parliamentarian,

whose close kinsman Sir Robert Strelley had been on the list

of proclaimed rebels of 25 April. In Shropahire, the

appointee was the bailiff of Shrewsbury, Thomas Horde, a

lawyer of great experience, who had been to parliament five

times and had served on almost all county commissions since

1 453. He was a Talbot man rather than attached to either

Warwick and Clarence, and seems to have possessed a silver

tongue which got him out of trouble in 1461, 1471 and 1485.
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delaying Henry Tudor's march across the Midlands on the

last of these. In Warwickshire, Neville supremacy was

regularly expressed through control of the shrievalty;

particularly noticeable in the late 1460s. On 6 November

1470 William Harewe].l was appointed sheriff. Harewell is

a shadowy figure, probably a son of the John Harewell who

was sheriff there in 1428. William was captured at the

battle of Barnet and lost his estates temporarily to the

neighbouring Worcestershire sheriff Sir Humphrey Stafford

of Grafton, whose loyalty to Edward IV never faltered.129

Harewell property was mainly in Shropshire and at Ashley

and Water Eaton in Staffordshire. His eacheator, William

Owdeby, had links with Staffordshire too; for although he

was from Leicestershire minor gentry stock°, he had

been brought into Staffordshire by Warwick as escbeator

in 1465-6. The other escheators were a non descript bunch.

The Readeption sheriff arid escheator for

Staffordshire, appointed on 8 and 6 November respectively,

were John Delves arid John Cawardyn. Delves had been sheriff

before, 1455-6, during York's second protectorate, but for

Cawardyn it was a first appointment. Delves was a member

of Warwick's council and had been on Staffordshire

commissions since 1463. Just as Ralph Wolseley had split

with Mouxitjoy in the later part of this decade, following

Warwick instead of becoming a king's man, so Delves made

the same choice, splitting with the Egertons, Harcourts

and Peshales. Perhaps he felt that his services bad been

ill-rewarded; certainly there is no record that he was

favoured with grants from the Honour of Tutbury (where

many of his estates lay) or anywhere else. Any aggrievement
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he might have had. would doubtless have only served to

strengthen his already-close ties with the increasingly-

discontented Warwick. Rewards and responsibilities he

had in plenty on the return of Henry VI, Margaret of

Anjou arid Warwick. The day after becoming sheriff of

Staffordshire he was appointed controller of the great

customs and the wool subsidy. It seems likely that

he returned himself to the parliament for which writs had

been issued on 15 October, and. may even have been its

Speaker. He was also made Treasurer of the Household and

on 24 February 1471 joint-warden of the Royal Mint. In

short, he was rapidly transformed from a prosperous

county gentleman into one of the leading governmental

administrators. How much time his duties in London left

him for those in Staffordshire is uncertain. Fortunately,

he had been provided with an experienced and competent

under-sheriff in William Praera of King's Bromley. Praers,

like his neighbour and feoffee William Cuinberford, was a

pxtcziotàry in the central courts at Westminster , arid

was also closely connected with his other neighbours the

Stanleys of Elford.'32

As for John Cawardyn, his was not a political

appointment. Like most of the Readeption esoheators, he was

not replaced on Edward IV's return; indeed be was an elector

for Staffordshire in the parliamentary election of 1472. His

estates lay at Mavesyn Ridware, a couple of miles from

the Praers land at King's Bromley. William Praers' eldest

son Roger was a witness to a grant from Cawardyn to Thomas

Rugeley of land in Mavesyn Ridware in October 146&33 , and

the link with the Praers' may have helped. bring his name

to the attention of the powers that selected Staffordshire's
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escheator. However, a more influential link for Cawardyn

was his marital one with the Gresleys of Drakelow, into

whom lie had married and with whom he maintained a close

association.134

Little of any overall pattern emerges from

an analysis of these appointments. Incumbents included

both lawyers and 'soldiering gentlemen'. They varied

considerably in social status, wealth and as to which

good lord each would follow in time of crisis. Yet one

characteristic does emerge as common, at least to the

sheriffs. They were men of proven reliability upon

whose experience the Readeption lords, conscious of the

disturbed political atmosphere and amount of opposition

to be faced, could rely to keep the peace and secure

the election to parliament of partisans ready to attaint

the exiled Yorkist leadership and vote the necessary

funds for the war against Burgundy, which had been the

price Warwick and Margb.ret of Anou had to pay for French

support for the restoration of Henry VI. None of the

members of parliament for Staffordshire, county or

borough, is known for certain, though it seems likely

that Delves was one of the knights of the shire and that

Richard Harper sat for Stafford. It has been suggested

that William Mitton and/or Robert Hill of Marchington

also sat for one of the county constituencies, since

both were brought onto the only Staffordshire commission

issued during the Readeption- the commission of the peace

of 4 December 1470- and this seems plausible.

Those appointed to this commission were

Warwick, Clarence, Shrewsbury, Bishop Halse, William

Cumberford, Sir John Gresley, Robert Hill, William Mitton,
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Sir John Stanley, John Wood and Sir Walter Wrottesley.

Its role was to maintain public order, which also

might involve preventing any settling of old scores.

With their position so precarious, the Lancastrians

needed as much support as possible, and in particular

from the moderate Yorkist lords. In Staffordshire and

the Honour of Tutbury this meant Mountjoy. Little wonder

then that on 26 October Clarence issued a general edict

to prevent any of that lord's estates being despoiled:

'We wolle arid upon pain of deth. charge you
in oure souvigne lordes name king Henri the
sexte that ye ne noon of you of what degre
or condicion soo ever ye bee presume atempte
or bee sco hardy to spoil or robbe the Manors
of Barton & Elveston in the cou.ntie of Derby!
aperynyng to the Lorde Mounteiou. Ne noon of
his aavauntes ffermors ne tenauntes ther or
elleswhere or any of thaxn.'135

Judging from the appointments to and removals from

commissions of the peace in Staffordshire and. elsewhere

in the north Midlands, there seems to have been some

uncertainty as to who among the gentry was 'fit' to serve.

For example, Sir John Gresley was removed from the bench

in Derbyshire, though retained in Staffordshire; while

Thomas Powtrell (one of Mountjoy's closest councillors1)

was added to the Derbyshire bench on 30 November at a

time when his lord was definitely out of favour. It was

not until 26 December that Mountjoy and his wife, the

Duchess Anne of Buckingham, were even formally pardoned,

let alone 'rehabilitated'137 There is also some mystery

as to why Clarence's man Thomas Burdet in Warwickshire

arid, even more so, John Delves arid Sir Thomas Astley in

Staffordshire were removed from the commissions of the

peace. In Delves' case it may have had something to do

with pressure of work, but even so it was sri unusual move.
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the Exchequer was abruptly ended because of his support

for Warwick, was removed in the Readeption from the bench,

upon which he had, served since December 1463. His father

Thomas was likewise removed, as were Mouxitoy, Grey of

Codnor, Audley, Dudley, IItholas Warings and. judge Richard Thrtghani.

The dismissal of these lords was to be expected. Grey

was one of the closest associates and retainers of Hastings;

Audley had been specifically named by the Warwick-backed

rebels in Robin of Redesale's revolt as one of Edward IV's

most grasping councillors; and Dudley, who had lost a son,

Oliver, at Edgecote fighting Robin of Redesdale in July 1469

and helped organise the Shropahire commission of array of

26 March 1470 for Edward, was also out of favour. Had the

restoration of Henry VI lasted longer, then these Yorkist

lords would doubtless have been accommodated within the

revised political framework. As things turned out, there was no

time for that. Curiously, Dudley stayed on as constable of the

Tower of London and was instrumental in denying access

to the capital to the Bastard of Fauconberg in May 1471 •138

Whether he also had a hand in the assassination of Henry

VI is uncertain, though it seems unlikely and would have

been out of character. As for Nicholas Warings, for whom

I can find no relevant references, it may be that

discussions with his fellow justices bad convinced him

that it would be wise to distance himself from Warwick and.

Clarence, especially given the propensity for doing so

of Dudley and the Harcourts.

The newcomers to the commission of the peace

were William Mitton and Robert Hill. Mitton, like Roger

Draycote, was a Lancastrian butterfly emerging after

H
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almost a decade pupating under the Yorkist sun. He

disappeared from view after 1461, having been sheriff in

Staffordshire in 1442-3 and 1457-8 and in Shropshire in

1455-6 and was on the Shropshire bench from 1440 to 1460.

Hill's inclusion was due to a woeful lack of legal expertise

on the Staffordshire bench, accentuated by the departure

of Bingham. There were two royal justices left, Richard

Choke and Roger Bailey, but the interests of at least the

first of these lay primarily elsewhere. Hill's prowess and

connection with Clarence through the Honour of Tutbury

put him on the quorum of the commission. He was later to

rise to become deputy steward of the Honour front 1480 to 1483.

Of those continuing from the last issue of the

commission under Edward IV (29 March 1469), Sir Walter

Wrottes].ey's retention was a foregone conclusion and John

Delves may have been instrumental in keeping his friend

John Wood of Keele on the bench. Wood may have had or

subsequently developed links of his own with Clarence, for

in 1471, while Delves followed Warwick's lead, the Keele

lawyer took the field with Hugh Egerton (his other great

friend) against the Lancastrians and probably in Clarence's

retinue. The retention of Sir John Gresley on the commission

is more surprising, given that be had served Edward IV and.

Richard, duke of York for a decade- a service which had

culminated in his appointment to the commission of array

against Warwick and Clarence on 26 March 1470. He may have

acted in concert with his brother-in-law Sir John Stanley,

Clarence's retainer. Curiously, Stanley too was also on the

aforementioned commission of array. Perhaps Edward IV did

not know whose side Stanley was on; perhaps neither did



Stanley, though he must have realised that, given his prominence

within Staffordshire, only his serving militarily on the losing

side would put him beyond the political pale.

Clarence's position gave him contact with and. (as

long as there was lucrative patronage to be dispensed) the

cooperation of the local Staffordshire and. Derbyshire gentry.

However, this is not the same as saying that he and they

supported each other. Most of the important gentlemen in

the Honour were the Duke's men only when it suited them,

as Clarence found to his cost when he tried to raise an

army from among them. I write this as a warning corollary

against the attractiveness of the 'one man-one lord' idea,

lest we forget the power of self-interest and independent

thought among the later-medieval gentry. Dr. Hicks, in

his thesis on Clarence, though sometimes guilty of

exaggerating the ätrength and permanence of bonds between

the gentlemen of the Honour and Clarence and the degree

to which those bonds were regarded as more 'meaningful'

than ones between those gentlemen and other lords, is

surely right to draw to our attention the dangers of

over-estimating the influence lords bad when appointments

concerned leaders of the county gentry. Of Sir John Stanley

he questions whether one can attribute his election as

a knight of the shire for Staffordshire in 1467 and 1472

to the support of Clarence when Stanley had already been

similarly returned in 1447, 1450 and 1463 without ducal

influence.	 The same sort of question can be asked of

Stanley's continued inclusion on the county bench from

1468 until his death eight years later- a period covering

not only the Readeption, but also the return of Edward IV.

If Stanley's position within Staffordshire was as great as

it appears (be was also steward of Bishop Ha].se's liberty),

his and not lordly lnfluence may have kept Gresley in favour,
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The alliance of the Lancastrians and Louis XI led to

Burgundian aid far the Yorkists. On 14 March 1471 Edward IV,

Hastiztgs and Gloucester landed in Yorkshire a±id began trekking

south to confront their enemies. It took about four days for

the news to reach Clarence in the West Country, thoughaland.ing

somewhere along the east coast had been expeoted.1F.tvm

surviving letters, it is clear that the Duke was using Henry

Vernon as his chief-of-staff within the Honour of Tutbury

to raise troops and money and as a link with certain

magnates whose loyalties were equivocal and support vital.14

This was partially achieved by Vernon coordinating intelligence

collecting for Clarence, as revealed in the following letter

of 16 March from the latter:

'Henry Vernon. We pray you to finde the meanes
as secretly as ye can to have sure and trusti
men in the North, or whersoevere therl of
Northumberland bee, to espie of the guyding
there, and as the cas shall requir and It
shalbee expedient to certifie us, and aiway
when oon is goon that another bee abiding,
and In lyke wyse that ye have about therl of
Shrovesbury and the Lord Stanley con conung
to us and an other a].way abiding there.'1'"

Vernon was also instructed to gather information as to the

movements and intentions of the recently-arrived King Edward.

It seems likely that instead of sending in outsiders for

these tasks, Vernon would have used his friendship and

connections with those trusted gentry councillors responsible

for the 'guyding' to elicit the required information . and

simultaneously to 'labour' them to 'labour' their lords into

stçorting Oarence. In both espionage and 4 labouring' Vernon

was evidently successful. On 30 March the Duke, by now on

the point of affecting a reconciliation with his regal

brother, Is found thanking Vernon for 'the good devoir that

ye have doon in sending forth men to understand of the rule

and. guyding of E. late King' after learning of Shrewsbury's
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143
'goode and ].ovyng disposicciozi' towards Jifmeif.	 In the

letter this reference to Shrewsbury replaces one stating

that the Earl bad offered to do service to Clarence; indeed

that was something that Vernon himself was loath to provide

for his lord on the battlefield. Regular letters from Edward IV,

Clarence and Warwick brought scant response from him. On one

occasion he bought time from Clarence by writing that be

had been en route towards him with troops when he 'misunderstood'

yet another of the Duke's letters summoning him and, thinking

that the orders had been changed to 'go back !', promptly

144turned around and went home. Clarence's seething rage can

only have been tempered by his dependence on Vernon for

whatever support the Honour might raise. Warwick toe struggled

to secure Vernon's attendance. 'Henry I pray you ffayle not

now' he personally scrawled at the foot of a summons of

25 March; all to no avail. Vernon simply would not fight.

He avoided the battles of Barnet (where Warwick was killed)

and Tewkesbury, but on 6 May, two days after the second of

these, was summoned again by the reconciled Clarence for

the good of his future.145 Two days later it was on pain of

forfeiting all that he had. Some of these letters may have

been general summonses sent out to many important gentlemen,

only occasionally personalised, but Vernon's persistent

absence was certainly noticed. As the Dukes of Buckingham

discovered in 1460 and 1483 and as Clarence should have

learned from his recruiting journey with Warwick in March

and April 1470, it was just not enough to summon and wait;

one's own troops needed to be chased as much as the enemy's.

Edward IV's march south from Yorkshire had taken in Nottingham

and Leicester, where Hastings was the dominant magnate. Little

wonder, then, that 'stirred by his messages sent unto them,
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and. by his servants, friends and lovers' three thousand of

Hastings' tenants and. followers responded to his presence

and joined Edward IV at Leicester. 7 Gathering an army was

not impossible, but it did call for the use of basic

psychology. Vernon would have found it nigh impossible to

have procrastinated in the way he did had Clarence marched

to the Honour or bad Warwick not become incarcerated in

Coventry.

As with the earlier battles of the Wars or the Roses,

lists of combatants at the battles of Barnet (14 April

1471) and Tewkesbury (4 May 1471) are few and lacking i

detailed information. At the former battle, where confusion

and ill-discipline gave the day to Edward IV, few from the

north Midlands were present to witness the final fall of

Richard Neville. William Harewell led the Warwickshire

shrieval levy and may have been supported by Sir Thomas

Astley, but of others on that side there is no record. The

arrest of Richard Lowe of Enville in the extreme south-west

of Staffordshire was ordered on 9 October i472 for certain

unspecified high treasona and felonies148 , and it is possible

that be was part of Harewell's levies or maybe those of John

Delves, whose presence at the battle is unrecorded though

probable. If John Delves fought at Barnet, then so must

have his SODS, John aid Ra1ph. Certainly the Delveses were at

Tewkesbury, where John was knighted but killed. His son John

suffered in the post-battle executions. Ralph survived both

events, probably through successfully fleeing the field.

Audley's younger brother, Humphrey, was also killed at

Tewkesbury, as was Henry Wrottesley. Sir Walter Wrottesley

did not participate in these events, being at Calais, helping

to maintain its loyalty to the Readeption. He died in prison

the following year.
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What of the Yorkists? The three thousand men

of Hastings' affinity who joined Edward at Leicester bad

been arrayed and. were led by Grey of Codnor, while the

Blou.nt-Stafford axis arrived shortly afterwards. This was

led by Mouritjoy and his eldest son William and Humphrey,

duke of Buckirighani's sons John, earl of Wiltshire and Sir

Henry Stafford. No doubt their troops contained Staffordshire

men, though no names are extant. The fighting at Barriet

took its toll. William Blount was killed arid Sir Henry

Stafford	 was dead by 9 October 1471, probably as a result

of wounds suffered here or at Tewkesbury.

Ten names of local men who fought at Tewkesbury

survive. It may be that the death of Warwick and the

reconciliation of Clarence to Edward IV steeled some martial

spirit in the breasts of Staffordshire's gentlemen after

Barnet (the final outcome now also riot being so finely

balanced); but it is equally possible that these known

combatants were also at Barnet. Half of the gentlemen were

knighted for their pains: Sir Henry and Sir John Perrers of

Taniworth, Sir Nicholas Longford, Sir Humphrey Blourit of

Kinlet arid the new sheriff Sir Henry Beaumont, who presumably

led a county posse of sorts. Longford and the Ferrers uncle

and nephew would have been in the Hastings contingent149,

Blount of Kinlet's links were with Dudley rather than Mountjoy's
side of the family or the Staffords, and Beaumont too was a

Dudley associate (being married to Lord John's daughter).

Blourit and Beaumont may we].]. have used the Dudley affinity

as the basis for the county posse, though Dudley himself

remained in London, keeping the Tower secure for Edward IV.

The other local gentlemen were Clarence's retainer Sir John

Stanley of Elford; Nicholas Kniveton, a Hastings retainer who

was later, on 29 July 1477, granted the heuteriancy of Kinver
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forest in south-west Staffordshire in return for serving in all

the victorious fields within the realm and beyond. the sea150;

and three Yorkists from the west of Staffordshire, Hugh. Egerton,

John Wood of Keele and Humphrey Peshale of Hopton- all of whom

had held public office in the county. Their names are known to

u as colbatants because they-were wrongly thought 1illed together

and writs of diem clausit extremum were issued on 29 Juiie 1471.151

After Warwick's death his property fell to his two

daughters. The ppportunities for aggrandisement attracted

Clarence, who had married one of these girls. He seized all the

Earl's lands except for the Neville patrimony (held in tail male),

disregarding the rights of Warwick's widow and other daughter.

After a struggle Clarence had to divide these estates with

his brother Richard, duke of Gloucester, who married the

other heiress; though they combined to prevent the allocation

of dower. Gloucester took Warwick's lands ui the north.

Clarence's portion lay in the West Country arid Midlands, arid

it was through these Beauchanip estates, which had formed the

basis of Richard Neville's influence in Staffordshire and

Warwickshire, that Clarence's power was in turn to be exercised,
152

or so he thought.

It was on 20 March 1472, during the period

immediately after be had been forced. to give way over the

Warwick inheritance, that Clarerice turned to William, Lord

Hastings for some much-needed support and made him steward

of his Honour of Tutbury with an annuity of £20,153Altbough

Clarence's misfortunes multiplied when the Horiour was taken

from him in a parliamentary Act of Resumption in December

1473, Hastings stayed on and prospered, boosted by the

burgesses of Derby appointing him steward o± their borough

earlier in that year. Hastings was to play a leading part

in the history of the Honour of Tutbury and to some extent

Staffordshire from this time until his fall iri 1483, and

it is to both him and. his affinity that we must now turn.
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1471-85

Staffordshire was closely administered by the

Yorkists. There were thirty-six major commissions issued

for the county between 1461 and 1485, of which twenty-one

(almost one a year) were commissions of the peace. As in

the 1440s and 1450s the principal view that central

government had of the county was reflected iii the comrn.lssions

directed towards it. Henry VI had bad a desperate need for

money, but for his successors attention was focused on

maintaining the loyalty of the county and punishing rebels.

While Henry VI between 1440 and 1461 issued ten commissions

dealing with financial matters and only four of military

importance, those figures were almost reversed by the Yorkist

kings (three financial and eleven military). Edward IV and

Richard III each issued two commissions of array, while there

were commissions to enquire into or seize the goods and

property of political losers in May 1461, 1478 and 1484.

The noble contingent of the commissions of the peace

was almost predictable and was based, as usual, on the local

nobility, Perrers of Chartley excepted. Clarence, Shrewsbury

and Bishop Halse were retained from the Readeption. Audley,

Dudley, Mountjoy and Grey of Codnor were reinstated, and there

were four new faces: the Stafford lords Bucklrigham aizd

Wiltshire; William, Lord Hastings; and Edward IV's loyal

brother, Richard, duke of Gloucester. Death removed many.

Shrewsbury and Wiltshire passed on in 1473, Mountjoy in 1474,

Clarence in 1478 and Hastinga and Buckingham in 1483. There

was no policy of continual replacement aizd after the

dismissal of Audley in the wake of Buckingham's revolt, only

Grey of Codnor, who somehow remained acceptable to Richard III

after the fall of Hastings, and the octogenerians Dudley and
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Halse remained from the high summer of 1471. To these three

Richard added Edward, Viscount Lisle and John Howard, duke

of Norfolk, men ennobled by Edward IV and who held notlung

within the county and upon whose support Ricbad had relied

for his usurpation.

Although, as in the 1460s, a gentry elite continued

to dominate the leading county offices for the rest of the

Yorkiat period, there was a more rapid turnover of personnel

in the second part of Edward Iv's reign and under Richard III

than at the earlier time (due to death and old age as much as

anything). Also, a wider circle of leading gentlemen was

involved. The importance of faction in the selection of county

officials decreased with the death of Henry VI, the apparent

permanence of Yorkist rule and the reconciliation of all the

local nobility to the new regime. Yorkiat stalwarts, such as

Gresley, Basset, Wo].seley and Stanley, now rubbed shoulders

in the sessions of the peace or shared the slirievalty with

old Lancastrian and Stafford families: Bagot, Aston, Harper

and Egerton.

The first set of commissioners of the peace after

Edward IV's return in 1471 included nine gentry members,

including four complete newcomers:John Aston, Richard Bagot,

William Basset and Hugh Egerton. Three others (Thomas

Littleton, Nicholas Warings and Ralph Wolseley) returned

after being removed during the Readeption and two others

(William Cumberford and Sir John Stanley) continued- business

as usual- from the previous king's commission. Stanley had

followed Clarence out of and back into Edward Iv's favour,

while Cumberford was a veteran justice of thirty years

standing. He died in the following spring, within months of

his former collegues John Hampton and Thomas Arblaster.
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time. John Wood, who with his :fellow lawyer Robert Hill had

been called in in 1474 to replace Cumberford's expertise,

died in 1475, with Sir John Stanley following them to their

Maker a year later. Meanwhile, Nicholas Warings, about as

old as the century, went into retirement in 1475. He had

been the only gentleman J.P. not appointed to the commission

of 18 August 1473 to collect information concerning royal

estates, when his place had been taken by the more sprightly

William Harper of Rushall. Harper was also to be Warings'

replacement on the county bench, taking up his duties at

the time of Warings' final appointment.

The policy of keeping a regular number of gentry

commissioners of the peace and only replacing them when

they died off, which Humphrey, duke of Buckinghain had

arranged in the 1440s and 1450s, began to develop in the

second reign of Edward IV. Wood and Hill replaced Cumberford,

lawyers for a lawyer; Harper replaced Warings, lawyer for

lawyer; John Aston replaced Sir John Stanley and Sir John

Gresley replaced Hugh Egerton. Thereafter the introductions

of Sir John Ferrers and Humphrey Stanley in 1480, and of

Humphrey Peshale, William Wilkes and Richard Wrottesley in

1484 were the only major developments before 1485. In the

time of Henry VI the commissions had been dominated by

work-horse p].acemen, most of whom had legal skills; in the

1460s the emphasis had lain on a few politically daring and

acceptable members of the landed gentry who knew a sword and

bunting bounds better than a Year Book or legal precedent;

but by the hey-day of Yorkist rule a balance had been found

in the distribution of seats between those whose skills and/or

social position made it advisable that they be granted the

rule of the county.
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As mentioned earlier, there had been a preponderance

of men from the eastern side of the county and in particular

from the Honour of Tutbury in the 1440s and. 1450s. In the

Yorkiat period, especially after 1471 this gradually became

a virtual monopoly as the dominant magnates in Staffordshire

came to rely on the Honour (and the patronage they, as stewards,

derived from it) as the mainstay of their power. Between 1471

and 1485 all but two of the sheriffs came from the east of

the county or the Honour of Tutbury, and both the exceptions

were from out-of-county (Sir Thomas Wortley of Sheffield, 1483-4;

and Sir Marmaduke Constable of Flamborough, 1484-5) - northerners

imported by an insecure and wary Richard III. Constable, a

knight of the body for Richard, was obviously a man of

considerable talents, as be was also appointed steward of

the Honour of Tutbury in 1484, he being at the time around
thirty years old and not yet come into his inheritance. It may

have been Constable's inexperience that prompted the King

to send him a set of instructions as to what was expected of

him.	 These were written with the activities of Constable's

immediate predecessors (William, Lord Hastings and Henry,

duke of Buckingham) firmly in the royal mind. Heading the

list of instructions were the following:

'The said Sir Marmaduke shall take the oath of
all the inhabitants within the said honour that
they shall be true and faithful liegemen unto
the king, and not to be retained to any lord or
other, but immediately to the king's grace.
Also the said Sir Marmaduke shall see that no
liveries ne cognizance be given within the said
honour contrary to the law and to the statutes
thereof made.'lSS

Richard's motives were at the same time both general and

specific. They were general in that be shared the concern

of a].]. later-medieval kings about baronial retinues, which,

though rarely the private armies they were portrayed as,



might be used for treasonable practices. Yet they were specific

in as much as Richard wanted to destroy a particular north

Midland affinity- that of William, Lord Hastings, whom he

had. had executed as a precursor to seizing the throne. Richard

obviously feared that loyalty for the dead good lord might

breed or was breeding disaffection among the retinue, despite

the support being given to tue Crowi by Hastings' closest

local associate, Henry, Lord Grey of Codxior. Grey, an amateur

alchemist 1 , transmuted hfmelf out of danger and into Richard's

good books. He may well have hoped for the stewardship of the

Honour of Tutbury himself as a reward, but instead received

property in Rutland and Suffolk in the 1484 parliament for

helping to suppress Buckinghazn's rebellion.15'1

There had been several instances of illegal distribution

of liveries in the area since 1461. Sir John Gresley had been

caught out in 1466 for distributing at Lich.field, Coton,

Rugeley, Heywood and Stafford, probably in connection with

his feud with the Wo].seleys at the time over enclosures.158

In 1468 Shrewabury, Mountjoy, Grey, Sir John Gresley and John

Cockayne were indicted of illegally giving liveries in the heated.

months following the murder of Roger Vernon. Professor Ross

has suggested that it was this incident that led to the 1468

act of parliament outlawing all giving of liveries. 159 Nine
years later Hugh Pesbale of Hopton and Knigbtley (son of the

sheriff of Staffordshire in 1463-4 and son-in-law of Sir

John Stanley) escaped on a technicality from a charge of

distributing liveries to tradesmen from Newport (Shropshire).1

However, there was rio concerted policy of trying to

eradicate the indenture system, as the principal culprits,

the nobility, were both a class upon which Edward IV had to
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rely for support and. those whose cooperation would be

essential to enforce the statute. The 1468 act made little

impression on Hastings. During Edward IV's reign, and

particularly after 1474, be built up a ninety-strong

retained affinity, based on his position as the King's

chamberlain, his stewardship of the Honour of Tutbury and

his own estates in Derbyshire and the east Midlands.

The welter of grants showered upon Hastings after

1461, raising him from a squire of middling fortune to one

of the most powerful barons of the land, did not concern

Staffordshire. He was appointed to an early Yorkist conunission

in the county to seize rebel property therein with Sir Walter

Blount, but it was not until the second reign of Edward IV when

be was appointed to the county bench and, more importantly,

his acquisition of high office in the Honour of Tutbury in

1472 that be become a power within Staffordshire. In that

year he became steward and. surveyor of the Honour, master-

forester of Needwood and steward of Newcastle-uxider-Lyine.

As steward, he bad at his disposal a wealth of patronage in

Derbyshire and eastern Staffordshire; a base from which be

developed and. 'financed' an affinity to give visible and.

practical expression to his dominance. In an unpublished

paper on Hastings Dr. Cohn Richmond has written:

'He bad, as men said, the 'rule' of the country
where his estates and interests lay. It was
here that a lord's power mattered, nor of course
was it in any way sinister; without such connections
a sheriff or a justice could not expect to carry
through his work to its fruition.'

In an age when the king's writ not so much ran as limped

arthritically through the shires, the extra-legal support of

a magnate was indispensjb].e as a back-up to the legal and

governmental processes. The courts, though tiresome and money-

sapping, could. be used, abused and delayed almost indefinitely
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by any self-respecting lawyer; but men thought twice before

antagonising and. challenging the more inunediate power of a local

nob]man who knew all the ploy.s they did and had. the resources

to employ a few more.

Hastings' retainers in Staffordshire were drawn (not

surprisingly) from the eastern side of the county, containing as

it did the Honour over which be held sway and the gentlemen with

whom he worked.
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PRINCIPAL ESTATES OF HASTINGS'
STAFFORDSHIRE RETAINERS

(see next page for key)

W.H.Dwhn in his book on these retainers produces a list of ninety

men in that category. Of these, the following thirty-three were

either Staffordshire-based or were closely involved with the

affairs of that county. I list them with their dates of being
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25 Oct. 1481
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retained (when known)161:

30 May 1464

6 Nov. 1465
22 Nov. 1469

Before 1470

28 Apr. 1474

21 Oct. 1474
12 Dec. 1474

Before 1475

Henry, Lord Grey of Codnor

William Basset (1)

Sir Simon Mountfort (2)
Sir Robert Harcourt (3)
John Agard (4)

Nicholas Agard (4)
Ralph Fitzherbert (5)
John Harcourt (3)'
James BloUnt (6)
Roger Draycote (7)
Henry Vernon (5)

10 Mar.1475 Sir William Trussell (9)
10 Apr.1475 John Cockayne (10)

14 Apr. 1475 Thomas Cockayne (10)

Nicholas Meverell (11)

16 Edward IV

8 Dec. 1477

18 Edward IV
18 Apr. 1479
26 Apr. 1479

(27 Apr. 1479
28 Apr. 1479
18 Dec. 1479
23 FeL 1480
20 Blwaid IV

Thomas Meverell the elder (11)

Thomas Meverell the younger (11)

Humphrey Stanley (12)
John Stanley (12)

Sir John Gresley (13)

Sir Walter Griffith (14)

Thomas Curzon (15)
Thomas Gresley (13)
John Harcourt - again)

Hugh Peahale of Hopton (16)

Ralph Vernon (8)
John, Lord Mountjoy (6)

Ralph Agard (4)
John Curzon of Croxall (15)

Nicholas Rugeley (17)

Thomas Rugeley (17)
John Aston (18)

Ralph Delves (19)

Nicholas Montgomery (20)

These were rio non-entitle; scraped from the gentleman-yeoman

interface. They were men of note with an Independent

prominence among their peers, matched by a family history of

tenure in the principal offices of county government.
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However, before attempting any analysis of the structure,

development and influence of Hastings' affinity in

Staffordshire, it would be well to interpose some statistics

first. During Edward IV's reign Hastings' retainers filled

the shrievalty of Staffordshire eight times, that of

Nottinghainshire and Derbyshire again eight times, and that

of Warwickshire and Leicestershire five times- all as set

out below:

DATE

1466-67
1471
1471 -72
1472-73
1475-76
1476-77
1477-78
1478-79
1479-80
1480-81
1481-82
1482-83

This list

STAFFORDSHIRE NOTTS & 	 WARWICKS &
DERBYS,.	 LEICS.

-	 Nicholas Knivetox2 	 -
-	 -	 Simon Mountfort

Walter Griffith Gervaise Clifton William Moton
William Basset	 -	 -
John Aston	 William Basset William Trussell

-	 Ralph Pole	 -
-	 Gervaise Clifton 	 -

Nich. Montgomery John Babington 	 -
John Aston	 -	 Richard Boughton
William Basset Robert Eyre 	 -
Humph. Stanley 	 -	 -
Nich. Montgomery Gervaise Clifton Thomas Entwistle

corrects Duham's	 162 in that he confuses

some of the individuals who held office. For example, the

John Harcourt who was sheriff thrice in the 1460s was not

the Hastings retainer, John of Ellenhall and Staunton

Harcourt, but that John's namesake and uncle, John of Ranton.

The sheriff of Staffordshire in 1467-8 was John Acton of

Whittington and Kinver, not, as Dunham believed, John Aston

of flaywood and Tixal.l- though Aston was sheriff 1475-6 and

1479-80. Dunham also confuses Hugh Peshale of Horsley, sheriff

1488-9 with the Hastings-livery distributor, hailing from

nearby Hopton. Meanwhile in Derbyshire, the sheriff in

office 1472-3 and 1486-7 was from the Kedlestorz branch of

the family, whereas the John Curzon who was retained with

his father Thomas by Hastings was from the Croxall (&tTardire)

branch; and the Nicholas Kniveton, who was sheriff 1493-4

was the son of the Hastings retainer, not the retainer himself.
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Between Hastings' execution in 1483 and the close of the

century the following retainers of his were sheriffs in

these three shrievalties: Staffordshire- Sir Humphrey Stanley

(1485-6 and 1493-4), Sir Thomas Gresley (1489-90 and 1497-8)

and Roger Draycote the younger (1491-2); Nottinghamshire and

Derbyshire- Sir Gervaise Clifton (1487-8), John Leek (1488-9),

Nicholas Kniveton (1489-90), Henry Willoughby (1495-6) and

Ralph Shirley (1496-7); Warwickshire and. Leicestershire- Ralph

Shirley (1493-4).

Gathering up these data, it appears that in all

seven sometime retainers of William, Lord Hastings were

appointed sheriff of Staffordshire a total of thirteen times,

Of these appointmerit only eight were made during the

magnate's lifetime. Half of these were made before the

individual concerned had become a retainer and half after.

In short, only William Basset in :1472 and 1480, Humphrey

Stanley in 1481 and Nicholas Montgomery in 1482 were made

sheriff of Staffordshire while they were Hastings' retainers.

In the surrounding counties a different pattern emerges.

Hastings recruia men from the leading ranks of the gentry,

though few had, as yet been county officers. Porteen sometime

retainers were sheriffs in Derbyshire or Warwickshire a

total of twenty-one times. Nine of these occasions were

after 1483, so Hastings' influence can hardly have been

responsible in these cases. Of the remaining twelve

appointments three were made before the individual was

retained and eight after. For the remaining one we do not

have the date of retention.

There is too small a sample of Hastings'

retainers as escbeators163 for any definite conclusions to

be made for that office. As for members of' parliament, in
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the counties of Stafford, Derby arid Warwick nine retainers

sat a total of seventeen times (a further six occasioris

for which there is rio evidence may also be postulated).

These were James Blount (Derbys 1472-5, 149 1 -2), Richard

Boughton (Warwicks 1472-5), Robert Eyre (Derbys 1459),

John Gresley (Staffs 1450-1, 1453, 1461-2, Derbys 1460-1,

1478), Thomas Gresley (Stafford borough 1478), Nicholas

Loxigford (Derbys 1472-5), Simon Mountfort (Warwicks 1463-5,

1478 and. possibly others after 1483), Humphrey Stanley

(Staffs 1491, 1495 and possibly others after 1483), and

Henry Vernon (Derbys 1478, 149 1 -2 and possibly 1470-1, 1483

and 1489-90). Of these nine men Eyre (retairied. 1476) and

Boughton (retained 1479) only sat before being retained and

Stanley only after Hastings' death.

A glance at the dates of election clearly shows

that most of the times when these men were sent to parliament

occurred either while Hastings exercised as yet little

influence in the area or after his death. Only in 1472 and

1478 was Hastings in a position to influence elections, certainly

in Staffordshire, being steward of the Honour of Tutbury on

both occasions.

The Honour of Tutbury, 	 as mentioned earlier iii

this chapter, had as part of its patronage one of the

parliamentary borough seats at Newcastle-uxider-Lyme. None

of the members for this constituency at this time was a

Hastings retainer, yet it is hardly credible that be would

have let slip such an obvious perk. So it would be as well

not to identify too exclusively retention with electoral

manipulation; that is, that only indivlAuols retained by Hastings

could have had their elections influenced, by him.
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A case in point was that of the East Anglian lawyer William

Paston, who was the Ducliy nominee for Newcastle-under-Lyme

in 1472 and possibly in the Readeption parliament as well.

How does one categorise him' J.C.Wedgwood. argues that Paston

owed his seat to the Staffords, tbrough a fortuitous marriage

to a daughter of Edmund, duke of Somerset (died 1455)164,

while Dr. Hicks claims him for Clarence.165 However, Hastings

was just as much Paston's good lord as the others, though

there was no indenture of retention. A link between Hastings

and Paston has been traced from at least as early as 1462,

and Paston's nephews were certainly in that lord's retinue

at Calais in the 14708.166 Indeed, Hastings tried (unsuccessfully)

to get a Paston elected to the 1472 parliament, for Maldon

(Essex). A servant of the Duchess of Norfolk wrote to the

bailiff there, advising him to ensure that the burgesses

elected 'a man of worshep and of wytt', namely Sir John Paston.

The servant continued, 'what my seyd lord Chamberlain fi.e.

Hastings) may do with the Kyng and wyth all the lordys of

Inglond I trowe it be not vnknowyn to you.' 167 We may presume

that a similar letter was sent to the authorities in Newcastle-

under-Lyme, 'advising' the election of Sir John's uncle William.

The 1472 elections in the area certainly were not

dominated by Hastings. In Derbyshire James Blount's election

was a function of the power of the Stafford-Blount axis (he

being Mountjoy's third son), while Dudley's son Edmund and

Clarence's retainer Sir John Stanley were Staffordshire's

knights of the shire. As in 1467, the importance of Clarence's

links with Stanley is open to question. Besides being from

the top rank of the county gentry and an experienced

administrator, Stanley had recently fought for Edward IV,

which can only have improved his standing in the eyes of his

peers. Another of the victorious Yorkist army, John Wood,



was Paston's accompanying M.P. from Newcastle-under-Lyme.

The members from Stafford were Robert Hill and Richard Harper.

Harper was a Stafford servant, whose brother Willam was that

noble family's steward of Staffordshire. Both Richard and Hill

(who bad evidently done himself no serious harm by serving the

Readeption lords) had represented the county at the previous

parliament .- Harper again for Stafford and Hill as the Duchy

nominee for Newcastle. Stafford borough's parliamentary

representation was as usual firmly under the control of

the Staffords.

In Warwickahire the knights of the shire were John

Hugford and Richard Boughton. Here again Hastings' power

is not apparent. Hugford had been a Beauchamp and Neville

servant and turned after 1471 to Clarence, the inheritor

of those north Midland estates, which it bad. been a great

part of his life's work to aministrate. 1 Boughton did

eventually become a Hastings retainer, though not until 1479

and there is no evidence of a close association between the

two men in the early 1470s.

In short, Hastings' influence on the elections of

1472 in the area including and adjacent to Staffordshire

was minimal, being confined to possibly getting William Paston

elected for Newcastle-under-Lyme and Nicholas Longford chosen

as a knight of the shire for Derbyshire. Again, Longford had

been at the battle of Tewkesbury and this may have increased

his standing in the eyes of the electorate independent of

what Hastings felt or did. Hastings had not been steward of

the Honour of Tutbury long enough to establish himself or his

'rule' in the area, and. both the Blount-Stafford axis and

Clarence were still major powers in the area to be worked or

contended with. The former was particularly well in with



the King and managed to gain control of the wealthy cobeiresses

of Sir John Delves- one was married off to James Blount, the

other to the Staffords' councillor Sir Robert Sheffield.

In 1478, when Hastings' power in parliamentary

elections was at its zenith, neither of the borough members

from Newcastle-under-Lyme was his man, retained or not. One,

William Young was a local burgess from nearby Charnes. Young

has no known political affiliations, though Dr. Hicks chooses

to place him among the King's Servants j n that pariianient.16

Charnes lay in the heart of the territory of the Bishops of

Coventry an&Lichfield. and the presence of the episcopal

receiver-general and several estate officials on the election

return seems to indicate Bishop Halse's support for Young.17°

Halse had by this time become a trusted councillor of Edward IV.

The Stafforda bad managed to recover the patronage of the other

seat, as in the time of Duke Humphrey. The death of Mountjoy iii

1474 prevented any weakening struggle for control of the family

affinity and influence between him and Duke Henry. Yet Henry did

not initially enjoy complete control of his inheritance;

dower was being drawn from it by two extremely talented

women, his mother Lady Margaret Beaufort and his grandmother

the dowager Duchess Anne. It was Lady Margaret's steward,

Reginald Bray (later to become Chancellor of the Duchy of

Lancaster under Henry VII), who was the Stafford nominee in 1478.

The electors of Stafford borough returned two young

men of famous stock, Thomas Gresley nd John Egerton. Both

had fathers who were on the county bench and who bad been

retainers of Humphrey, duke of Buckingbam in the 1450s. Sir

John Gresley was returned at the same election as knight of the

shire for Derbyshire, while Hugh Egerton, steward, constable
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and mayor of Newcastle-under-Lyme, had relinquished the

shrievalty only weeks before the election. Thomas Gresley

and John Egerton also just happened to be brothers-ui-law.

Both were, however, young and inexperienced and undoubtedly

owed, if not their elections, certainly their nonilnations

to the power and 'worship' of their illustrious fathers.

With Hugh Egertori firmly ensconced as the leading Duchy

official in Newcastle-uxider-Lyme and Sir John Gresley retained

by Hastings on 8 December 1477, it would seem that here at

last is evidence of Hastings' men being placed in parliament,

especially as the borough in question was usually the preserve of

the Stafford family (with the Blouzits in the previous dozen

years). Yet men such as Gresley and Egertori were experienced

and leading county gentlemen in their own right and would

have been leading contenders for election anyway. Sir John

Gre8ley bad been returned to parliament on four previous

occasions and,with the death of Sir John Stanley in 1476

and Jok Hampton four years before that, was the area's

most experienced parliamentarian. He, not Hastings, would have

sponsored his son's election and possibly that of his son-in-

law John Egerton as well. Gresl?y and Hugh Egerton were the

sort of men whom a lord, latched onto as useful vehicles to

express his influence. He did not advance them since, in a

sense, they no longer needed advancement (being leaders of

the county community already), though their standing was no

doubt buttressed by being known as b.is associates. Hastings'

part in the election was not that be forced his men upon

the electorate, but that he persuaded reliable friends to stand.

The one member of parliament from a Staffordshire

constituency whom Hastings may have used his influence to

have elected was Sir John Perrers of Tamworth, one of the



knights of the shire. Like Thomas Gresley and John Egerton,

Perrers and his companion county member John Bagot were only

heirs to their family estates. Was there perhaps a reluctance

among leading county gentlemen of their fathers' generation

to attend the 1478 parliament, which after all had been called

mainly to sanctify the execution of Clarence' The election of

Young from Newcastle-under-Lyme would seem to support such a

theory; he was hardly a notable gentleman, neither had any

bishop of Coventry and Lichfield been allowed any say in previous

elections, while no local man had been sent to Westminster since

the heady days of 1455.

The county's contingent was thus a non-entity, a widow's

household servant and four gentlemen's Sons. Staffordshire reacted

to political murder as she had to military campaigning; she did

not want to know. Sir John Perrers was Hastings' nephew and John

Bagot was the sheriff's son, but the election was not so much

rigged as a foregone conclusion by default. The end result, with

Hastings and perhaps Halse providing the King with representatives

who would vote as required, was consented to by the county, not

forced upon them. Nonetheless, for Hastings, Edward IV and of

course the hapless Clarence the end result was all that mattered.

The figures for justices of the peace are also significant,

especially in the light of the following famous extract from a

letter written in the mid-1470s to Sir William Plunipton:

'As for the message to my Lo. Chamberlain,
what time I labored to him that ye might
be Justice of the peace, he answered thus;
that it seemed by your labor and mine, that
we wold make a jelosie betwixt my Lo. of
Northumberland and him, in that he shold 	 171labor for any of his men, he being present.'



If Hastings was sufficiently well placed to influence the

commission of the peace in Yorkshire (for that was the county

whose bench the writer was alluding to), bow much more was

this true for Derbyshire and Staffordshire where be had

greater interests and power. In Staffordshire his noble

retainers on the bench were Grey of Codnor from 1468 onwards

and John, Lord Mountjoy from 1480 to 1483. Of the gentlemen

on the six commissions of the peace issued for Staffordshire

while he was steward of the Honour of Tutbury, few were

Hastings' retainers. There was only one, William Basset,

until 1477, then Sir John Gresley was retained, to be followed

by Humphrey Stanley in 1480 and John Aston in 1481. Gresley

and Aston were retained while already on the bench. At the

time of Hastings' death only four of the ten gentry J.P.s

in Staffordshire thus were his retainers. The comparable

figure for Derbyshire was three retainers out of six gentry

appointees with Grey of Codnor again being a noble retainer

and incumbent.

After Hastings' fall Basset and Stanley were taken

off the bench in Staffordshire (the former was to return

briefly under Richard III, December 1483 to February 1484),

but Grey, Mountjoy, Gresley and Aston remained. Meanwhile

in Derbyshire all of Hastings' retainers on the bench kept

their places after June 1483 and one more, Ralph Pitzherbert,

was even added. In short, when Hastings fell, the Hastings

affinity as such may have disappeared, but the power, position

and influence of its constituent gentlemen remained intact.

To what can this be attributed ? It can be partially explained

by Simon Stalworth's well-known phrase in a letter to Sir

William Stonor on 21 June 1483 'all the lord. Cbamberleyne mene
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be come my ].ordye of Bokynghame menne.' 172 Hastings' men

may have turned to Buckingham as the man most likely to

succeed, but surely their principal concern was to

get well in with the most powerful magnate in the

area (if not the country) and the obvious choice as Hastings'

successor in the Honour of Tutbury. Yet it all went deeper

than mere pragmatism. The very nature of the Honour, being

Crown land administered by a powerful favourite, minimised

the loyalty of the Duchy tenants to any particular individual.

Whoever became steward needed their cooperation and support

and would in turn be well placed to be an effective good lord

for them. When political fortunes changed and a new steward

was appointed none of the requirements, possibilities or

relationships needed to be changed. The leading gentlemen of the

Honour could therefore eschew factionalism, confident that

their best interests were served by giving allegiance and

good service to the stewardship rather than any particular

incumbent.

With the gentry of the Honour of Tutbury being the

'mene' of Hastings as steward and not of Hastings as provincial

lord, adopting the frequency with which his indentured retainei1s

occupied county offices or sat in parliament as the yardstick

to determine his local influence is fraught with danger. Did

Hastings ever realise bow brittle his support within the Honour

was? I think so and seriously doubt whether he ever aspired

to dominate Staffordshire and Derbyshire through his stewardship.

In order to understand why this may be so, it is necessary

briefly to describe how Hastings' affinity in the area was

put together.

Those retained before 1474 were all Hastings' neighbours,

save Sir Robert Harcourt. In so retaining, Hastings was merely



doing what most minor noblemen did. Harcourt and Simon Mountfort

(knight of the shire for Warwicksliire in 1478 and Henry Vernon's

surety for good behaviour in the 1467-8 feud with Grey of

Codnor) were attracted from the Neville affinity, the growing

disaffection of whose leader, Warwick, the duo viewed with

alarm and. distaste. Ultimately, it was not only these supporters

and the ear of Edward IV that Hastings took from the Earl.

Warwick had built up a powerbase within an area where neither

be nor Hastings was territorially strong through external

patronage and internal kinship networks- but it was left to

Hastings to refine these principles to perfection.

Once Hastings bad become steward of the Honour of

Tutbury he began retaining large numbers of the local gentry.

Whether they beat a path to his door or they to his is unclear,

though many of the contracts recorded that the retention was

at the retainer's 'own desire and motion'. The heart of the

affinity lay in the Honour and it was the leading officials

of the Honour who were among the first to be retained; men

such as John Agard, Ralph Pitzherbert and James Blou.nt,

together with Clarence's (bequeathed 9) associates Henry Vernon

and Roger Draycote. It soon became a family affair, with

fathers and sons, brothers, uncles and in-laws signing,

sometimes together, for the lord. There were three Agards,

three Meverella and two from each of the Blounts, Cockaynes,

Curzons of Croxall, Harcourts, Rugeleys, Stanleys and Vernons.

Thus twenty of the thirty-three retainers came from only

nine families.

The Cockaynes and Meverells, together as usual, threw

in their lot with Hastings in April 1475. Soon they were

being followed by the recently-bereaved Stanley brothers and

the Stanleys' uncle, Sir John Gres].ey. In 1479 Gresley's son



Thomas and. the Stanleys' brother-in-law, Hugh Peshale of

Hoptori, were among those added to the ever-increasing number

of retainers. Over the next two years members of the already-

represented Agard, Blount, Curzon and Vernon families were

retained, together with the Rugeley brothers and the brothers-

in-law John Aston and Ralph Delves (Delves was also uncle to

James Blount's wife) and finally Nicholas Montgomery, sheriff

of Staffordshire in 1478-9 and 1482-3. The affinity was still

being added to when Hastings was executed.

Two points emerge from this. Firstly, Hastings

recruited almost exclusively from within the Honour of Tutbury.

Secondly, be evidently placed great importance on 'the family'

and kinship networks as media through which to develop his

affinity. It is equally important to note those whom he did

not retain. Why, for instance, did be not retain Sir John

Stanley of Elford but did sign up Stanley's Sons Humphrey

and John II as soon as the old man died? Why were the Curzons

of Croxall retained while their more important kinsmen the

Curzons of Kedleston apparenjly went unnoticed? Why were none

of his own close kinsmen and supporters the Ferrers family of

Tamworth retained? Why, as steward of the Honour, did be

have nothing to do with Hugh Egerton, the most important

figure in Newoastle-under-Lyme' I find it hard, to accept that

personal animosity accounts for all these oversights, if such

they were. Yet above all there is the question as to why his

affinity virtually ignored the rest of Staffordshire. No

Bagots, Mittons, Harpers, Swyiwertons or Egertons grace

Hastings' affinity and an Astori was only added comparatively

late, in October 1481. Perhaps this situation would have

been rectified had Hastings lived longer, As it was, there

is no evidence that be attempted to build a countywide

affinity in Staffordshire.
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There were two basic reasons for Hastings' reluctance

to seek retainers from all over Staffordshire. The first was

that to have done so or to have tried to pack the county

offices with his men would have brought him into conflict

with the Staffords. Hastings and Gloucester needed the support

of Henry, duke of Buckingham for their struggle within the

court and council against the Wydevilles. As steward of the

Honour, he was 'entitled' to draw retainers from that part

of the county, but to have begun poaching on Buckinghani's

home ground would have been politically out of the question.

Hastings did, however, retain Walter, Lord Mountjoy's son

James and grandson and heir John.

The second reason was that Hastings did not have the

resources to finance such a move. While dealing with the

gentry of the Honour, be could dispense local patronage

through the multitude of offices and perquisites available

to him as steward. However, be would have needed other,

probably financial inducements to win support from areas of

the county in which he held neither property nor office.

Unlike Humphrey, duke of Buckingham, Hastings gave

virtually no annuities. The only two men out of the ninety

that Hastings retained from all over England who received

fees were Sir William Trussell and Nicholas Kniveton. Trussell

was a Warwickehire knight with no connection with the Honour

of Tutbury (though he did hold property I'k Staffordshire at

Acton Trussell). He received £10 a year. Knivetor* was one of

Hastings' earliest retainers and was paid £4 a year from 1465. Yet

even this modest sum was withdrawn in 1474 when a second

contract was drawn up. Why did Hastings offer no fees? Dunham

believed that good lordship supplanted cash annuities in

Edward IV's reign as a refinement of the indenture system)73



However, good lordship had always been part of the bastard

feudal contract. It was understood, if not always specifically

written into the indentures. Supporting those who were to

support you was a good basic psychology ('pour encourager

].es autres'). In the Hastings contracts it was not that

something new had replaced something old, merely that something

of the old had been dispensed with. It seems likelier that

the absence of cash annuities wa to be compensated for

by patronage directed to the retainers by Hastings from the

Honour of Tutbury. Perhaps Hastings was also loath to waste

good money on men whose loyalty to him personally was not to

to be relied upon.

Yet, like Buckingham a generation earlier, Hastings

could not go around making enemies from among the leading

county gentlemen with impunity. He and they needed each other's

if not support certainly acquiescence.

The sheriffs 11* the second reign of Edward IV were,

as mentioned earlier, all from the eastern side of the county.

The sixteen Edwardian gentry commissioners of the peace

provided eight sheriffs and one escheator between 1471 and 1483.

The only other sheriffs were Sir Walter Griffith

(1471-2); George Stanley (1473-4), who was Sir John's step-

brother; and Nicholas Montgomery of Cubley (derbyshire) and

Caverswall (1478-9 and 1482-3). All of these eleven sheriffs
came from families with a tradition of serving in county

office and bad fathers and/or grandfathers who had been

sheriff of Staffordshire, while families like Aston, Bagot,

Gresley and Griffith had been providing sheriffs for far more

than a couple of generations. These were certainly not 'new men'.

The escheators of the period too were from long-

established families, though as in earlier decades usually

of a slightly lower social status. Perhaps the requirement



passed by parliament in 1475 that escbeators bold property

worth at least £20 in the county where they were to hold

office was adhered to. 174 Escheators were also ordered at

this time not to 'sette to ferme' their offices. Did this

go on in Staffordshire at the time ? Iii the 1420s several

escbeators bad served two-year terms 175 , but in the following

half century only Thomas Erdeawick in the disturbed period

1461-3 held the position for more than a year at a time.

Howeveil in 1474 Humphrey Swynnerton the younger, an impoverished

twenty-one year old gentleman began an unprecedented five-year

term. His accounts exist for 1474-5 and 1475_9176 , and given

his financial problems (see the final chapter for details),

he may well have sought the post as a way to earn money.

Swnerton was under the thumb of the Harcourts, the only

leading county family who did not play a direct part in the

governance of the county. They also had connections with the

family of Swynnerton's predecessor, Thomas Swinesbead of

Swineshead-by-]ocleshall, as did the Talbots, 177

The Honour of Tutbury provided Staffordshire's

eacheator in 1471-2 (John Mynors), 1483-4 (3dm Agard) and

1484-5 (Robert Hill). All of these were men of considerable

experience. Myno:rs bad been joint-bailiff of the New Liberty

in Staffordshire for the Honour of Tutbury with his father

from 1443 to at least 1461178 and was one of the collectors

of the parliamentary war subsidy in 1472.179 His family provided

one of the five hereditary foresters in fee in the Needwood

forest and had as his sheriff at the time Sir Walter Griffith,

who was another of these foresters. Agard too was an important

figure in the Needwood, as the following chapter will show,

while Hill, a veteran of several Yorkist commissions and
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parliaments, provided (with Agard) Richard III with the

experienced and dependable service he needed after appointing

Marmaduke Constable as steward of the Honour and sheriff in 1484.

Buckingham's revolt and subsequent execution led to

his attainder in the parliament of 1484, following which Sir

Thomas Wortley, the Yorkshire knight imported by Richard III

(presumably because he could not bring to mind, anyone in

Staffordshire whom be could trust) was made steward of the

Duke's estates in Staffordshire and was also granted Madeley.8°

Most of the rest of the Staffordshire estates were then leased

to John, Lord Dudley. 181 The sudden fall of Hastings and

Buckingham left the two principal affinities in the county

leaderless. Sir Marmaduke Constable, the new steward of the

Honour of Tutbury, neither was of the same social rank

as his two immediate predecessors nor possessed their wealth

and influence. He was in no position to build sri affinity; in

fact his instructions and very appointment seem to indicate

that the King bad quite the opposite in mind.

The removal of three J.P.s, William Harper, Sir

John errers ad Richard Bagot, following Buckirigham's revolt

stemmed from Richard III's uneasiness over their connections

with the fallen magnates. Harper (also escheator iii 1479-80)

was the eldest son of Humphrey, duke of Buckingham's confidant

John Harper of Rushall, arid was steward arid receiver of the

Stafford family's estates in Staffordshire. William's brother

Richard had been elected to parliament in 1467, 1472 arid 1478

from Stafford family pocket boroughs and was an executor of

the late Duchess Anne. Sir John Perrers had been a close

kinsman of Hastings and had also married his heir into the

Harpers. Richard Bagot was, like William Harper, from a family

with a record of service to the Staffords. At the end of 1483



the Bagots decided that they were in need of good lordship

and turned to Henry, Lord Grey of Codrior, by whom Richard

and his son John were retained on 31 December. Their indentured

contract 182 , printed below, shows many similarities with

those drawn up by Grey's former friend Hastings:

'This indenture made the last day of december
the fyrst yere of the regne of kyng Richard
the thyrd betwene herry lord Grey on the ton
partie and Richard Bagot & John his sone &
heire on the tother parties wytnesyth that
the seid Richard & John bynde them be this
indenture to be reteyned wyth the seid lord
and. to take his part ayens alle men savng (icJ
ther legans duryng there lyves and in lyke
forme therever herry Lord Grey to be speciall
gode lord to them and to take ther part In
alle maters of ryght and at syche tyme as the
seid herry lord Grey sendyth for the seid
Richard & John or ether of them or any of
theres to do hym servys ether in warre or in
paes [sic) the seld lord to tpa for ther costes
cumyng & goyng & as longe as they abyde wyth
hyni in his servys In wytnes wher of ether
parties to other hath set ther seales the day
& yere a bove geld.'

As in the Hastings indentures, there was no mention of a

fee, only that Grey would be their 'speciall gode lord'.

That the contractual obligations were to be for life and

were saving the Bagots' allegiance to the Crown were standard

features in such deeds. Above all, there is a vagueness in

the obligations, which, as in the instruments used by Hastings,

contrasts with the security which the envisaged relationship

was designed to bring about and also with. the precise details

(such as the numbers of troops to be brought and the area of

service) which appeared in the indentures of Humphrey, duke

of Buckingham in the 1440s arid 1450g.

John, Lord Dudley was the only local nobleman Richard

III trusted sufficiently to lead the commissions o± array in

May and December 1484. Dudley, who in his mid-eighties,



seems to have kept all his faculties even at so great an age,

besides leasing Stafford family property in the county as

noted earlier, was also behind the inclusion of two of his

men on the commission of the peace. The trio of Harper,

Perrers and Bagot was replaced by Humphrey Peshale, William

Wilkes and Richard Wrottesley. Wrottesley, the son of

Warwick's steward Sir Walter, was married to the sister of

Dudley's grandson and heir. Wilkes was a lawyer of great

experience from Autherley-by-Wolverhamptori- a manor partially

held by the Stanleys of Elford, for whom he acted as attorney

in their struggles with the Wrottesleys and Leghs of Adlington

over three Cheshire manors. 183 Wilkes was also attorney for

many other south Staffordshire figures, such as the Wrottesleys

(on other occasions), William Powke of Brewood, John Northall

and of course Dudley. As William Cumberford had been, Wilkes

was also a protonotary in the court of Common Pleas.

Staffordshire's reaction to the usurpation of

Richard III was a quiet one. Only one gentleman is known to

have followed Buckirigham into revolt (John Harcourt of Ellenhall),

though the events of 1483 in general must have stunned the

county and have made its inhabitants even less willing than

ever to take an interest in national politics. Dudley and

Perrers of Chartley supported Richard, though Audley, removed

from the Staffordshire, Shropshire and Derbyshire benches in

1483, was apparently less enthusiastic. The Stanleys in

Cheshire were equally uneasy about Richard, though, like the

Staffordshire gentry, distanced themselves from Buckixigham's

revolt, Thomas, Lord Stanley had married Buckingham's aunt,

the mother of Henry, earl of Richmond, and was fortunate

not to suffer the same fate as Hastings, The Stanleys, with

Reginald Bray, Gilbert Talbot (uncle of the infant Earl of
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Shrewsbury and in Calais James Blount, were principals in

a plot to put Richmond on the throne184 ; a plot which

resulted in his landing at Milford Haven on 7 August 1485.

Richard was at Nottingham at the time and only heard of

the Tudor arrival four days later. Richmond's march to meet

Richard took him through the heartland of his supporters'

territory: Carmarthen; Shrewabury; Newport (Shropshire),

where he was joined by Gilbert Talbot and two hundred men;

Stafford on about 17 August; Liclifield, where the city

received him honourably; Tamworth; and on into Leicestershire

to be greeted by the Stanleys and.. their associates the Savages.

At the battle of Bosworth on 22 August 1485 Richard

III was supported by Shrewsbury, Perrera of Chartley,

Humphrey Stafford of Grafton and John Sacheverell from the

Staffordshire area. Meanwhile the rebel army included, besides

the principals already named, Richard Bagot, Humphrey Cotes,

Thomas Curzon of Croxall, Hugh Peshale of Hopton (still

bearing a grudge against the murderer of his lord Hastings),

Robert Harcourt the younger, Sir Humphrey Stanley of Elford,

and possibly several others. Peshale was knighted for his

martial services, but Bagot, Cotes, Curzon, Perrers of Chartley

and Sacheverell fell in battle. Stafford of Grafton fled With

his brother to sanctuary at Colchestex emerging, rebellious to

the last to die on the scaffold the following year.185 His

estates were divided among Henry Vii's followers. Three of

these men, Sir James Blount, who got Stafford's property in

Derbyshire and the Honour of Tutbury, Sir Humphrey Stanley,

who was granted Chebsey-by-Eccieshall, and Sir Gilbert Talbot

to whom came Grafton itself. 86 Perhaps significantly, this

trio was to be a mainstay of Tudor power in the north

Midlands through the troubled early years of Henry Vii's reign.
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1485-1500

To the victor the spoils. At Bosworth Henry Tudor won the

crown of England and it would not be unfair to add that

their participation at that battle won for Sir Humphrey

Stanley and Sir James Blount the 'rule' of Staffordshire,

at a time when magnate leadership in the county was at a

premium.At the beginning of Henry Vii's reign the indigenous

nobility of Staffordshire were weak and disarrayed. The

Staffords were in the midst of yet another minority. Lord

Perrers of Chartley bad died fighting for Richard III and

Audley was out of favour, having been Richard's treasurer.

Dudley, having lost his eldest son in 1 483, was in extreme

old age.

Stanley and Blount had been among Hastings' retainers

and, although they were both younger sons, were the effective

heads of leading county families whose power and. support

Henry VII sought to harness and foster. Both Stanley and

Blount outshone their elder brothers. Stanley was his father's

favourite and only executor. Perhaps old Sir John Stanley of

Elford saw in Humphrey the forcefulness of character needed

to protect his own will and the family interests. Humphrey

was certainly dominant and in the early 1490s secured an

arbitration settlement from Sir William Stanley, the Lord

Chamberlain in which he took over the manors of Pipe and

Clifton (a goodly proportion of the family inheritance) from

his elder half-brother. 187 That Humphrey was able to obtain

this land was due to his position as the most powerful

gentleman in the county.

Many plums of patronage fell to Stanley after the

battle of Bosworth- a situation facilitated by his creation



as one of Henry Vii's knights of the body. He was appointed

sheriff on 12 September 1485188 and ten days later replaced

Sir Thomas Wortley (Richard III's northern import) as steward

of the estates of the Stafford family in the county. These

were in the Crown's hands because of the attainder of Henry,

duke of Buckirighain, in the same way that Walsall had come to

Edward IV after the fall of Clarence. Stanley was made steward

of Wa].sal]. as we].l. 189 He was also granted a royal annuity

of £20 from the issues of Staffordshire on 26 August 1487190,

though even he had difficulty actually getting the cash. y

9 December 1491 the payments were three years in arrears.191

Stanley was also on the county bench from 1485 until his

death in 1504, sheriff 1493-4 and knight of the shire in

1491-2, 1495 and probably all the other parliaments called

by Henry VII.

Sir James Blount had been retained by Hastings over

five years before his elder brother John, Lord Mountjoy-

possibly an indication of Hastings' opinion of the brothers'

relative competence. John died in 1485 leaving a seven

year-old son and Sir James took over the leadership of the

Blounts. He was given formal charge of his nephew, the Lord

William, in 1488 . 1 9 2 Like many a younger son, Sir James

sought his fortune as a soldier. Having served in the Prench

campaign of 1475, he was appointed captain of Hammes in the

following year, which office he filled until 1484 when

relieved of it by Richard III following evidence of his

conspiring with Henry Tudor. In 1486 he returned to Hammes,

this time as lieutenant, 193 Blourit's duties around Calais and

his position as a younger son had left him with little

opportunity for real advancement in the north Midlands, He
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never held a county office in Staffordshire and. was taken

off the Derbyshire bench on embarking upon his Continental

career. Yet in 1485 be was Henry Vii's choice as steward

of the Honour of Tutbury (with all the concomitant offices

associated with that office). This was a testimony to his

ability and a reward for services rendered. Henry was insecure

and needed men like Blount in control of rich sources of

patronage such as the Honour and the potent garrisons at Calais.

Like his predecessor, Henry VII was loath to place

the power of the Honour of Tutbury in the hands of a leading

magnate. Out of the vicissitudes of the previous three

decades bad grown the fear that such a lord, coining as he

must between the Crown and its tenants, would use the resources

thus available to him for personal aggrandisement alone. In

appointing an important gentleman instead, Henry could

select a man of great ability but with less dangerous ambitions.

He wanted a lieutenant rather than an ally.

Henry's determination to ensure that royal lands were

primarily areas of royal and not magnate strength is not

only seen in the way he kept the stewardship of the Honour

of Tutbury out of the hands of the local nobility. He also

stamped on any attempt to build from among the inhabitants

of the Honour. On 3 July 1489 Hugh Er4eswick, Richard

Mynors, James Rolleston, William Dethick, Robert Boughay

and Henry Columbel]. had. to give a bond in one hundred marks

to abide by the statute concerning livery and maintenance

while resident in the Honour and not to serve anyone but the

steward. 194 The bond bad been inspired by George, earl of

Shrewabury's attempts to extend the Talbot influence into

Staffordshire. Talbot liveries had been distributed on 4

September 1488 at Lich.field, and the recipients included
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Erdeswick, Mynors and Boughay. 195 S}irewsbury saw in the

weakness of the indigenous Staffordshire nobility an

opportunity to supplant the Staffords as the leading magnate

family in the north Midlands. He bad extensive estates in

Shropehire and northern Derbyshire, but in Staffordshire,

which divided these areas, he held only Alton and its castle

in the Peak District. His aim was to construct an affinity

stretching across Staffordshire between his areas of strength.

He became steward of the Liberty of the Bishop of Coventry

and Lichfield in Staffordshire and Shropehire on 3 October

1488. When this is linked with the facts that he used Lichfield

as the distribution point for his liveries and that other

of the liveries included such episcopal estate officers as

the Mittons, Harcourts and Thomas Rugeley, it suggests that

Shrewsbury chose to work through the established structure

of the see in much the same way that Warwick in the 1450s

had found it expedient to use already-established kinship

networks to build his affinity.

Besides a small number of Llchfield yeomen, Talbot

liveries were given to fourteen gentlemen:

Richard Wrottesley
William Mittori
John Mitton
Humphrey Swynnerton
John Swynnerton of Isewall
Thomas Hare ourt
John Harcourt

Robert Boughay
Robert Coyney
Richard Mynors
Hugh Erdeswick
Thomas Chariton of Fulf en
Thomas Rugeley
Master John Middleton

As the genealogies in the appendix show, many of these

were inter-related: Mitton-Swynnerton-Harcourt and Erdeswick-

Coyney. This gave extra structure to the affinity. The

gentlemen named above were drawn from all over Staffordshire,

but most significant is the contingent from the hitherto-

neglected centre and centre-west of the county. The Mittons,



Swyiertors and Coyneys had. bee:n part of Humphrey, duke of

Buckingham's affinity during the 1440s and 1450s, but bad.

seen their importance in the county community eclipsed

with that of the Staffords. How early the gentry of western

Staffordshire were drawn into the Talbot circle is difficult

to ascertain. However, back in 1465 a raiding party of

Staffordshire and. Shropehire gentlemen attacked the lands

of the Dowager countess Margaret at Whitchurch and Blackinere

in Shropshire. 196 The Staffordshire contingent consisted of

John Lane, Hugh Pesha].e, John Delves, William Mitton, Hugh.

Egerton and John Cotes- in other words Mitton, the Egerton

clan and in Cotes the brother-in-law of the long-time Talbot

and York servant William Burley. The cause of the raid. was

presumably the continuing struggle between the two sides of

the Talbot family197 , with the Staffordshire men backing

the teenaged third Earl of Shrewsbury (Earl George's father)

against Margaret and the Lisle branch. The third. Earl had

been caught distributing liveries in Shropshire in 1468198,

and it may be that it was to the same men or their sons that

the fourth Earl gave his liveries twenty years later.

That the highly-favoured Talbots, who had fought

for Henry VII at both Boswortb arid Stoke, were prevented

from expanding their influence into the Honour may be taken

as an indication that no-one was to be allowed so to do.

Shrewsbury and his uncle, Sir Gilbert Talbot, were regular

appointees to public offices, particularly in Shropsh.ire

where Sir Gilbert held a position of preeminence similar

to that enjoyed by Sir Humphrey Stanley in Staffordshire.

Yet, though the Earl was appointed to the Staffordshire bench

iri 1486, the Talbots were unable to establish any dominance

in the county. Earl George did eventually secure the stewardship



of the Honour of Tutbury, but that was not until November

1529199_ thirty years too late'

The increased links between the Crown and Staffordshire

after 1485, as exemplified by Henry Vii's choice of stewards

for the Honour of Tutbury and his clampdown on retaining,

can be seen in a third area- appointments to the royal

household. In the previous half-century men from the county

had only rarely featured in household lists. When they did,

their careers brought them wealth and power. The fortunes

of John Hampton, esquire of the body under Henry VI, well

illustrate the benefits to be derived from personal contact

with the king. Yet, although Thomas Everdon was sometime

cofferer of the household, Thomas Arbiaster became a royal

henchman in November 1454, and William Hexetall was a

clerk of the household from 1441 to 1451, Hampton was the

only important household figure from Staffordshire before

1461. Under Edward IV Sir Henry Perrers became steward of

the household and. an esquire of the body, but he soon

severed his links with Staffordshire. John Acton, Edward

Burton (who moved into the county to take over the Lane of

Bentley inheritance around 1478) and John Harcourt all

benefited from a household position. Harcourt's name is

forever linked to a letter of 9 June 1479 to him from the

King , which rebuked him for failing to deliver £150 to the

Serjeant of the Catery 'for the provision of oxen to have

been made for our ]aousboulde at the farre of Coventree' and.

concluding with a personal message in the King's own hand

'John wee pray you faile not this our writinge to be

accomplished.' 201 John Delves bad been treasurer of the

household in the Readeption, but it was not until Henry Vii's

reign that Staffordshire men began to figure in any real

numbers in the royal household.
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Under Henry VII William Chetwynd became an usher

of the chamber, along with Nicholas Kniveton, who was also

an esquire of the body by 28 October 1488. As befitted such

a close household man Kxiiveton, who had been lieutenant of

Kinver forest under Edward IV, picked up several lucrative

grants from Henry202 , including the receivership of the

Duchy of Lancaster's Honour of Tickhill (Yorkshire) in 1486.

Other local esquires and knights of the body were Lewis

Bagot, Sir Reginald Bray, Sir John Ferrers of Tamworth, Sir

John Savage the younger, Sir Robert Harcourt the younger,

Sir Henry Willou&iby, Sir Humphrey Stanley, Sir William

Stanley, Sir Gilbert Talbot, Edward Blount and Richard III's

sheriffs Sir Thomas Wortley and Sir Marmaduke Constable.

Talbot, Bray, Savage were also knights of the Garter.203

Of these household men Sir Humphrey Stanley (1485-6,

1493-4), Henry Willoughby (1486-7) and Sir Robert Harcourt

(1494-5) were sheriffs of Staffordshire before 1500. Blount

and Talbot were sheriffs in Shropshire in this period, as

were Kniveton and Willoughby for Derbyshire and Savage for

Worcestershire. In addition to these household men, it

should be noted that John Savage's brother-in-law, Roger

Draycote (another former Hastings retainer) was sheriff of

Staffordshire in 1491-2 and Draycote's son was sheriff too

in 1496-7. Savage was part of the Stanley affinity and,

though his family held land around Rushton Spencer in the

extreme north of Staffordshire, their activities were almost

completely confined to Cheshire. John Savage the elder had

been the Stafford family's steward of Macclesfield in 1460

with extraordinary autonomy to lease all the property under

his authority. 204 The Savages had grown greatly in power
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and. wealth by 1485205, but it was under Henry VII that

they really prospered. John the younger, who was to die

during the siege of Boulogne 'while riding foolishly under

the town walls' 206 , was granted a large part of the estates

of Richard III's supporters John, Lord Zouch.e and Francis,

Lord Love]. on 7 March 1486 and two years later was favoured

with etewardahips in Gloucestershire aiid Worcestershire,207

He was basically a soldier and served on the Staffordshire

commission of muster for the Brittany campaign in 1488 aid
may we].]. have been a knight of the shire in 1487 and 1489;

his brother Humphrey certainly sat in 1 491 as did his son

for Worcestershire (where John the younger himself was

sheriff). Besides being royal favoirites, the Savages were

closely tied in with their local kinsmen the Lords Stanley,

now earls of Derby, and Thomas, earl of Derby, like the

Talbots, saw Staffordshire as an area ripe for expansion into.

Derby was constable of England under Richard III and

Henry VII ad steward of the northern parts of the Duchy of

Lancaster in 1485. On 7 October 1485 be was also appointed

steward and parker of Sutton chase in southern Staffordshire,

which had been part of the old Beauchamp/Neville inheritance

falling to Clarence. Derby was appointed to the Staffordshire

bench sd the 1496 commission of array, but to none of the

other commissions in the county.

Besides Shrewsbury and. Derby, the noble contingent

on the commissiou of the peace after the battle of Bosworth

consisted of the aged John, Lord Dudley and Bishop Halse of

Coventry and Lichfield. 'When they died, in 1487 and 1490

respectively, their successors, Edward, Lord Dudley and.

Bishops Smith and Arundel took over their seats on the bench.

Smith, who moved on to the see of Lincoln in 1496, actually



remained on the Staffordshire bench even after his translation

away from Coventry and Lichfield. Smith was a close couiicillor

of Henry VII, Lord. President of Wales and on the couxcil of

Star Chamber.- yet another indication of the close attention

that Henry Tudor was paying to Staffordshire as compared with

that given the county by his predecessors. This can also

be seen in the addition of Prince Arthur and the King's

uncle Jasper, duke of Bedford to the Staffordshire bench in

1493. The Archbishop of Canterbury too was appointed in that

year. Never had so many important royal and court dignitaries

been associated with the county, though neither coronet nor

mitre graced the draughty halls where the quarterly sessions

were held.

This inclusion of so many distant dignitaries contrasted

with and was perhaps conditioned by the failings of the local

nobility. As mentioned earlier, the Stafford.s and Blounts

were undergoing minorities, while the Tuchets and Ferrers'

were in disgrace for their support of the loser at Bosworth..

John, Lord Perrers of Chartley was pardoned by Henry VII and.

not deprived of his inheritance; for which good fortune he

doubtlessly had cause to light candles on his mother's tomb

for the kindness she had shown to Henry Tudor as a youngster

under her charge. 208 However, like his father, John never

held any office in Staffordshire. Neither did James Tuchet,

who succeeded his father as Lord Audley in 1490, while

Edward, duke of Buckinghani, who had livery of his inheritance

in 1494 9 and custody of his entire estates in 1498 following

the death of his mother210 , was omitted from three commissions

of the peace until finally appointed in 1503. As his father

had found. with Edward IV, it soon became clear to Duke

Edward that there was no royal haste to restore power
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to the Stafford family. Even Edward, Lord. Dudley, who

succeeded his grandfather in 1487 and was immediately

appointed to the Staffordshire bench and afforded a regular

place on county commissions, was nothing like the force in

local or national politics that his predecessor had been.

It was Edward's first cousin Edmund Dudley who took over

their grandfather's mantle proper- and Edmund bad. little or

nothing to do with Staffordshire. 211 However, in his

confession of wrong-doings made at the beginning of Henry

Viii's reign Edmund did rue the fact that Edward, Lord Dudley

had been made to pay £1000 on a matter which Dr.Harrison

suggests was connected with information and indictments in 1505

concerning illegal retaining. 22 Was Lord Edward, like Derby

and Shrewsbury eyeing with ambit1iz the political opportunities

in Staffordshire? If so, he got no 'good kinship' from his

cousin. It was Edmund rather than Edward who was the

influential royal advisor and cotmciflor to the Staffords.213

in short, the old order of Staffordshire's nobility (Dudley,

Ferrers, Stafford and Tuchet) was fading. The effects of tins

were two-fold. Firstly, as already stated, other noblemen

saw advantages to be taken and patronage and influence going

a-begging. Secondly, it gave the leading gentry an independence

which their virtually-unaided responsibilities for county

administration had both earned for them and prepared them for.

The sheriffs for the last fifteen years of the century

were men from families with a tradition of serving in county

government. All but one (Hugh Peshale 1488-9) had afather who

bad held a leading county office, usually in Staffordshire.

Sir Humphrey Stanley (1485-6, 1493-4), William Harper (1487-8,

1498-9) and Sir Thomas Gresley (1489-90, 1497-8) served twice,

and Harper was also escbeator in the period (1485-6). By this

time there seems to have been a greater enthusiasm among the



local gentry for serving as sheriff. The hazards of holding

office still existed. Sheriffs Okeover and Harcourt were

fined £6/lOs/Od and. £10 respectively for jail escapes and

non-delivery of prisoners- the money going to line the pockets

of yeomen of the crowm, 214 William Harper was 'hardlie dealt

wthall by Edmund Dudley after leaving office in 1503 by

having to pay the Crown one hundred marks and give obligations

for three hundred more for so-called treasons, felonies and

other offences,215

Yet there is evidence that the shrievalty was sought

by gentlemen. A letter of 10 November 1500 to Sir Robert

Plumpton recorded 'Sir Hurnlrey Stanley labors to be Schereffe

in Staffordshire'. 216 However, he had opponents. George, earl

of Shrewabury for one was taking a more than academic interest

in the course of events. The report of a servant of his,

Thomas Jekes, dated 3 November, offers a rare insight into

the 'pricked lists', which recorded the names of those short-

listed for the posts but not chosen.217

'My lord in most humble maner I lowly recommend
me un to you and accordyng to yor comTnindement
I have spoken with Mr. Haye in mony mater and
at the last of hymself he be gan with me for
the nainyng of shreffes [sic] in Not'shir & derbe
...we talked no thyng of those persons ye wrote
of so at length he shaed plenly that no shref
shuld be ther but such as shuld content yor
myride and so I put in secretly divers billes of
excepcions so that nowe iher be arrayed there
iii Sir Rauf Longford, John Ormond & Mr. Such
and in Staff shir John of Aston, William Basset
Huinfrey Oker & Salop John Newport George
Manwryng & Richard Charle ton in Leiceshir Thomas
Hasilrigge, Edward Belknap & Nicholas Malory.'

Aston was the King's eventual choice, with Sir Humphrey Stanley

falling by the wayside as one of Shrewsbury's 'excepcioxis'.28

The other two Staffordshire gentlemen in the running, William

Basset arid Humphrey Okeover, were kinsmen arid were also the

Earl's neighbours in the Peak District. However, I can find.

no connection between Shrewsbury and Aston, except a tenuous



link that both men were estate officers for the Bishop of

Coventry and Lichfield.

As in previous decades, the incidence of kinship among

county officers appointed between 1485 and 1500 is noteworthy.

Only one sheriff, Henry Willoughby (1486-7) was from outside

Staffordshire and even he had connections within the county

as a co-heir of the Bergavenny inheritance with

John Aston and Sir Richard Bingham. 219 There were important

matrimonial links. That of the Draycotes and Savages has already

been dealt with; others included the Harcourt and Wrottesley

families within the new Talbot affinity, arid the Gresley-

Perrera of Tamworth-Harper clan. John Perrers, sheriff 1499-

1500 was the son-in-law of his predecessor, William Harper,

arid the nephew of the sheriff before that, Sir Thomas Gresley.

William Harper was the third principal gentry figure

in the county (with Blount and Stanley) at this time. He was

the eldest son of John Harper of Rushall, who bad figured so

prominently in the 1440s and 1450s. Both father arid son were

stewards of the Stafford family's estates iri Warwickskire and

Staffordshire, learning their craft in estate admiriistration

before turning to local government. William was also receiver

of the Stafford family's estates in Staffordshire during the

later stages of Edward IV's reign. 22° His brother Richard,

who eventually moved away from his native county, was also

involved in the Stafford family's affairs, being an executor

of Duchess Anne and receiver-general from 1485 until his death

in 1492. During this period Richard was also receiver-general

for the Duchy of Lancaster- a post he obtained due to his

family's association with the Staffords arid in particular

Lady Margaret Beaufort (Duke Henry's mother). Lady Margaret's

longtime steward, Reginald Bray, who had been deeply implicated

in the plots against Richard III, was rewarded with the
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Chancellorship of the Duchy in 1485. Bray was added to the

Staffordshire bench in 1493 and with Jasper, duke of Bedford

who had married Duke Henry's widow, gave the Stafford family

a representation of sorts thereon.

The Harpers were never a wealthy family. According to

the i.nciuisition post mortem held after William's death in

1508, his Staffordshire estates were worth only £40 a year.221

Yet ability and fidelity had won for them an importance in

county affairs superior to that of far wealthier families.

William, like his father, did have fees from his various

offices, but these did not make him rich. The only royal

grant be ever received was a joint-lease with Thomas Prebody

for £30 a year of Clarence's forfeited manors of Walsall and

Pattinghain (part of the Beauchamp/Neville inheritance) on 18

March 1484.222 However, even then the lease was lost within

four months to the ever-avaricious John, Lord Dudley.223

Harper was at the time surveyor of all Clarence's former

land in Staffordshire and at Sutton and Erdington in Warwick-

shire. 224 He knew as much about estate administration as

anyone and was thus an obvious and excellent choice as Henry

Vii's first escbeator for Staffordshire and steward of the

Warwickshire estates of the Stafford family for Lady Margaret

Beaufort arid the Crowri during the minority of the Duke Edward.

The other escheators in this period, arid there were

were few, were men of little note- so little that I can only

discover anything about one of them. William Powke of Brewood

(1493-4) was a minor gentleman associated with the Lanes of

Bentley. He died in office and, as was normal iri such cases225,

his account was rendered at the exchqquer by a relative.

In this case it was Powke's second son Edward, and Edward

then agreed to take over as escheator in his own right, which
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he did for the following three years.

During the years row under review there were six

parliaments- 1485-6, 1487-8, 1489-90, 1491-2, 1495-6 and 1497.

Many of the returns to these from Staffordshire are lost, but

it is clear from those which do survive that that Sir Humphrey

Stanley was as regular a knight of the shire as had been John

Hampton under Henry VI (see appendix 4). Stanley's only known

colleague is Humphrey Savage, brother of Sir John Savage the

younger (the royal favourite) sheriff in Worcestershire, who

returned another of his brothers as a knight of the shire from

that county. Humphrey Savage's election resulted from Derby's

and royal support, and stands as the only example of an

outsider being forced on the county commuuity as a knight of

the shire for Staffordshire in the century.

At Newcastle-under-Lyme the dominant figure was still

Hugh Egertoxi. Hugh may have represented the borough at some

stage, but there is no direct evidence of this. He may have

disliked the thought of travelling to London- not every

gentleman was a budding cosmopolitan, , preferring instead to

send his son John. John Egerton bad represented Stafford in

the parliament of 1478 and is a likely candidate for borough

member for Newcastle in Henry VII'S reign, especially since

the Egertons were mayors of Newcastle (and therefore ex

officio returning officers) in 1490-1, 1495-6, 1497-8 and

1500_1.226 Unfortunately only one return survives for Newcastle,

that for the election of 1491, and there Ia no Egerton named

on that. Those elected were Richard Harper and Richard. Blouxit.

Harper was obviously a Duchy of Lancaster nominee, being its

receiver-general at the time, while Blount's election can

only be explained in terms of the influence of the steward of
the Honour of Tutbury, Sir James Blount, whose first cousin



Richard. was. Richard Blouxit had married and moved onto

the estates of a Buckinghamshire heiress, Elizabeth Delaford,

effectively severing his links with Staffordshire as his

father Thomas Blount of Grisby (Lincoinshire) had also done.

Richard was to be sheriff and J.P, of Buckingharnsbire in the

early sixteenth century, and since his attention was obviously

so firmly turned away from the north Midlands, it seems likely

that Sir James wanted to use the Newcastle seat to secure the

election of a placeman upon whose vote be and his own good

lord the King could rely. The election of the obscure Richard

Pennisby of Burton-on-Trent for Stafford borough to the same

parliament smacks of the same policy. Blount' s and Henry Vii's

reasons for so acting were that support was needed to launch

a Continental campaign. Prance and. Brittany were wilting and

this greatly endangered the security of the south coast of

England. The campaign had a special Importance for Blount;

as one of the leaders of the garrison at Calais, be would be

in the front line for any French assault. The impending trouble

and the concomitant need for parliamentary and military support

may also explain the election of Humphrey Savage for the county

at this election. Blount and the Savages indented to serve in

the 1492 campaign227 , though the former died just before

embarkation.

Other Stafford borough members are William Trussell and

Henry Lisle (1487), Richard Harper (1489-90), William Chetwy.[d

(149t-2)axid John Perrers and Humphrey Barbour(1495). Stafford had

traditionally been a pocket borough for the Stafford family, and

certainly in the elections of Harper and Barbour this was

still apparent. Both were the family's estate officers and

were second-generation servants for the Staffords. Barbour

in particular was well supported, being in addition a local

man and also deputy-steward of the family's Staffordshire



property under Sir Humphrey Stanley. 228 Ferrers was William

Harper's son-in-law and a kinsman (through his mother) to

the ubiquitous Sir Humphrey Stanley. In the 1490s these were

qualifications enough to be a likely candidate for county office.

William Chetwynd, elected in 1491 with Richard Pennisby, was

another estate officer for the Staffords, being their parker

for Staffordshire from 1485. He was the somewhat impoverished

heir to the Chetwynd of Ingestre inheritance, but never came

into this, partly because of the longevity of the widow who

held a life-interest in it and partly because be was murdered

on Tixall heath in June 1494 by servants of Sir Humphrey Stanley-

the affair is dealt with in detail in chapter five. Whose

influence gave Chetwynd his seat is uncertain. He was, as just

stated, a Stafford family official In a Stafford family pocket

borough; but be was also a gentleman Usher of the Chamber to

Henry VII at a time when the King was pressing for the election

of men likely to follow his lead. Chetwynd was also a son-in-law

of Hugh Egerton and from a family of note in his own right.

Each of these alone is an adequate explanation for his election

and, while attributing his success to a combination of all of

these is both glib and unsatisfactory, it is impossible to

isolate which factor held most sway in the minds of the electors.

This is of course assuming that the electors had. much to do with

the election. Five years earlier their wishes had been fiqunted

by an unscrupulous sheriff in the county's only example of

blatant election rigging in the fifteenth century.229

The electors of Stafford voted for Sir Hugh Peshale

and Henry Lisle in 1486. Peshale was an obvious choice. He

was not the Hastings retainer, but had fought at Bosworth for

Henry Tudor and been knighted In reward. Lisle on the other

harij had no personal connection with Staffordshire, though be
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was kinsman to the Mittons through the Middlemore family of

Edgbaston (Warwickshire), It was in that county that his

estates lay and be was actually sheriff there at the time of

the disputed Stafford borough election. However, when the

Staffordshire sheriff Henry Willoughby of Wollaton (Notte.)

came to alter the election return and insert the name of

William Trussell therein, it was the local man Peshale and

not the 'interloper' Lisle who was ousted. Trussell had been

granted the balliwick of the Staffords' Maxstoke estate in

north Warwickahire and the keeping of the castle jail there

on 15 February 1486 during the minority of Duke Edward230,

so he can be considered one of their estate officials. As

such, it would not in the normal course of events be surprizing

to find him put in as a member for the pocket borough in

question; but tampering with returns was never the Stafford way.

It is not clear whether the principal aim of the

deceit was to intrude Trussell or exclude Peshale. Peshale

reacted by suing Willoughby before the Barons of the

Exchequer, claiming a fine of £100 and £40 in damages. However,

Peshale, whose career had obviously not been too badly diiiged

by the slight- be became sheriff of Staffordshire himself on 4

November 1488- died in mid-1489 at which point the suit ceased.

Staffordshire's history alone cannot explain the troubles

in 1486; a broader view is needed. This was not the first time

Willoughby had caused trouble. In 1477 this extremely rich and

aggressive gentlemaxi23 ' had come to blows with the servants

of Edward, viscount Lisle at Weeford-by-Licbfield. Given

that Willoughby had no political pretensions in the area, it

was probably his unendearing character that led to the trouble.

A mysterious skirmish occurred in which somebody called Purefoye

(apparently a Lisle man) was killed by Willoughby. 232 Shortly
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afterwards Lisle's men, gathered at Drayton Basset 'to the

noumbre of an hundretb and moo', followed their lord into

an ambush of Willoughby at Weeford, where he was hunting.

It was an eye for an eye and a tooth for a tooth as the

attackers eventually departed having killed one of Willoughby's

men and left Willoughby himself badly wouxided. 233 Willoughby

was later so to annoy Henry, Lord Grey of Codnor that an

assassination attempt was made on him in 1486 234 ; but by that

time the trouble with Lisle had been smoothed over and good

relations were soon sealed by a marriage of Willoughby's

eldest son to a daughter of Lisle. 235 When Willoughby drew up

a will on 2 April 1489 Lisle was named as a supervisor of the

executors. 26 Lisle and Willoughby together were a powerful

force. In 1489 they retained extensively along the Staffordshire-

Warwickahire border (particularly around Drayton Basset) 237 as

part of Willoughby's feud with Grey of Codnor. 238 Among those

retained were Thomas Trussell and Richard Middlemore- kinsmen

to the two eventual M.P.s for Stafford borough in the disputed

election of 1486. Here may be the key to Willoughby's alteration

of the electoral return, with Peshale's name being removed in

favour of someone associated with the sheriff's personal

struggles elsewhere in the north Midlands. It was an audacious

move and one which succeeded only because of the weakness of

Staffordshire's nobility at the time and the political vacuum

thus prevailing.

Pirially, what of the gentry membership of county

commissions? Of the seventeen major commissions issued for

Staffordshire between 1485 and 1500, eleven dealt with internal

security, including eight commissions of the peace and a special

conunission of oyer and terminer to deal with riots in Lic]ffield.

On the Staffordshire bench Honour of Tutury men still pre-

dominated, though with the rise of Richard Wrottelsey and. William



Wilkes in the south and Sir Hugh Pesbale in the west, this

was less noticeable than in the 1470 g . A balance between

lawyers and. 'soldier-squires' had emerged, though the hard,

regular work was by no means left to the former. From divers

references to lawsuits and in whose presence (coram) they

were heard, it is clear that, if anything, it was the lawyers

who attended the more infrequently. The back-bone of the bench

were the Stanley brothers and William Harper. This did not

stem from their being the leaders of the county; it was a

root cause of their preeminence. Inherited wealth might allow

an initial position of prominence to be 'bequeathed', but this

could only be maintained by ability and diligence. This was

as true at the gentry level as it was among the nobility.

Once again a list of the gentry J.P,s reveals a cross-

section of the leading county families. There were no placemen

as in the days of Henry VI, though it is difficult to know how

to classify some of the lawyers, such as Wilkes and Roger Praers,

or an individual like John Blount, who came from a notable

family but owed his positiOn to the influence of his kinsman

Sir James B].ount, the steward of the Honour of Tutbury. Perhaps

these were the new placemen; people who looked. to gentry kinsmen

or neighbours rather than to the nobility for advancement. The

Praers family bad. a history of intimacy with the Stanleys of

Elford239 , while soldiers like Sir James Blount needed reliable

allies and officials at home to look after their interests; and

the most reliable people of all were kinsmen.

Viewing the end of the fifteenth century as the end.

of the middle ages is now scorned, but in Staffordshire an

end of sorts at this time can be seen. Of the seventeen leading

gentry justices of the peace in the period. 1485 to 1500 only

two (Richard Wrottesley and John Blount) survived to see the

accession of Henry VIII. Thereafter there was to be, if not a

new age, certainly a completely new generation of officials.
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CHAPTER III

FORESTS MD FOREST OFFICIALS



In the fifteenth century a vast acreage of Staffordshire

was wooded and a vast acreage was forest. Modern linguistics

have liLurred the distinction between these two statements,

but in the middle ages they were not synonymous. A wood

was a geographical description, while the term 'forest'

was a legal distinction. The medieval forest was an area

of Crown land, preserved for royal use and governed by harsher

than norma]. forest laws. In theory, the major royal use

for a forest was as a hunting arena and certainly much

of the work of forest officials reflected the need to
preserve an ideal habitat for the free-running game and

to protect those beasts from all but royal arrows, traps

and hunting anfmrile. In practice, however, and especially

in Staffordshire, the King might only be seen once in a

decade or generation. Thus the major function of the forest

was as a source of meat, fish and timber for the royal

household or the households of favoured local individuals,

and, in the plethora of offices, patronage.

By the fifteenth century much of the forests

in Staffordshire of Norman and. Angevin times had disappeared.

Disafforestation had been a constant aim of towns and

villages within the forests, because of the rigours of

the forest laws and restrictions on cultivation. In 1204

Brewood forest and much of the New Forest (which stetched

like a finger from Stafford to Newcastle-under-Lyme and
1Tuxzstafl) was disafforested. Moves in the 1220s to revoke

this were quietly ignored. In 1277 Edward I ordered that
the boundaries of the two remaining forests in the county

be committed to writing for the first time and doubtlessly
the perainbulations of the 'honest and lawful men' who did

this resulted in the further reduction of the forest areas.2



Their returns no longer survive, but would have reflected

the encroachments made upon the forests during that

thirteenth century and. also the desire to escape being

included in the forest. Now that the forest boundaries

were set down, it would never again be as easy to claim

that one's land lay outside	 the forest.

After 1204 there. were only two forests in

Staffordshire: Cannock and Kinver. Cannock was bounded by

the river Trent on the north, the river Penk on the west,

the river Tame on the east , and for much of the south, by

Bourne Brook. It was also bisected by the Roman Watling

Street, which stood. in part as a boundary marker for some

of the forest's sub-divisions or hays. Unlike the boundaries

of Cannock forest, those of Kiriver were not based upon

such recognized laxzdmi-rks, and this may have contributed

to its vulnerability to encroachment. It originally spilled

over into Shropahire and northern Worcestershire, but by

1300 was almost completely confined to the extreme south-west

of Staffordshire.

In addition to these royal forests, there were

three private forests or chases: Needwood, Pensnett and

Sutton. The first of these was the property of the Earls

of Lancaster, becoming Crown land in 1399. Thus, in the

fifteenth century it was technically a forest. In earlier

ages Needwood, which unlike Caxinock and Kinver lay on

low-lying ground, had extended	 as far as the Staffordshire

county boundary on the rivers Dove and Tame, and possibly

into Derbyshire and Warwickshire. However by the fifteenth

century it had shrunk considerably. Pensnett and Sutton chases

(with which I do not intend dealing in detail) were held. by the

Earls of Warwiok and the Sutton/Dudley families respectively.
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Pensnett lay to the east of Kinver forest. It was bordered on

the south by the river Stour. Sutton chase, described by John

Leland in the 1530s as 'well deryd' 3 , lay mainly in north

Warwickshire, but crossed th county border around Tamworth

and. covered a sn11 portion of south-eastern Staffordshire. When

Leland also described the area around Lichfield as a forest and

a wilderness in Anglo-axon times, it seems likely that he

was drawing from a folk memory of a few generations rather

than any historical evidence surviving from those Dark Ages.
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The above diagram reveals the extent of encroacbments arid

disafforeStatiOn by the fifteenth century, though Cannock

wc.s still the largest of Staffordshire's forests. The

forest was divided into seven sub-divisions or hays: Airewas,

Bentley, Cheslyn, Gailey, Hopwas, Ogley arid. Teddesley. An

eighth hay, Rugeley, had been separated from the forest in

1290 to form a chase for the bishop of Coventry and Lichfleld.

This chase had two balliwicks, Trumwyn arid Puys (or Rugeley),

arid was administered by an official known as the rider. He

was a minor local gentleman, recruited from the extensive

episcopal estates on arid around the chase. Further details

concerning the rider and the other officials of the bishop

are included in the chapter dealing with the Church in

Staffordshire. The hays themselves ny well have originally

be areas intc which deer were herded before being hunted.

If this were true, it would explain why they remained as
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forest long after encroachment and successful pleas for

disafforestation had eaten away the rest of Cannock. The

close attention that the hays received, their status as part

of the inheritance of certain gentry families (to which I

will come In a moment) and their very purpose would have

deterred attempts to circumvent their forest status.

The erosion of Caxinock affected not only the

land, but also the offices which derived their existence

from it. The duties of such officers as the steward, bailiff

and ranger of Caxrnock forest depended on there being a forest

to administer. By the fifteenth century, with Cannock's

reduction to a set of isolated hays, these posts bad become

virtually nominal. Nonetheless, they are worth exialnilung

because they explain how certain local gentry families came

to hold their estates.

As will be shown repeatedly Lu Caxwock and Kinver

forests, many offices therein had estates pertaining to them,

held by petty serjeanty. By the fifteenth century a significant

change had. come about in the emphasis in the relationship

between the incumbent gentleman as forest officer and as

lord of a forest manor. In the first two and a half centuries

after the Norman Conquest the land went With the job; ix the

second two and a half centuries the job went with the land.

Thus, by the fifteenth century whoever held a certain manor

was automatically the officer to whose post that manor

pertained. This trend, for which I will produce examples in

a moment, in concert with the somewhat earlier development

of hereditary tenure in property held by serjeanty, resulted

in a reduction of the forests' value to the Crown as a source

of patronage. This also coincided with the physical reduction

in the size and. value of the forests due to disafforestatiort

and encroachment.



The stewardship and bailiwick of the forest were just

two of the offices held in heredity by the fifteenth century.

Originally both Rodbaston-by-Penkridge and Great Wyrley were

manors pertaining to the stewardship (which office was usually

referred to as the forestership, chief forestership or keeper-

ship until the fourteenth century) However, Great Wyrley

became detached from the stewardship at some time, and lack

of this knowledge has sometimes led to William Peyto, whose

family held the manor in the fifteenth century, being wrongly

described as forester of Cannock. The stewards/foresters in

the later middle ages were in fact the Swytmertons. They also

held the bailiwick of the forest for much of this time.

Between 1306 and 1448 the stewards and bailiffs of

Cannock forest were the Swynnertons of Hilton- a manor two

miles west of Great Wyrley. After the death of Thomas Swynnertori

in 1448, the offices were divided between his two infant

daughters and co-heiresses. The stewardship, after forming

part of his widow's dower, passed to the elder girl, while

the bailiwick formed much of the purparty of the younger. As

mentioned in the previous chapter, the sheriff and escheator

of Staffordshire in 1449-50 snapped up the marriages of these

highly eligible heiresses. The elder girl, Anne, married her

kinsman, Humphrey Swynnerton of Swynnerton; the younger one,

Alice, was wed to an Oxfordshire associate of Richard, earl of

Warwick, Richard Beaufo. The offices in question remained with

the Beaufo and Swynnerton families until the seventeenth

century. With the stewardship went a fee of twenty marks and

the keeping of four of the seven hays: Alrewas, Gailey, Hopwas

and Ogley- making him the wealthiest of the forest officers.

However, these families saw little of their offices in the

second half of this century.

Richard Beaufo died in 1460, leaving a three year-old



son, Humphrey. Humphrey too died comparatively young, in 1485,

and left only a one year-old son, John. A!ter Richard's death,

Warwick was the most powerful nobleman in the north Midlands

and was almost certainly behind Beaufo's widow marrying

another of his servants, the Warwickahire administrator

William Hugford. The couple had a daughter and so Hugford

by the courtesy of England acquired a life interest in the

Swynnerton inheritance after Alice's death in 1472. Hugford

survived her by twenty years and his step-son by seven. Hugford

also acquired young Humphrey's wardship and married him to his

niece Joan. The Hugtords, with whom Uumphre Beaifo ahared

grants of office in 1484 in Warwickshire 5 , probably kept some

share of whatever duties and perquisites remained to the

stewardship after William Hugford's death, since the Beau±o

heir was still a minor then, but the child's wardship eluded

them. It went instead to Richard Nanfan.6

After the Earl of Warwick's death in 1471 the Hugfords

had taken up with Clarence, who inherited the Neville estates

and affinity in the Midlands. The family extended, through

their Swynnertori inheritance, the influence of both lords

into an area of Staffordshire where they bad previously not

been a noticeable force.

The Swynnertons of Swynnerton also suffered from the

courtesy of England. Humphrey Swynnerton, who had married the

elder Hilton heiress, died in 1462, leaving an under-aged son

and heir and a widow who remarried a neighbouring gentleman,

John Mitton. She died in 1470 and Mitton, who had even had a

royal appointment of the office of steward in the previous

year7, remained in that post until his death in 1472. Swynnerton's

son, Humphrey the younger, became steward on attaining his

majority in 1474- in which year he was also appointed

eacheator of Staffordshire. He died. in 1505.
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The Mittons had other interests in Cannock. As mentioned

earlier, the bishop's chase was divided into two balliwicks. The

Mittons became hereditary bailiffs of one of these, Puys, in

the early years of the fifteenth century. 8 The hereditary

bailiffs of the other portion, Trumwyn, were the Saiways of

Stanford (Worcestershire), who had inherited it in 1399 on the

death of Isabella Trumwyn. 9 They were also hereditary keepers

(or foresters in fee) of Cheslyn hay within the forest proper.

The three of Cannock's hays not pertaining to the

stewardship were held in heredity by local gentry families.

The Saiways held Cheslyn (and Trumwyn) until 1518, their

leading representative being Humphrey Salway (1411-93), who

was the Worcestershire escheator ui 1443-4. Humphrey's eldest

son, John, was declared insane and initially disixiherited.1°

As all of Humphrey's children were the fruit of their parents'

middle age, the mental disorders common in children born to

parents so old may have been at play here. Humphrey's second

son, Thomas, succeeded his father. After Thomas' death lxi 1513,

John, in a period of lucidity recovered his blrthright.

The other two hays, Bentley and Teddesley, were also

held by families with extensive interests outside Staffordshire.

Bentley was held by the Lane family, lawyers who had originated

from Hatton in Cheshire and prospered In the service of the

Stafforda. Richard Lane bought the manor and hay of Bentley

from Thomas Griffith in 143012, though it was not until 1454,

after his death, that the family got a final qultclaim of their

purchase. 3 The Lanes also acquired other lands within the

episcopal manor of Brewood arouxid this time. Bentley hay stayed

in their possession untIl 1748. The word 'possession' is more

appropriate than 'keeping' since these foresters in fee regarded

their ba].liwicka as normal landed estates. This was certainly

true by the sixteenth century14 , axid the sale in 1430 suggests

that this attitude prevailed lxi the fifteenth century as well.
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The Crown, however, did not lose all interest in the

affairs of the hay and its keepers. In 1477, following

the death of Ralph Lane, Edward IV took the Lane inheritance

into his keeping (as it was held in chief) owing to the

minority of Lane's heir. The King granted it to one of his

servants, Edward Buxton, who was totally unconnected with

Staffordshire. 15 Within a few months of being granted the

wardship and marriage of Ralph Lane' s son, Burton had

married Lane's eligible widow.' 6 Burton administrated the

Lane inheritance until his charge Richard Lane caine of age.

As for Teddesley hay, its hereditary keepers

from 1397 to 1502 were tk Winnesburys of Pillaton, the bulk

of whose property lay in Shropshixe. In the latter year the

family heiress, Alice, carried her inheritance to her husband

Richard Littleton, son of the famous judge Thomas Littleton.17

In addition to these offices there were the

rangersh.ip and the highly profitable farm of the perquisites of

herbage and. pannage. With these there was greater scope for

royal patronage. The 'equitator' was the forest's chief

ganekeeper. The Latin word may be translated as either 'rider'

or 'ranger', but as I have taken the 'equitator' of the

bishop's chase to be a rider, I will refer to the royal official

as the ranger to avoid confusion. The ranger was occasionally

also designated as bowbearer; probably his original ceremonial

function	 whenever the King should choose to hunt there.18

Unlike the forest officers described earlier, the

ranger was a royal appointment open to be used for patronage.

Prom 1446 to 1459 the ranger was Thomas Bate of Pooley, a

lawyer and associate of Humphrey, duke of Buckingbam. The

ranger received wages of sixpence a day (f9/2s/6d a year).

Bate had. a co-ranger, in the courtier John Bird, until 1452.

The next ranger I can find is Roger Pye, who held the post from
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1461 to 1468. Pye had been a yeoman of the chamber to Richard,

duke of York. He was not a Staffordshire man as his successors

were. On 1 June 1468 Sir John and Humphrey Stanley of Elford

were granted a life-interest in the office. 19 However, as so

often happened, the grant for life meant little more than

the other sort of grant- during royal pleasure. During the

Readeption, on 20 December 1470, the office was granted to

a John Swyunerton. He was probably the younger son of the

Lancastrian Humphrey Swynnerton of Swynnerton, whose family it

will be remembered, held the stewardship and other forest

offices. Whether the Staxileys recovered the office on Edward

IV's return, for which they fought, I do not know. John

Swynnerton died in 1521, and. it may be that the lack of

references to other appointments to the rangership in the

fifteenth century indicates that be retained the post. He

was certainly influential enough within his family to persuade

his nephew in 1509-10 to lease to him the patrimony at

Swynnerton.21

The forest's use as a source of patronage can also be

seen from the grants made of the farm of herbage and pannage.

However, here too there were complications. The foresters in

fee of Bentley, Cheslyn and Teddesley in earlier times had

generally been granted herbage and pannage as a perquisite or

at a miuimal farm. 22 It was only in the fifteenth century that

the financial benefits of these rights were really exploited

by the Crown. As the table overleaf shows, there was a steady

rise in the farm demanded and readily paid. The farmers were,

with the exceptions of John Bernard, William Aleyn and William

Smith, Staffordshire gentlemen, usually lawyers and usually

from the forest or episcopal chase. ven such an exception as

Humphrey Stanley was from a family long associated with the

bishops of Coventry and Lichfield. The keeping of the farm was

not awarded to a favourite at a negligible sum, but to whoever

bid the most. Grants were for a specified period, with the



proviso that if anyone offered more for the farm at a later

stage, he would receive it. This frequently happened, arid

it may be that the system of annual increments on the farm

paid to the Crown benefited the farmer as well, since it

helped to discourage rivals for this lucrative perquisite.

FARMER	 DATE	 TENURE & AflNUAL FARM HJLYS INCLUDED
Robert Whitgreve 26/6/1423 loyears©lOs.	 ------T
JOhn Swynnerton 11/11/1425 lo years© ?	 A - C a - - -

12/12/1429 loyears©13s/4d.	 A - C G H - -

Thomas Arbiaster 30/7/1439 1O yeara©1 3'4d .	 A B C G H - -
Humph. Whitgreve 22/3/1446 ? years © 23 i/4d.+ 3d. A B C G H - T
Ralph Wolseley 22/7/1451 l2 years© 40s .	 A B C G H - T

Richard Lockwood 27/2/1456 12 years © 40s.+ 1 2d. A B C G H - T
Ralph Wolseley 11/12/1461 lOyears© 408. A - C a H 0 T
William Praers 12/7/1466 7 years©40a.+6V8d. A - C a H 0 T
William Praers 3 /2/1468 12 years © 46a/8d.	 A - C G H 0 T
John Aston	 25/2/1482 2OyearsO46a/8d.^4d. A - C G H 0 T
Humphrey Stanley 5/5/1482 2oyears©47s. 	 A - C G - 0 T
Humphrey Stanley 20/10/1485 7 years 0 47s. + 20d. A B C G - 0 T
William Smith	 5 /7/1503 7 years 0 48a/8d. + 20d.. A B C G - 0 T
Thomas Swynnerton27/10/1505 	 A B C G H 0 T

The most noticeable feature in the table is the absence from

many of the grants of any reference to certain hays, for

example, Ogley before 1461, Bentley 1461-85 and. Hopwas after

1485. It seems likely that these were controlled by the

steward. On 28 April 1447 Thomas Swynnerton	 was confirmed

as steward and bailiff and granted berbage and pairnage in

Ogley hay and the reversion of the same in the other six

hays after the end of Humphrey Wh.itgreve's period of tenure

at an annual farm of twenty-four shillings 3 Had the envisaged

reversion occurred, Swynnerton would have monopolised the

leading offices of Carinock forest. His death in late 1448

thwarted his plan, but in 1505 his grandson arid name sake

was able to secure the farm for his family.24

The only other piece of patronage connected with

Cannock forest deserving of note was a sale on 4 April 1467

to the Blount and Neville associate and baron of the Exchequer

Ralph Wolseley for £100 of the right to fell arid sell wood iii

Hopwas	 Perhaps this was some compensation to Wo].seley,
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who bad. lost the farm of herbage and pannage nine months

earlier to William Praers. Wolseley was a shrewd and competent

individual, so it is clear that there was still a great deal of

money to be made from the forest, though by the fifteenth

century it was but a shadow of its former self. Meanwhile the

chase survived and. prospered to give its name to the whole area.

Kinver forest in the extreme south-west of

Staffordshire suffered from encroachment and disaf±'orestation

in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries much as did Cannock.

By 1300 Kinver forest consisted of three hays- Ashwood,

Chasepool and Iverley- and a detached portion at Tettenhall,

sometimes called Kingsley hay. Kinver,like Cannock,was overseen

by a steward (otherwise known as the keeper or, in the late

fifteenth century, the lieutenant). The stewardship had the

manors of Kinver and Stourton pertaining to it and was granted

in heredity to the Hampton family in 1385 .26 The office was

held. at a fee-farm of £9 a year, which between 1427 and 1466

never reached the Crown, as it had been granted to John

Hampton (the Lancastrian partisan and Stafford family stalwart).

Hampton had received the annuity while heir to this Kiriver

inheritance and holder of other of the forest's offices, and

KIN VER FOREST
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after his father's death in 1433 was effectively paying

the stewardship's fee-farm to himself. Thereafter the fee-farm

was allocated to a member of the royal family, usually the

queen.27 Like the stewardship of Canriock, that of Kinver

had estates pertaining to It (in this case, Kinver and

Stourton manors) and kept those forest hays not granted to

hereditary foresters in fee.

In Kinver forest the only forester in fee was

that of Ashwood hay. This hay descended through the Prestwood

and de Somery families to the Sutton Lords Dudley in the

fifteenth century, who, it will be remembered also held

a chase on the eastern side of south Staffordshire.

Between them,the Hampton and Sutton/Dudley families

held most of the major forest offices in Kinver. The younger

John Hampton of Stouzton, later to be so powerful and wealthy

as a Crown and Stafford family servant, while just heir to

the family estates and office of steward of the forest,

had been apointed ranger of Kinver and given the keeping

of herbage and pannage in 1413. Unlike in Carmock, berbage

and pannage in Kinver were kept at no charge. to the keeper.

However, in 1454, during Richard, duke of York's first

protectorate John Hampton was out of favour. John, Lord

Dudley and his eldest son Edmund took advantage of the situation

to secure the farm of these perquisites by offering forty

shillings a year for it.28 On 2 February 1456 Buckingham's

receiver for Staffordshire, Roger Draycote, snatched this

from the Dudleys with a bid of forty shillings a year plus

an annual increment of six shillings and eightpence. 29 This

can hardly have been a serious offer. The size of the

increment was such that within a short time Draycote would

have been making a loss on the keepership. The bid must

have been sponsored by Buckingham for political reasons.



It took just seventeen days for the Dudley father and son

combination to win back the perquisites, with a firiancially

more realistic offer of forty-six shillings arid eightpence

a year and en annual increment of twentypence. 3° This may

all have been part of a minor struggle for influence within

the forest between Buckirighain and Dudley, if so, Dudley won

this round; but their rivalry here did not divide their

allegiance to Henry VI in national politics. Both men took

his side in 1 455 at the battle of Saint Albans and in 1459.

I will come to the situation over herbage and pannage after

1461 in a moment; but first it is necessary to eximine Hampton's

other appointment, that of ranger of Kinver forest.

As mentioned earlier, Hampton was granted the

rangership in 1413. Over the next twenty-seven years his

growing influence at court and with the Staffords, is

reflected in his ever-increasingly secure hold on the offices

The original grant to him was confirmed in January 1423. In

April 1439 this grant, previously only 'during pleasure' was

made for life, and in the following year the rangership, like

the stewardship (which he had inherited in 1433) was granted

to him in tail male. The rangersh.ip carried with it at various

times other lesser offices and perquisites in the forest. The

keeping of berbage arid pannage has already been mentioned,

but there were also the balliwicks (fChasepool hay from 1388

and Iverley from 1440 to 148431 , the last of these being

added unto Hampton when his hold on the rangership was made

an hereditary one.32

In 1461 this all changed. Hampton's patrons were

either dead or in exile, and his prominent position among

the Lancastriaxi courtiers and esquires of the body made it

impossible to maintain his position either in Staffordshire

or London. He had lost the lucrative keeping of berbage and



pannage during one period of Yorkist rule and was to lose

more during another longer spell, after 1461. Edward IV

raised up a minor Worcestershire gentleman, John Acton of

Bewdley, for services rendered, preferring him to Hampton's

offices. He was granted the stewardship, rangership and the

farm of berbage and pannage at an annual farm of merely one

mark. He also obtained around this time the hand in marriage

of the widow of Robert Grey of Whittington- a gentleman of

the forest, former retainer of Buckingham and brother to

Edward, Lord Ferrers of Groby. Acton's position under the

Yorkists was to be similar to that of Hampton under the

Lancastrians. He became an usher of the chamber, where his

predecessor had been esquire of the body. He remained loyal

to Edward IV in the late 1460s, despite the Neville proclivities

of such other leading Yorkists in the area as the Wrottesleys.

Prom 1461 until his death late in 1479, he was the leading

figure in the forest, having his grants of office exempted

from the 1464 Act of Resumption and. in 1478 made for life.33

The Dudleys had, however, in the meantime- on 19 July 1467-

received a grant of the farm of herbage and pannage in the

forest at the same rate of one mark per annum as Acton had

been paying.34 Thus there is some confusion as to who held

this valuable perquisite.

Hampton did, however, cling onto the manors of Kinver

nd Stourton, though they should have gone to Acton with the

Stewardship. On Hampton's death in 1472 the maiors were farmed

out to the Tyrells. The farm and then the land then went to

Clarence35- until his fall from grace. The Tyrells were thus

keepers of Kinver in one sense, though they were not stewards.

The Duchy of Lancaster and. Derbyshire esquire, Nicholas

Kniveton was lieutenant and. steward of Kiiaver 1477-9.

Kniveton was from outside	 the county and area and owed



whatever offices in Kjnver that he actually held to his

presence on the 1475 French campaigr 6 , in which be probably

served as part of the retinue of Wil].iam, Lord Hastings,

whose retainer he was?7 Strangely, the grant to Kniveton

of these offices refer to them as being available for

granting out because of the death of John Hampton. But

Hampton supposedly lost these offices in 1461. He died in.

1472. In view of the conflicting evidence, it seems likely

that there was some confusion at the time as to who held

the offices.

By 1480 all had been resolved. The holding of

several major offices by a single individual, giving virtual

control of the forest to him, which was developed under

John Hampton and John Acton, continued. The steward and

ranger of Kinver from 1480 to 1483 was Hugh Molle, and from

1483 to 1484 Thomas Stafford. Both were men of little note,

in. fact I can discover nothing about either. Certainly they

were not part of the Staffordshire gentry. Stafford may

possibly have had some connection with the Staffords of

Harvington-by-Kidderminster, but more than that I could not

say. What does seem clear is that they were something of

an interlude between Acton. and John, Lord Dudley who was

sweetened by Richard III in 1484 with a grant of the offices

in an attempt to secure his support. Richard was territorially

weak in the area and after the falls from grace of Buckinghani

and. Hastings needed to buy friends. Dudley was also at this

time granted Pattinghain and Walsal]., both of which had been

part of the Neville inheritance which Clarence had. secured

until his own downfall, and of which Dudley and his son

Edmund. bad been stewnrds since that downfall. 38 In short,

the final extension of Dudley power in. southern. Staffordshire



was due to his outliving the other magnates of the area and

surviving with his reputation and influence intact. After

Dudley's death in 1487, his grandson and. heir Edward took

over these offices. Only the bailiwick of Iverley hay, which

bad pertained to the rangership from 1440 onwards, did not

come to the Dudleys in 1484. Somehow they managed to keep

a hold. on the keeping of Chasepool, and, as mentioned

earlier they were herditary keepers of Ashwood.

Cannock and. Kinver forests were never great pools

of patronage into which a king might fish to provide succour

for his associates; there were likelier prospects elsQwhere

in the area. In 1453 John Boterell, yeoman of the chamber

and king's serjeant, was promised the stewardship of Morfe

forest with its hays of Bentley and Shirlet after the death

of the then-holder John Hampton.39 Boterell was not a

Staffordshire man, nor were Richard Staple or John Dyson,

more royal yeomen, to whom came the parkership of Walsall

in 1486 and 1505 respectively° An earlier incumbent, a

yeoman of the chamber, Roger Everdon, appointed in JuxleA 1446,

was a local man from Bushbury. In his case, however, Everd.on's

appointment was due to a combination of his position as a

royal yeoman and his close kinship with John Hanipton.41

The opportunity for using Staffordshire's forests

to reward courtiers and local gentry can be seen at its

greatest in the Needwood. This forest, as mentioned before,

became royal land in 1399 on the accession of Henry, earl of

Lancaster to the English throne. It formed part of the Honour

of Tutbury in the Duchy of Lancaster. The forest was presided

over by a master-forester (alias wood.master or chief forester),

whose office had been annexed to the stewardship of the Honour

In the reign of Henry V. Thus whatever patronage the forest

afforded pertained to whoever controlled the Honour.
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An economic survey of the Honour of Tutbury in the later

middle ages already exists42 , arid I have no ±'oom in my

thesis to attempt a detailed political survey of the Honour.

However, an idea of the structure of offices within that

institution is necessary background information to help

understand the position of the forest.

The titles, responsibilities and remunerations

of the chief officers of the Honour were detailed in a Cowcher

book of 1414-5. In addition to monetary fees each officer
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had valuable perquisites, such as allowances for wood, horses

or secretarial costs, arid sometimes they were entitled to

fees from litigants at various stages of the legal processes.

None of these petty matters need concern us.

The chief officer was the steward, who had

general powers to supervise, the running and. conservation of

the Honour, particularly the administration of justice. He

had a fee of £39/12s/6d (later £40) arid could employ a

deputy, whose fee was to be £1/6s/8d. Besides them,there

were an auditor (110); a surveyor (f8/6s/8d); two receivers,

one for Tutbury (17/6s/8d), the other for Castle Donnington

in Leiceatershire (14/13s/4d); a feodary for property held

'in servitid 44 ; bailiffs for the liberties of Staffordshire

and Derbyshire, who were to empanel juries and. seize the

goods and chattels of criminals; custodial officers, such

as the constab],es45 and porters46 ; and a whole host of

manorial officials.

The forest of Needwood also came under the Honour

arid possessed its own set of officials under the master-forester.

The stewards of the Honour/master-foresters of the forest

were important men in their own right, whose power was

augmented by these offices. Prom 1435 to 1483 the master-foresters

were Humphrey, duke of Buckirigham (1435-60) except for a short

period (1444-6) when Henry Beauchainp, duke of Warwick held.

the post; Richard Neville, earl of WarwIck (1461-4); Walter Blouxit,

Lord Mountjoy(1464-72); William, Lord. Hastings (1472-83) and

Henry, duke of Buckirigb.am (1483). In all these cases the office

was granted to a right-hand man of the incumbent monarch.

Thereafter the position was held by an important gentleman.

Richard III appointed the young Sir Marmaduke Constable (1484-5),

while Henry VII'S appointees in the fifteenth century were

Sir James Blount (1485-92) and Sir Humphrey Stanley (1493-1504)-
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powerful local gentlemen whose support had. been instrumental

in placing him on the throne. After Stanley's death, the

master-forester for the rest of Henry Tudor's reign was the

courtier William Smith, to whom the farm of herbage and pannage

in Carniock had also been granted.

The master-forester was in effect the steward of

Needwood, and had under him a set of officials similar to

that of the steward of the Honour. There was a deputy-forester

arid a surveyor. Prom 1439 to 1461 the surveyor was Stafford's

associate Thomas Arblaster of Longdon; thereafter until 1516

it was that ubiquitous nono,generian John Agard of Foston. The

surveyors received an annual fee of £1/lOs/4d and were chiefly

responsible for seeing that 'the woods bee not wasted nor any

[tre1 fallen without warrant'.47 This was o great concern to the

Duchy for there had been over-enthusiastic felling in the

previous century. Few trees in Needwood were hewn after 1400.
UTTOXETEP
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Many gentry families found wealth and influence in the Honour.

Younger eons, like Thomas Cumberford, Henry Perrers of Tamwortb,

Richard Hastings and Henry Kynnardsley, carved out successful

careers from the plethora of available Duchy posts. Perrers,

for example, was receiver of the Honour from 1461 until at

least the late 1470s and found favour at Edward IV's court

as well, becoming steward. of the Household,

Another individual who derived great influence from

his work in the Honour (including the forest) was John Agard

of Poston (Derbyshire) and Burton-on-Trent. Agard' s fain.ily

had for generations provided the Honour with a devoted

service that ensured that the wheels of its administration

kept turning. 48 He was on most of the commissions in the

Honour, supervised the forest administration (literally- he

was the supervisor of Needwood), collected rents and farms,

delivered summons and so on-in short, he did most things and

was seen all over the place keeping an eye on affairs. Prom

1461 to 1463 he was clerk to the receiver of the Honour,

became deputy-receiver in 1476 and receiver ten years later.

In 1485 be took over as feodary, arid in 1493 he added the

surveyorsbip of the Honour to the one he already held for

Needwood. forest, Besides the fees from these and the favours

which were sent the way of one so powerful, he also had his

share of the rich pickings to be had with the forest offices.

He was parker of Uttoxeter, held the agistment of several

forest parks and the farm of the gypsum deposits at Castlehay.

Agard was a rich workhorse, his success coming,as it so often

did in the later middle ages, from sri amalgam of long-service

and. competence.

All of this is jumping the gun somewhat. Of what

did the forest consist?
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Needwood was divided into five sections called wards

(not'hays', as in the other forests): Barton, Marchington,

Tutbury, Uttoxeter and Yoxall. Each of these was held by a

hereditary forester in fee, about whom little is known. They

were probably, respectively, the Griffith, Mynors of Blakenhall,

Boughay, Mynors of Uttoxeter and Wells families. Each ward

also had a collector/receiver and. a keeper to prevent deer

from straying. There were also lesser officials, local yeomen

and tenants, who administered the ten parks enclosed within

these wards.49 With the need to end sales of wood and a

general reduction in income from feudal rights within the

forest50 , rents and leases of grazing and foraging rights

took on an additional financial importance for the Duchy.

Needwood forest was low-lying and possessed a soil

derived from Keuper marl, which, though difficult to work,

51
made for excellent pastureland. Income from pasture rights

fluctuated quite wildly. In 1427-8 it was £49, in 1460-1 £36,

in 1475-6 £46 and in 1482-3 £32.52 Leases of land. and. the

use of land were not only an important feature of the forest's

ecoromy, they were also valuable pieces of patronage at the

disposal of the master-forester/steward and the surveyor.

The steward alone could 'aett and lett' improvements and

assarts, while his surveyor was empowered to do likewise for

farms and demesne land worth up to £20/6s/8d for terms of

three to seven years or twenty years. Local gentry families

and office-holders took advantage of the opportunity to

lease land and rights. In 1462 William Aleyn, the collector

of Uttoxeter, leased pasture for twelve years at £9/13s/4d

a year, while in 1476 the collector of Barton had the herbage

and panzzage of three of the forest parks for £5/lOs/8d.53

Thomas, Lord Stanley the younger leased some property in the
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1460s, while by 1482 the steward, William, Lord Hastings,

besides taking a £40 fee, had awarded himself the leases of

the agietment in seven of the ten Needwood parks and six more

in the Honour's Derbyshire lands. 54 For these he paid

£39/lls/6d. or well over half the total receipts from pasture

in those places. Hastings was not the only steward to feather

his own nest by moriopolising the Honour's valuable offices

and perquisites- especially those in Needwood forest. In

November 1487 Sir James Blouiit ousted Nicholas Montgomery as

farmer of Uttoxeter and Morehead mills, and three months

later tock over the farms of herbage and pannage again in seven

of the forest's parks and five more in Derbyshire. He paid

annually £21/13s/4d for the mills and £18/16s/8d. for the parks.56

At this time the other lucrative farms were also in

the hands of local men. The Staffordshire estates of the

Honour contained seven mills: two at Tutburyandcz]eat Marchington,

Barton, Uttoxeter, Morehead and Newcastle-under-Lyme (the last

being water-driven). When these were farmed out at the beginning

of Henry Vii's reign four were taken by important members of

the county gentry- Nicholas Agard took Marchington for ten

years (later extended to twenty) at £2/16s/8d a year; Hugh

Egerton took what for him was his local mill at Newcastle-under-

Lyme for seven years at £13/6s/8d; and Nicholas Montgomery

briefly held Uttoxeter (f,8/6s/8d) and Morehead (f13/6s/8d)

Though Montgomery's farm was supposedly for seven years,

the steward, Blouxit, deprived him of it, paying the same rate,

in 1487, as just mentioned. After Blount's death Montgomery

recovered the farms and later passed them on to his son.58

The Montgomerys were also stewards of Uttoxeter, and Hugh

Egerton steward of Newcastle-uxider-Lyme at this time.

Blount's successor, Sir Humphrey Stanley, followed
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in the footsteps of his predecessors by quickly taking the

farms of herbage and pannage in ttree Needwood parks- Rowley,

Agardsley and Castlehay- and the keeping of Rowley park.59

At this time three of the keepers of the Needwood wards

were from local gentry families: Agard. (Tutbury), Wells

(Yoxall) and Kynnardeley (Marchington). The other wards

were kept by John Hurste (Uttoxeter) and Robert Legh (Barton).

Hurste was also keeper of Tutbury park, and Legh, a yeoman

of the Crown, kept Barton park.60

Legh was by no means the first royal courtier who

was rewarded with an office in the forest. Each keepership

and parkership was worth a penny a day (f1/lOs/4d a year),

and since the offices could be devolved on a deputy, they

could be useful additions to a courtier's or gentleman's

income, especially if one could get hold of several of them. In

Henry Ferrers' account as receiver of the Honour for 1460-1

Marchington ward and four of the forest parks were specifically

noted as being kept by servants of the deposed Lancastrian

king and queen61 , Rolleston's parker being a clerk of Margaret

of Anjou's stables. None of these courtiers kept his office

wider the Yorkists. Perhaps Perrers had been instructed to

highlight which offices could be readily used by the still

insecure new regime to reward past service and induce present

and future support without offending anyone who mattered.

Needwood differed from the other royal forests in

Staffordshire in Its relationship to the Crown; a relationship

which gave far greater scope for the use of patronage,

particularly as far as out-of-county men were concerned.

While Cannock and Kinver contained many offices which were

held in heredity and bad suffered greatly from encroachment

and disafforestatlon which reduced the amount of patronage
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available to later kings, Needwood, for so long not governed

by forest laws, retained a wealth of petty offices which

could be used both to develop an affinity among the local

gentry and to reward courtiers and servants in government.

That neither Buckinghain, Warwick nor Clarence could raise a

fighting force from among the local gentry beneficiaries of

Duchy patronage in the forest and Honour was not due to lack

of effort on their part or to mismanagement of that patronage.

Besides the Staffordshire lands there were large estates in

Derbyshire and lesser ones in Warwickshire and Leicestershire

in the Honour- pickings for- all • This may have been the problem,

as gentlemen knew that whichever nobleman held the stewardship

would have to turn to them for support and to aaminister the

lands. Thus safe and secure in the knowledge that the life to

come would hold enough milk and honey for all but those openly

and practically committed to a losing magnate faction, the

gentry could afford to pick up what offices and farms they

could without worrying about responsibilities to their patron.

Perhaps it was a realisation of this by stewards towards the

end of the century as well as the employment of gentlemen

with no illusions about being able to build affinities for

themselves that explains why they began to collect large

numbers of the petty offices and perquisites for themselves

rather than share them out.

Nonetheless, in 1484, after appointing Sir Marmaduke

constable aB steward of the Honour and master-forester of

Needwood, Richard III sent him precise instructions telling

him to stamp out illegal retaining thein. 62 These instructions

also ordered Constable to make a survey of the forest and to

pay particular attention to conserving wood and game resources.

The King increased the fees of parkers, but forba& them to have

the farm of herbage and pax*nage in their own parks. Here, then,
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was another reason why stewards began to accumulate such perks.

Of the hereditary foresters in fee, only the Lriff1tbs

were leading county gentlemen. Both Sir John and Walter Griffith

were sheriffs in this century and the former was also regularly

appointed to commissions dealing with the Honour's affairs.63

The family held 'fayre lands' at Draycote, Tatenhill and Wychnor.

How important these foresters in fee were is uncertain.

The Victoria County History of Staffordshire, citing the

Great Cowcher of 1414-5, says that 'the running of the forest

seems to have been in the hands of this body of men' 4, though

offers no further iriformation about them. The five families

I have listed are merely the heirs of the earlier foresters

in fee whom the Cowcher mentions. Certainly as far as

the accounts of forest officers and the receiver show, it was

coUectora, keepers and parkers	 were more prominent. -In the

account of Robert Whitgreve, receiver for 1439-40 the keepers

of Marchington, Tutbury, Uttoxeter and Yoxall wards (Bartori

ward is not mentioned) were referred to as the foresters6,

as were the keepers of Tutbury and Uttoxeter wards in the

account for 1460-i 66 This may just have been a slip of the

pen, but might it also be significant in revealing who ran

the wards? Occasionally someone in the five families rose

to an important office in the Honour, but this was rare.

John Wells became under-steward to Sir James Blourit in 1489

and receiver of the Honour twenty years later, and a Myriors

of Uttoxeter father arid sox combination was bailiffs of the

New Liberty in Staffordshire throughout the reigns of Henry V

and. Henry VI. 67 My impression is that, like the foresters in

fee of Cannock and Kinver, those of Needwood were treating

whatever property that had originally pertained to their

offices as normal landed estates. Indeed, in Jarivary 1490

Richard Mynors of Blakenhall actually sued the steward of

the Honour for selling a wood in Tatenhill parish that did.
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this had been part of some estates held by a forester in fee,

though Mynors was forester of Marchington ward and Tatenhill

lay in the neighbouring Tutbury ward.
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